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tated, sang, looked again’and again at
ever changing face of the sky, which
lighted up a little, and anon grew black
portentous. Night was approaching,

the
now
and
and]

with the night always bringing fresh winds, hours. © The mind, occupied in the services,
which whisper counsel of flannels and over- was released from. the opgressiveness of the
A Weekly Religious Newspaper
_coats, with the bath and the boat ever at. weather, and we retired truly grateful for
hand, one may live from June to Septem- such a refuge from the heat.
a walk of seven miles in the dark for our ber, without once realizing that it is sumTo that noble army of martyrs who, on.
Santiporeans
would
hardly
prove:
a
pleasevery
Sabbath afternoon, are driven by the
|
mer,
without
once
feeling
the
impulse
to
H,,
N.
Dover,
8t.,
n
Washingto
No. 89
ure trip, however it may
have
been consult the thermometer for sympathy.
OFFICES, } No. 80 Vesey St., New York City.
heat from the sanctuary to deng and caves,
regarded yesterday morning. At length,
There is a certain degree of freedom (in- ¢¢ destitute, afflicted, tormented,” I beg to
LUTHBR RB. BURLINGAME, Publisher,
| a8 the south wind still continued blowing. separable from the sea, which also givesa suggest a few thoughts adapted to their
To whom all letters on business, remittances of strongly, we started, thinking the shower
:
3
residence on the shore a special charm. case.
money, &c., should be sent. All mis
he
would go around.
Our line. was formed, Dames wedded te fashion may wear silks _ 1. The heat is not overcome by being
ed for publication should be addressed to th
rs.
3
5
and our Jellasore friends escorted us te and diamonds to breakfast in the country, ‘¢ watahed and tended,” but by those men‘Terme: $3.00 per year; or if paid strictly in ad- the river.
By this time the south wind had as they niay at Niagara or Saratoga, and tal and spiritual ‘exercises which release
vance, $2.50.
:
died away. Thicker and faster, blacker
rustle all day in the armor of stiffness the thoughts from the care of an uneasy
REMITTANCES must be made in money orders
and more furiously the angry clouds tolled and-ceremony.
But whosoewer ventures body. The sad experience of the sick man
dank checks, or drafts, if possible. When neither o
these can be procured, send the money in a registered
up from the northwest and hastened apace. upon a salt-water bath surrenders ih the who slept poorly all night, though he gave
letter. All Postmasters are obliged to register letters
Flocks of white crows were seen flying be- act something of conventionality ; and Mrs. attention to it, is repeated in the case of
whenever requested to do so.
fore the impending storm, and seemed like Grundy and Flora McFlinfsey alike descend
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is re
nota few who cultivate coolness on the
ceived by the Publisher for their discontinuance, and
angels of mercy laboring to hold back com- to the Jevel of commbn humanity, when Sabbath.
until payment of all arrearages is made, as required
by law,
ing wrath. It was presumption to attemps
2. The services appropriate “to the Sabthey run from the bathing-house across the

For the Family.
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crossing theriver in the face of such a tem-

EachSubscriber is particularly requested to note the
date on the label for the expiration

of his

pest.

subserip-

tion, aad to forward what is due for the ensuing year,
with or without further reminder from this office,

We beat a hasty retreat, when, Jel-’

lasoreans

and Santiporeans

fled, in mass,

for refuge to the Mission premises, with far
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
more regardto speed and safety than to order
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the, and decorum, thus supplying an interestpost-o
whether directed to his name or another’s
ing finale to our fourth ‘annual S. S. Picor whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible
for the payment,
:
nic, not laid down in the original pro9. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he
gramme.
We had scarcely time to reach
mast pay all arrearages, or the publisher may contin.
ue to send it until payment is made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken
from the
office or not.
8. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and perioicals from the
t-office, or
Yemoyiug and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.

the

bungalow, when the storm

us.

burst

There was a furious blow, but only

soderate

shower

of

rain to

moisten

aye-op moneys sentsfor
dition,
AF

on,
t

We send

no books

or otherwise,

the Star is allowed in ad-

out

to be sold

with the privilege

of returning

ye

em,

the
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Never mind!
Clouds and darkness hover near,
Men’s hearts failing them for fear,
Be thou of right good cheer,

were, at that

time,

not

merely

for lack of food, but shrouded

Never mind!

in their right mind,
Mary, at the feet

meekly

of Jesus,

—M. F. Tupper.

S. S. Picpic.

igand

while" all are

This good time came off, very pleasantly, at Patna, yesterday and to-day. We of

“‘the garden in the wilderness,” left home

and write, —yes, and do a good deal more.

before 4 A. M., and reached the north bank

Seven Santal young

of

women from our

to read at all.

after sun-rise.

pore, who

Here we espied, acrossa wide bed of sand,
with a low stream of water near its center,

two

young

Normal School at

Santi-

now

and

engaged

were

in teaching

able to be

ta

carry

back

with

present

them,

unenlightened cotntrymen.

with

a

were composed of Scripture selections,
previously committed to memory. Twenty-two classes, composing the Jellasore

.

school, occupied about, one hour, and the

ation of the plunge

in

some

in

the

gentle

which

ahd which

no

mil-

lionaire has yet been able to transfer to the
country seat or the city mansion,
*

must have passed

some of the late hot weather

sees;

into ‘the water,

sea chore monopolizes,

The editor of the Boston Advertiser, judg-

speeches in response to several toasts.
In the evening the children and their

Dickens

buoys up and encourages the swimmer as
no pond or river ever can; the gentle interest of a search for rare shells; the joys
of a swift voyage on a craft bending piquantly under the topsail ‘till the wave
kisses the gunwale, yet answering the helm
with superb promptness ; the very flavor of
a blue fisk, which an hour ago was lounging along the cool comfort of deep surroundings ;—all these are joys . which the

in Summer,

ing from what follows,

as Charles

the city or country ever

——

exercises wound up with a few nice little

or

romance which ever invests the passing
ship, and the grace which belongs to the
roughest oarsman or the most disreputable
yacht when seen at a distance ; the invigor-

19th, 1870.

Sea-Shore

boom,

the world, and always strikes upon the ear
with a new grandeur; the sunsets more’
brilliant, and moonrises more tender than

would really have been worth looking at;
and to all those who have labored and
prayed and given of their substance to effect
this pleasing change, the view could scarcely fail to bring joy and gladness, and good
hope for the future.
J. ParLLies.
Jellasore, May

unruly

of the surf, which is like no other sound

with

Crawford,) asthe two schools sat in rows
on their mats, facing each other, the picture

These

some

was, ‘with a liking for things maritime, ever
leave the seashore disappointed.. The roar

and

Here, then, is marked progress, and the
friends and patrons
of our Mission have a
right to know it, and rejoice with devout
thanksgiving. Could
we
have
photographed, for your broad sheet, the whole
scene (‘‘ noise and all,” says our good Miss

or-

by

mankind who are torn

which to stir the stagnant thought of their

were seated, mostly on mats, facing each
“ther, leaving a small space in the middle
of the room to be occupied by the classes

for rehearsals.

content

should be jerked off the pier by some
strong-mouthed fish at the end of his line.
But on the whole the charms have a decided preponderance over the drawbacks;
and few, at least of that large portion of

itis to be hoped that they gained a new idea
or two,

til 81-2 P. M., when ourample schoolroom was well packed. The two schools

on

are

men

and take part in our S. S. celebration;

ganized for the occasion; and then dismissed for rest and refreshments.
The weather being so intensely hot, we
did not call the children together again un-

when” “¢lled

from bis boat

able

Now scores are able to read

village schools,

the waving banners and long line of our
Jellasore friends, who were awaiting us
on the other side. A warm greeting was
heard as we neared the water's edge.
The river, being fordable at this season,
was soon crossed, and we were all in full
march for the Mission premises, half a mile
distant. Arriving on what should be the
green, south of the Bungalow, we formed
into line, and after singing and prayer,

to the days when he was

Santals

could have been found in our vicinity,

soon

to pall upon the palate. He who has chosen with great care the sandy spit or rocky
island which gives the best assurance of
cool air, is apt to. discover presently, that
the location'so eligible in this respect is
not suited to the production of milk in plenty, of eggs in freshness, of fruit and vegetables in the happy medium of perfect ripeness, even of tender steak or plump chickens. There are cireumstances under which
a hearty appetite is an aggravation, and the
hungry convalescent looks back reluctantly

sitting, like

At that time, scarcely half a dozen

Subarnreka,

relish

of the mackerel, fresh from the hook, begin

students of the divine word! Then they slice of toast and a cup of tea. It may be
knew nothing of the true God, and salvaset down, also, on this side of the account,
tion by our Lord Jesus Clirist. Since that
that the sea has dangers which the land
day, 107 souls have professed faith in knows not, which cause nervous mammas
Christ by baptism, 90 at Jellasore and to spend long days of misery, in apprehen17 at Santapore ; while at the present time sion lest the adventurous boy should be
the number of awakened ioquirers and swept beyond his depth, should be seized
probationers is considerable at both places. by an untimely cramp, should be knocked

Be thou tranquil as a dove;
Through these thunder-clouds above
Shines afar the heaven of love;
Never mind!

the

sum-

flavor of the chowder, and the dainty

Now,

very many of them are indeed clothed,

a

the meagerness of the table, after the rich

perishing

in gross

norance and polluting superstition.

Come what may, some work is done,
Praise the Father through the Son,
Goals are gain’d and prizes won,
Never mind!

“

to

when dire famine was desolating the land,

With my Father at my side,

of

Of course there are drawbacks to be set
against these special advantages, and the
scores of others which might be named in a
more elaborate essgy upon the charms of
seaside life. First and chiefis likely to be

and the struggle was for dear life, and
again yesterday and to-day, you coull not
have failed to sympathize with us. in the
feelings of grateful joy with which we
looked on this convention of S. S. teachers
and children. The great majority of them

"Soul, be strong, whate’er betide,
God himself is guard and guide,—

Fourth - Annual

untilled,

think us vain of our little annual,. when
thousands far more important and interesting go unreported. Could you and your
readers have been with us four years ago,

Mind.

by

the same

dipper, or by dancing together all night in
the same set. Thus there is gradaally
created a sort of family feeling among the
guests of a seashore house, which may be
looked for in vain among the boarders at

In conclusion, I beg my readers not to

AUGUST 3, 1870.

ver

ground about here remains

for want of rain to moisten it, in order
enable the people to plow their fields.

The Whorning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

water from

tinued, with but one short break, for seven | inland resorts, even at the end
months.
While it is now. lute seed-time,
mer of close contact.
.

on commis-

fa-

teachers had a fine march through the long

vorite nook of the seaboard:

Patna bazar, which they enjoyed hugely.
Singing a number of spirit-stirring tunes,
in both Oriya and Santal, and a few rounds
of cheering for the Maha Rane,or great
Queen, helped much to enliven the scene.
We greatly felt the need of a few musical

The sea-shore has one advantage over
all the other rivals for favor in the summer vacation.
He who sojourns there
avoids the chief of the discomforts of summer. He keeps cool. There are days in

An Incident and its Lessons.

:

every year when the wanderer in the coun-

A correspondent

of the

Congregational-

sides to the streets is felt to be an unpardonable drawliatk ! when it is neither merciful not 8afe to take the horse from his

stall for a drive; and when

ing for a time, sat down on the grass, when

night, in the

morning

Going home with

the

in
pas-

might with the weather.

After dinner, he kindly proposed that I
should rest quietly in the shade, while he
attended to the Yempant of the flock whom
the heat had spared. As I did not often
enjoy the opportunity of hearing a sermon,
I declined the proposal, and putting on my

windows, is less tolerable than day. At
the mountains, such days have no cool moments except on the very summit; and the hick coat, set forth under the burning sun
exertion necessary to reach the breezy hight for the sanctuary. Our walk soon brought

acquitted themselves in their rehearsals, a
part being in Oriya ang’ a part in Santal.

is not to be thought of.

As for the springs,

afld speeches, which I

compensating nature has somehow provided that wherever the earth flows with
medicine ready mixed, the sun shall beat

for, and thanks veted for the kind hospitali-

down with greater heat than anywhere
else, 80 a8 to make medicine a necessity,
But by the sea, in our climate, if one choos-

A few more toasts

trust did se
fing to stir the intellect and
warm the heart,next year’s picnic provided
ty of our Jellasore friends, we separated

to

meet once more on the green at 4 P, M.,for
leave<taking.
Tho hour came, and we
met, but meantime

es lis phive well, there is always freedom
from the torment of the day.
Places which

the heavens had: be- have a land breeze are to be avoided; and
come over cast ; the booming thunder was
spots nearly surrounded by salt water are
in the distance; angry black clouds rolled
to be sought. Then, with the tide twice a
up fiom the northwest.
We paused, hesi- day washing every, thing clean and cool,

fitted

to

—

Mr. Hepworth is thus reported by, the
Herald, when speaking of the ordeal to
which the Scriptureshave been subjected.
It is no small evidence of the divine origin
of a book which has borne such tests as
these:
is

For more than fifty. generations that part
of it known as the New Testament has
been gaining new influence and conquering new victories. No part of it has escaped the shrewd analysis of the scholar. His

keen criticism has hunted

into

every

ob-

scure passage, has examined the original
manuscripts from which its precepts and
its biographies have been collated, has called in question its statements one after
other, and so far without avail.
As

the
the

The

Editors,

Publishers

and

Priaters

Beach, N. H. The
attendance was
large, and comprised many distinguished
men. There was an address
by Mr.
Blaine, Speaker of the House of Representatives, and a poem by B. P. Shillaber

the Baptist Board:
:
“ When I look over 1869, the bles: ings received

of Boston, besides speeches and addresses
by various other gentlemen.
The interests of joyrnalismin the United States
were discussed, and various opinions expressed as to what constitute the true elements of successful editorial life. In connection with the other exercises there was
an excursion
to the Shoals,

a

visit

to the

Navy Yard near Portsmouth, and a ball at
the Ocean House in the evening. The oc-

* The effects of the long continued drought
are manifesting themselves in numerous
and destructive fires. Severalof our principal cities have been visited by them during the past week, and the destruction of
property hasbeen immense.
On the 25th,

doubt:

tral Square, burned

over about

same time in the city proper and at the
South End. Philadelphia, Syracuse, N. Y.,
one or two villages in Maine, and woods in

have

suffered

severe damage, and the loss, in each

of both

public

and

of

and ridiculed, when Strauss tried to prove
that the Scriptures were but a collection of

8 acres of

the city, and destroyed about $325,000 of
property.
Fires were also. raging at the

private

case,

property

has

.

SPAIN.

scoffed

Voltaire

When

The state of affairs-in other portions of
Europe has served to draw public attention
away from Spain for the last week or two.

myths, the great body of the people found
in the sacred page the comfortand encour- Considerable excitement was created reagement which blessed their lives. Like cently by a demonstration by the workingsome granite boulder far out at sea, against men. in Madrid, at which serious results
which the stormy waves of centuries beat, were feared. They marched through the
and beat in'vain, only breaking themselves streets, bearing banners inscribed, ‘¢ The
into. snowy spray, so the Bible stands. people ‘dying of hunger.” They halted
It is enthroned in the world’s great heart, before the residents of several state offiand nothing can achieve its ruin. It is . cials and demanded employment, and havprotected by the Providence of Almighty ing been conciliated by fair promises, they
God, and will be the religicus educator ended their demonstration in a quiet and
of mankind until the last man closes his orderly manner. The signal for a Carlist
eyes in death, and history shuts her book out-break has been momentarily expected
for two weeks past, and all

and clasps it with a clasp.

Generous Christianity.
——

&

—

, Beecher thus puts in a word for large
heartedness in dealing with the
poor:
Now, when Christianity makes a gift to
the poor, it can not afford to pick off the

needful’ prepa-

rations made to meet it. A large portion
of the garrison at Valladolid has been sent
to the frontier to guard against irruptions
in that quarter, and as Don Carlos has
been refused admittance to the Frdnch
Army, it is feared that the outbreak may
really occur.

Spain remains tranquil

the

them: “You are poor, and you can eat this
worm eaten fruit.” When Christianity gives

There is no new candidate reported for the

poor, it is bound

the

to give to them

generous

and your children,

Be more

to the poor than you are to your:

gelves,
That is the spirit of Christianity.
kind to them than you are to
more
Be
yourselves. That is the true inspiration
of Christianity. And when men shall understand

this,

and

begin

to endow

mis-

sions and reading-rooms for the poor—
magnificently endow
them, so that they

will
dreds
from

go on

working

of years—they
their

labors

and

hundreds and huncan

afford to rest

go to heaven;

for

being dead, they shall speak in the things
they have dome, and carry comfort and
dry burning heat which usually attends encouragement and relaxation and knowone in the shade on a warm day. Theserv- ledge to those who most need them. A
joes were fittingly introduced by music. man might well place before him in life
The Word was read, and an appropriate: this single ambition, “I will make myprayer carried our thoughts above. The self so well off, that I shall have enough
sermon invited and received our attention,
to build a kind of home for the poor, so
by its well chosen and appropriately treat- that when my family shall be scattered,
ed theme, and 1 left the place of worship there shall be gathered a larger family
feeling that it had been as the shadow of a whom I have blessed.” Oh! how poor the
great rock in a weary land. The exercise vision of a life of pleasure seems in comof going to the sanctuary had delivered us parison and contrast with these munificent
1 from the * burning heat” of the noontide and noble ways of life!

ona perspiration that relieved us of the

ahi

So

Franco-Pryssian

difficulty,

over

meanest products of the tree, and say to

to

refers to it in his annual Report to

appear so many and so marked, and we
happy in our work, that it seems like

too good to be true.
ing

the

month

were 80
a dream,

Many times, especially dur-

of

December,

when

far

away

among the jungle villages, did these words come
to me,—*‘ Be still, and know that I am God; L
will

be

exalted

among

the

heathen.

I will be

exalted in the earth.”
. .In the midst of the
harvest, in several villages, men and women turned out by hundreds to hear about Jesus; and not
only to hear, but to believe also. Three hundred
and twenty-four ‘were baptized in one month,
December, and hundreds of others sent away
until we should know them better. We rejoice

with trembling. . We know to some extent

our

weakness and the tremendous load heaped

upon

us. If Jésus helps sufficiently, we shall stand,
and do our work when and as we should. Without his aid we shall all come to grief and shame.
« + + The first week in Jan., 1869, we, as a mis-

sof;in concert with

the rest of the Christian

world, spent in special prayer.

Nearly 600

have:

been added to our number. The native Christians connected with our stations live in 94 different villages, and are mostly poor and ignorant
people. None can read or write until taught by
us. . . As soon as they profess faith'in Jesus, alk
have a great desire to learn to read the Bible, except of course the very aged. Their earnestness
amounts to enthusiasm, and teachers are asked
for by so many villages that I have not been able
to supply more than one-tenth of the demand.

The converts are willing to build school-houses
and

support

teachers

in most instances, if they

and their children can only be taught.”
In pleading with the Board for a missionary
for Cumbum, he says: “ It is too far from Ongole

to be connected with

it longer than is actually

BURMAH.

During the past year the Lord’s work has been
very successfully prosecuted among the Karens;
629 converts have been baptized.
The whole
number
of the Karen, church
membership
amounts to 14,403.
JAPAN.

a fire in Basf'Boston,in the vicinity of Cen-

been quite extended.

gravest

Ongole, thus

necessary. . . About 400 members of our church
are there, and inquirers numbering hundreds
more. . . The heathen are ‘exceedingly mad,’
and would gladly persecute them ‘even unto
death,’ did they not fear the powers that be. Besides, the converts need a white face, Anglo
Saxon zeal to teach, encourage and inspire them.
It seems to me that Providence says plainly to
sia, in which case they will appear on the American Baptists, go up and occupy Cumbum.”
Fifty-five have been baptized in connection
opposite side. The whole Fenian brotherwith the Nellore station. The monthly church
hood is highly jubilantin view of such a covenant meetings are now devoted to hearing
consummation, and its officers make nu- an account of what each one has attempted to do
merous laughable cffers of assistange, to for the conversion of souls, instead of being oc| casions for the members to relate the exercises
France.
+
of mind, a change that has proved a profitable
DESTRUCTIVE FIRES,
one.

so the Bible holds its supreme

affections of the world even in the . ages

We have from time to time noticed in our mis-

sion column the late wonderful work among the
Teloogoos of southern India. Mr. Clough, of

various parts of the country

place in ‘the

4

INDIA—TELOOGOOS.

of New England held their annual cenvention oft the 21st and 22d at Rye

sun sheds his daily light upon the world,
calling the grass, the flowers and the fields
of wheat into life every season, never once
veiling his face because of the scientific
skepticism which has to probe his’ secret,

yourselves

Sabbath

supply of ripe mangoes were distributed,

the school-room,
and the Santiporeans well

Sr

else,

city churches.

On a very warm

it

small, low rooms, with their

very much to the gratification of all concerned. At 9 A. M.,we were again seated in

all things

August, I occupied the pulpit in one of our

ist sends this statement, and draws from
certain inferences :

parched rice, sweet meats, and a generous

impracticable

are, above

the best it has. Therefore, when you build
missions for the poor, build them better
than your own churches. When you open
reading-rooms for the poor, make them
more sumptuous than the reading-rooms for

instruments, but utterly detest the idea of try village feels as great a desire to take off tor, he kindly furnished me with slippers
“using those constantly devoted to idolatrous his flesh and sit in his bones, as does the and a dressing-gown, and taking me to a
processions,
A.
toiler in the city ; when the lack of shady shady room, left me to battle as best I
Soon after sun-rise this morning, the
children again came together at the beat
of the gong, and after marching and sing-

* EDITORIAL CONVENTION.

rs

Field.

NE

give the rest we need. There is nothing casion was highly enjoyable, and the Fraless refreshing than that comatose condition ternity no doubt received fresh vigor and
which results from listlessness of mind and
animation during its short stay by the sed.
in bodily action. Some exertion of the
WAR-MEETINGS BY OUR FOREIGN CITIZENS.
mind is needful to release from physical
discomfort occasioned by the weather. If, {: The French and German
population
in appropriate exercises, we forget the in our ‘larger cities have held frequent
and enthusiastic meetings during the last
heat, the heat will forget us.
3. The services of the sanctuary are de- week or two, to express sympathy with
signed for all the year, and have no refer- their fellow citizens at home.
The Gerence to the temperature. The Psalmist mane thus farhate been more demonstra‘lived in a very warm climate, yet when he tive, and have offered more substantial aid
speaks of the pleasutes of the Sabbath and than the French. A large number of the
the sanctuary, he does not allude to the former signify a willingness to go home to
weather, unless to show how in the service
their Fatherland.and help fight its battles,
of God we may escape its rigors. For but the King does not yet require their services. Both they and
the French have
aught we know, he wrote the CXXilnd
Psalm when the .thermometer indicated a raised a hospital fund, which is to be used
hundred degrees above zero. We think it in various ways to supply the wants and
would have seemed very strange to him to alleviate the sufferings of the sick and
The demonstrations by the Gershut up the house of prayer because the wounded.
weather was warm ; a measure that strikes mans are particularly enthusiastic in the
us as very poorly adapted to the removal of west, where their large numbers enable
the evil. The heart panting for the water them to make very liberal offers both of
men and means. The Irish are earnestly
brooks does not fear the sun.
hoping that England
may
become
involved in the contest on the side of PrusScrutiny of the Bible.

drinking nauseos

the

Mission

ire

bath

riding up a mountain in the’same stage,

long parched earth, But now the truce
has been broken, I trust we have an end
4 When Agents recelve premiums, no percent- | to the withering drought which has con-

YW

the first embrace of the surge dripping, and
divested of every vestige of the dignity
which is borrowed from elaborate apparel.
After being bowled over by the same wave,
people feel an acquaintance,an instinct even
of friendship, which is not produced by

a

—

beach like timid scarecrows, and rise from

or after being rocked in the same yacht,

upon

Events of the Week.

gr—

ably means not togbecome

and

prob-

involved

in it,

throne,

The National Congress
has recently proposed
to-grant free religious toleration, and to establish
schools in the capital and in the provinces, under the care of Christian missionaries.
It is
stated that there is an eagerness to learn the English language, and disposition to adopt foreign
customs.
The high priests of some of the principal temples have solicited copies of everything
existing in their language in reference to Christianity.
CHINA.
‘Rev. Mr. Knowlton,
late from China, in his
address before the recent Annual Meeting of the
Baptist Board, thus speaks of his missionary

work:

AND

I arrived in Ningpo,

beliefs, handed down

about

16

more than 3,000 years, and

utterly averse to change.
But there was no alternative but to go patiently to work:in accordance with Chrisy’s command, relying upon his
promises. . . . And what have been the results
of the labors of your missionaries in Ningpo and
vicinity?
Sixteen years ago there were but
eight native Christians and no out-stations. Now
there are, in the eastern China mission,16 sta.
tions and out-stations scattered
over an ares
about 800 miles long by 200 broad; containing a
population of four or five millions.
We have 17
native preachers, 2 colporters, and 43 Bible women in connection with 6 churches containing a
membership of 233 native Cbristians.
I have
myself baptized on an average about 16 converts
annually.”
The churches of America must feel their inter-

estin the

conversion

:

of China intensified, now

that there are 100,000 Chinesg4m
our

own

coun-

try, with the prospect of the number being in.
creased to millions. Says the Congregational«
ist &

FRANCE

When

years since,we had no stations outside of the
city. All around was dark as midnight. . . The
people were very suspicious of foreigners. They
were ignorant and bigoted to the utmost degree,
regarding all foreigners as inferior, uncivilized
races; hence they called them *‘ red-haired men,”
* white devils,” and.‘ barbarians.”
I found
them exceedingly attached to their religious

Recorder:

*“It will be

vastly

easier

and

cheaper to do the work of evangelization in this

PRUSSIA.

The Franco-Prussian difficulty has developed a new feature during’ the past
week, which leaves France in rather an un-

Christian land than it would be to do it on the
other side of the globe, under the overshadowing

power of heathen superstition and abominations.
We have been trying to take this world

by

way

enviable position. Bismarck has submitted ‘of China and India and Africa, but is it not pos.
sible that God means we shall take it by way of
to the Foreign Ministers at Berlin the copy the southern states and the Pacific slope? In
of a treaty proposed by Napoleon to Prus- other words, is it not possible that God means.we.
sia, which 1s as thoroughly detestable in its shall save other lands through our own ¥”’
spirit as are the usual exhibitions of NapoAFRICA.
leonic state-craft. It is simply an effort at
in

gelf-aggrandizement on the part of Napoleon, by which he would annex Luxemburg

and Belgium, and conciliate Prussia by acknowledging all her acquisitions from Austrig, and the union of North and South Ger-

.

The 8.cretary of the Baptist Miss. Board,
on
his annual report,says: ¢ The blessing of God
great
been
has
Liberia)
(in
mission
the African

beyond all precedent... A general revival of
has been enjoyed, and the work extendreligion
ed among the native Africans of different
preachers

who

have

been

longest

tribes.

in

the

many. Prussia rejects the proposal, the The
country say that never before have they witness.
baseness of which is turning public opinion ed anything in extent and to be compared with
strongly against the cause of France. The it”?
Hundreds have been converted, and the light
armies are approaching each other,between
Metz and Treves on the Mozelle ; Napoleon ‘of the gospel is scattering the darkness of-idolatry, One of the missionaries writes, under date
has gone to the front,and a great battle is be-

coming mote and more wminent.

There

of March 26: ¢“ Every field undér our care is in a
most healthy condition,inviting laborers to enter.

are ample preparations on both sides, the +. At Monrovia I baptized 35; at Virginia, 83;
62, two-thirds of whom. are ConPrussian army numbering about 400,000 at Careysburg,
goes’; at Louisiana, 18, all Congoes ; at Millsburg
No
300,000.
about
French
the
men, and
at Robertsport, Grand Cape Mount,
new alliances have been formed, but En- 5 Congoes;
45 are cow awaiting my visit, to be baptized. In
duplicithe
at
aroused
gland is thoroughly
the New Georgia Congo church are ten converts,
ty of France in proposing the secret treaty, and in the Clay Ashland, 29. Of the number of
and is putting her army (in readiness for “converts in the Leeward counties I have not been
correctly informed.”
any emergency.

oh

in clay, the handiwork of

the

who

women

makes

one:

After reason- |

riding

point,

I

‘took two lessons: on horseback, being my
own teacher, and from this time our pet Char-

ie carried me,and our up country bull, Joe,
served as horse for my good: husband.
Qur trips varied in length from four to

hardly

three-fourths

covered,

while

the

men and children are clad in true Santal
costume. This is simply a cloth of any
size, from less than half of a pocket handseveral

to

kerchief

yards.

The

end

of

saved

be
ing.
|

Suffer

fature

from sin [and
;

The evening

i
has come, and

as

we

have

had supper,we will spend an hour with this
company that has gathered round our tent.
Some converse freely, raise pbjections and
ask

very

questions,

reticent.

advances,

let

while

others

While
us

look

the

are

shy

and

conversation
at

them

more

« Bible and

\ Horn,

Tract

Cause.”

—Or

We want alittle money to enable us to
print a few books for the Bengalis, Santals
and Oriyas. We are just now issuing a
Hymn Book in each language. We have
not half funds enough to meet the exvens+
es of these editions. A new religions’

from

him

by .

pas neglect, by present fear, by anything,"
In illustration of the views of death at or remember thatit is ‘“ a faithful saying,
which 1 have hinted, let me repeatto you that Christ Jesus came into the world to
a parable so striking that itis better than save sinners.” Be more intimate with Him
than with your dearest earthly friend.
any argument, a parable founded upon a
' 15. Never resolve in your own strength.
well’ known fact in natural history. The Resolutions are of no avail, simply #s such,
fact is this: The larva or grub of the drag- A child, looking to Christ, is stronger. than
on-fly lives wholly in the water in the a strong man arthed. Be resolute in lookbottom of pords and pools, whereas the ing to him for strength—this is all the resdragonfly lives in the air, some species of olution you need to make, for
16. ¢* Without me, ‘ye can do nothing.”
which ave very beautiful, having the most Let this be the settled conviction of your
brilliant iridescent color. Ata certain stage soul, for without this, all else is unavailing,
the larva or grab leaves-the water, crawls and all effort to grow in grace will be as
up on some water plant and changes into useless as to buildwa house on the shifting
finged
creature. The
parable runs sub- | sand.
Finally. Do not be discouraged if you
ba
§ pan
in
If you were
fail greatly inneed everything.
\
ih beantif
y
:
you have. of -a
would
erfect, what
there dwelt
—

work has been published in Bengali, which
;
Le
beautiful pond
In a certain
this is tucked under a string that passes closely.
“has excited a good deal of interest and is a large number of the grubs of the dragon- R aviour. *¢ Ask, and it shall be given you;
is
‘hips,
Their
long
tangled
and
dirty
hair,
their
the
above
just
body
round the
€ commence on
our
fly. They became aware that one after seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall
passed between the legsand tucked under black, dusty, naked forms, and their sud- doing much good. g
edition of the same"in Oriya to-day. Funds another of their company disappeared and be opened unto you: for whosoever ask- twenty miles, the long ones béing made
den,
frightened
start,
it
you
attempt
to
ethreceiveth,” &c. ‘“If ye, them, being
partly in the morning and completed iw the string behind. . Should there be any touch or go very near them, raise the in- are needed to enable us to go on with it. “never returnéd.” They wondered whithe
surplus, it is wound around the body or
they went when ‘they quitted the world. evil, know how to give good girs to your
This mode of traveling we
A
new
tract
in
Santal
is
ready
for
*
the
the afternoon.
Most of the’ quiry in your mind, Arve these really hu- Press. The Santals need it, but we “have They had no idea of any world but their na- children, how much more shall your Heaenjoy very much, and Charlie carries me as thrown over the shoulder.
tivespond. At Jast one of them, feeling the venly Father give the Holy Spirit to them |.
still” cling man beings, and can they bécome even civage
of
years
ten
under
carefully as if I were a basket of eggs, and children
absolutely nothing with which to publish great change approaching, feeling himself that ask him.”"—Addvance.
ilized?
Yes,
my
brother,their
erect
forms,
first adopted in Eden.
impelled to rise upward to the surface, prohe knew that his supper depended on their to the style of dress
are oiled their talking eyes and their full, expres- | it. The Santals are rapidly earning the mised to come back and tell the rest what
safe delivery.
Joe is docile, strong, and The heads of some of the crowd
use
of
books—we
must
supply
their
The Birthplace of Paul.
to hign when he should disappear.
while others look as if. sive faces show that they are like ourselves,
wants.—In Benga the demand is increas- bappened
walks very fast, but does not care to can- and neatly combed,
—
—
But the promise was not kept. He never
Some are men, women and children, and though the
invented.
be
to
yet
were
combs
ter, and, it being necessary to keep in comwent, and before "Our first view of this place, caught ata
another
Then
returned.
image
is
fearfully
marred
by
sin,
the
|
ing.
of
afraid
were
they
if
One distance of several miles, was pleasing; but
pany with‘ our guide, we get over the road oiled all over, as
We watch the Star with interest to see he went he said to his brothers:
g
rusting, and they shine like glass bottles, impress of our Father is on them. Could what is contributed for this object, but of "brother has not come back to us, but, dear on entering it, we soon found that distance
quite fast enough.
as though they had al- we but reach the inner court of their hearts, late we watch almostin vain. Is it because friends, feel that I am going to him,where- had lent enchantment to the view. Paul
Now would not you and some other while others look
and the children are covered we should find there the same light,though we ask so little that we get nothing,or.next ever that may be, either to anew life, or affirmed that he was ‘ a citizen of no
friends like to see the Doctor and his wife ready rusted,
to that death trom which there is no return. mean city;” but Tarsus is now one of the
dust. Just see the strength very feebly burning, that first led our
and
dirt
with
thus mounted, and wending their way
to nothing? ¢
Before I go, I renew the solemua promise he meanest collections of ditty huts to- be
by
thoughts
up
to
our
great
common
Father.
|
feet
five
only
slender cart! Itis
It is said that a goodly number of our once made to you. Should the great hope found in all Turkey. It must
have
through the jangles? I should be glad to of that
And
deeply
buried
beneath
doubts,
fears,
actually
are
there
yet
and
half,
a
and
be {rue, we will come back and tell you so. changed
the days of the Apossince
greatly
know that you have all been equally happy two
churches
contributes
occasionally
to
the
Bimen and boys seated on it, and some apprehensions and the accumulated superFarewell.
And the grub rose up through tle. And the evidence of this ehanpo is by
ble and Tract Cause—will they not reduring the past cold season. But you may six
:
“stitions of untold ages, there is an almost
the water, but on reaching the brink of the no means wanting. Proof enough falls beon, feet and all.
are
_ begin to think' that riding Charlie has been
member us in our efforts to give the Scrip- pond, he seized on a plantof the forgetWell, my husband calls for a hymn, and ever present sense of sin, a fear of its conyour eye at almost every turn, You
tures aud Christian Tracts to the heathen ?* me-not, and clinging to its firm stalk clam- neath
my
prineipal
work. Not exactly so;
are soon convinced that what Paul said was
sequences,
and
a
desire
to
know
how
gidira,
choard
pampi
Sugga
sing
will
we
O.R. BACHELER.
bered out of the- water iato the open air. no idle boast. He might well be proud of
though not all has been accomplished, by
for this always takes well. Just, see how the burden can be removed. When a ray
Those who accompanied him watched him his birth-place. Bat could he visit Tarsus
far, that I could wish, and at times I have
quick the noise and confusion died away of light penetrates this darkness, and their
as he left the water, but after that they saw to day, we.may suppose that he would alThe
useless.
almost
be
to.
felt myself
him no more. The blank of his departure most feel ashamed that he chanced to be
Rev.
Samuel
Wire.
into perfect silence when the singing be- hopes are slightly awakened, then the
- great share of our time has been spent
alone remained to them, and they sank born there. In the wet season its streets
much of the sad and oft repeated inquiry comes: —*‘* If
S———
understand
not
can
We
gan.
down, sad and uneasy, to their home below.
among the Santals, whose language, I re- preaching,so we will watch the hearers till this is; as you say, the only true religion,
are mud-holes. They run with reeking
That brave old soldier of the Cross, Rev.
As before, the hours of the day passed on, filth. In attempting a foot passage it is
gret to say, I cannot speak, and but slightly another hymn is éalled for. The most of the where has it been all these years and ages,
Samuel Wire,died af his home in Commerce,
and not a trace of the departed was ever necessary to give close attention to your
understand, though I am able to sing, and
that it hasonly come to us to-day? Had Mich., June 6th, aged 84.
adults seem to pay good attention, and
seen,
ouly the broken shell fell back and equilibrium, especially when camels
and
this will charm the most disorderly and
‘He is faithless’ said some. donkeys, with their rest loads and
our forefathers heard it, they might have
some answer or make inquiries that show
sy
Father Wire was born in Goshen, Litch- crambled away.
noisy crowd into almost breathless silence.
understand and are not wholly unin- believed and taught it to us,” but how can field Co., Conn., in they year 1786. His ‘He forgets us like his brother’ cried others. drivers, are continually Srowging pastjyou.
they
Now can not you imagine yourself one of
“The story of another world is false,’ mutterested. My husband is comparing
the Bi- we forsake them and accept this new doc- father was pressed into the British army tered yet others. Only a very few mur- But you forget the mud and the filth at the
our party, as we start for a distant village? ble and the Santal history of ereation and trine P”
sight of the ruins which in Tarsus- are evand served in the French and Indian war. mured, ‘We will not despair.’ And after erywhere marvelonsly abundant. Among
You may not be accustomed to our roads,
on
What
answer
can
we
give
to
this
sharp
calling
is
and
the formation of man,
He accompanied the ill-fated expedition of this, others went up in succession, for the these are fragments of besutifully-wrought
and your smooth sidewalks have not taught
them to prove that they originate from home thrust? I would ‘that it could go Braddock, and was present at the defeat time came to all when the lustrous eyes of columns of marble and porphyry. What
you to lift your feet as high as we do;
duck’s eggs by spreading their wings, and through the length and breadth of Christen- and death of that General. At the close of the perfect creature shone through the cunning hands fashioned more than two
but never mind, you will soon see how the
masked face of the grub, and he must needs
flying,and this uproarous laugh shows that dom, reach every Christian heart, and ex- the war, he left the army, and settled in pass forward to the fulfillment of his des- thousand years ago, as the proud ornathing is done.
:
ments of this proud city, you now see in
‘| tort the answer.
they see the point.
Conn. At the breaking out of the Revolu- tiny. But the result among those who the walls of the gardens and
of the
Well, here comes our party of helpers,
And then I would ask, Shall the coming
There houses, side by side with the coarsest cobAnother hymn must be sung to restore
tion, he again became a soldier, and assist- were left was always the same.
to whom you may like a hasty introduction quiet, and prepare the way for our breth- generations of this long neglected people ed to gain the Independence of the Colo- were ever some that doubted and feared, ble-stoncs; they are used for rollers upon
ever some that dishelieved and ridiculed, the flat roofs; they lie half-buried at the
ere we start.
This man, about five and a ren.
Ephraim takes the floor, and shows be left to make the same sad inquiry, while nies.
ever some that hoped and looked forward.
corners
of the
streets; the
plowshare
half feet high, rather good looking, and up their Gods and religious teachers in all professed Christians sleep off, vainly exIn common with the heroes whose patri- Ah! could they -but have known, poor
them up, and they are stumbled over
"whose short cut hair looks as if slightly their darkness and deférmity,and is cheered pectingto hear the joyful words, ¢ Ye have otic deeds purchased a nation's liberty, he things! If those eyes, fitted only for the turns
in almost every pathway. We saw a piece
sprinkled with flour, is blind Adam, and, on by,—¢ Yes, that is true! that is so!” &e., dome what ye could, enter ye into the joy settled down, when the struggle was over, water-world, could have seen Into the purer of large porphyry pillar, most exquisitely
though sometimes rather perverse, is, we
wrought in a kind of leaf-work, which, hav&c., with now and then a burst of langhter of thy Lord?” Will not this people, to to toil in honest poverty to gain a liveli- element beyond !
And the deagon-fly, meanwhile—was
trust,a Christian.
Bro. Lakhan is shorter,
at some sharp hit at one or the other. whom you have failedto send the bread of hood for his dependent family.
His death he really faithless? When he burst his ing suffered excavation at one end and being made to stand on the other, is now used
stouter, darker, and younger than Adam,
¢« You are all as ignorant as beasts,” he life, when it was in the power of your hand
occurred about 1795, and the sole charge of prison house by the waterside, and rose on for a mortar.
Smaller
pillars
of the
and carries one of the most honest, go6d
says, ‘and will remain so as long as you to do it, stand as a swift witness against you the children now came upon the widowed glittering wings icto the summer air in a same material, nearly or quite entire, we
natured, kind faces yon ever saw on such worship stocks and stones. I was just like in that greatand trying day?
brighter world, had he indeed no memory
May God] but pious mother.
observed thrown a-ross the road with other
a little round head.
He is unable to read,
you till the Saheb brought me the Holy help us to search our hearts and make the
Upon arriving at manhood, the subject for the dear ones he had so lately left? no stones, to make a bridge.
Bat to the visitor t2 Tarsus the most inbut is learning. Our writer, Ephraim, is Book; and this teaches the only true reli- due response.
of this notice, allured by the flaftering pros- tender concern for their griefs and fears?
H.C, P.
Ah, so far from it, he thought of them teresting object is the collection of vast
taller than either of the others; and as gion, and tells us of Jesus the only Sa:
pects of a new country, emigrated to WestSantipore, April 15.
amidst the transports of bis wildest flights, artificial rocks, called by some the tomb
black as ebony. His voice, to me, is very viour. The Saheb has’ come all the way
ern N.Y. He was often the subject of deep and returned ever and ever to the precinets of Julian, and by others that of Sardanapmusical, and a more honest, truthful face across the ocean, left his children and
religious impressions, but did not publicly of that world which had once been the only alus. Yetahese are only conjectures.
No
Christian Experience.
you seldom see, and it becomes quite radi- friends, and come to this dark country to
profess Christ, till May, 1819, when he and world to him. But to the world of waters one now kidows what these immense piles
return.
'Aod thus were in their glory. If Julian attempted in
his wife were baptized by Elder Zebulon he could never more parted
ant when lighted up with a smile. He live among us. He goes from village,tovilyet united by this manner to thow to the world that the
divided and yet near,
speaks beautifully, is not afraid to ridicule lage, preaches in the road, on your veranDean,
and
received
into
the
Freewill
BapHow Christian experience broadens and
love, he hovered about the barriers that lay name of the wicked shall not rot, he most
the refigion of his fathers amid crowds of das, in your barns, anywhere that he can deepens, as the individual moves on with tist church.
"in Paelps, a church which was. between them.
Nor was his constancy
sigoally failed; for it is now a matter of
his own people, holds up the religion of the find anybody to hear of this new way.
faith and prayer in doing Christian duty. instrumental in raising up some eminent long unrewarded, for, as after his longest dispute whether his name should be assoroamings he never failed to return to the ciated with what is found here.
Bible as the only true one, and Christ as Why do not you listen and -obey? It is When a man first sees his duty to God,
preachers for our Zion.
spot, he was there to welcome his emanold
We have said tht the most interesting
because
you
love
sin
and
darkness,
and
do
Almost immediately he began, with the
the only Saviour, and he seldom fails to
his need of Cbrist, and fully decides to know
who soon followed him.
object in Tarsus is the so-called tomb of.
not wish to come to the light. But your aud follow him, the relation of experience approbation of the church, to improve his cipated brothers
secure good attention.
Bar sad to say, he
Aud often after that, the breezy air by the
; but there is now to te found there
gods can do nothing for you but keep yon by clder Christians is often a mystery to gift in public. To Marks’s memoirs, page forest-pond would resound in the bright Julian
isnot, as far as we know, a Christian, and
that which is of far greater moment than
yet I know you will love him for his frank- siaves to fear all the time, and your minds Lim and a cause of painful doubt and self- 95, occurs this passage: ‘In the month of summer atternoons, with the elashing of this uncertain pi'e of rocks. Itis a Chriscourage,
ness,
intelligence and modeswill never be steady and quiet till you be- accusation. He says to himself: *‘I ought July, 1819, El ler *Zabulon Dean and bis dragon-flies’ wings, as they darted to and tian church. Though this is yet small, it
fro over the crystal water in the rapture of
has bad a hes] hy growth :nl ts pastoris a
lieve in Jesus the only Saviour.”
ty.
companion, having heard of my titua‘icn,
to know something of this communion with
It might be, onthese cceaWhat a eontrastht
the new life.
most excellent mun.
The children sre fretting and crying, the Christ; and intense love for him that he ex- and feeling intr rested, sent an appointment
Bat the sunis up and we must start, lest
gions, that some fresh arrival of kindred
resents to everything else in the city of
he should rise too high for comfort ere
mothers are talking, and some of the compresses.
I do not feel this; I have never to our neighborhood, and came 30 miles, from below added a keener joy to their or!
Besides this there is nothing,
pany are about to leave, but another hymn been absolutely certain that the Holy Spirit accompanied by brother Samuel Wire, then already joyous existence. Sweet, assured- which has the least tendency to bring the
our morning work is done.
I faney you
would not like to ride Joe, and as I should will restore quiet, and give the other breth- was near me, influencing my conduct. 1 an unordsined preacher.” His public ef- ly, it was to each new comer, when the rid- people up from the slcugh of their depravity, far deeper and more to be dreaded
hardly be able to walk so far, you will join ren a few minutes. Adam jumps to his feet can’t understand this state of mind. I forts seem to have been quite accepta- dle of his fate was solved,to find in this new
region, not a strange agd friendless abode, than the mud in their streets. But here is
our trioon foot.
Oar path, for roads are as if he was anxious to free his mind, and
but a home rich with the welcomes of those that which can save them. Can any one,
must be deceiving myself. I only know ble.
We quote again from Marks, page 26: who had gone before.
not the style here, lies along the top of this had been impatiently waiting for the floor. that I have, deep in my heart, a strong de«look upon this little church and see what it
His ten minutes are occupied with a run- gire and a settled determination to live a «On the 17th of the same month, I attended
Beautiful forest-pond, crowded with mys- is doing, and ever afrerwards be tempted
narrow, serpentine dyke, from’ one to three
feet high, but it is more comfortable for ning comment on the hymn just sung, and Christian life.
the Benton Q. M. of the Freewill Baptists, terious life, of whose secrets we know so to say that the foreign missign work is a
:
little, who would not willingly linger by
Confyregalionalist.
backed by a warm exhortation to accept
both man and beast than the dry, rough
«If there is'any truthin eternity, in im- in thetown of Phelps, eighteen miles from your banks for study and for thought?— failure P— Letter tothe.
rice fields on either side. And then Char- and obey its teachings.
my father’s, and was then received a mem- Register.
mortality, what, in all this life, should
:
lie and Joe are like a certain people of old,
Bro. Lakhan is now ready for his quiet claim so much of our attention? Asa per- ber of the church in that place. Five were
——
—
a
who liked the old paths, and sometimes little speech, which is delivered as-he leans son of ordinary reason and common sense, baptized,and a profitable season was enjoyHints to Young Converts.
This girl's family had been flourishing
they behave very stubbornly if we wish them on the head of his bamboo cane, and I can not neglect so great a matter, and ed. After this, Elder Dean and brother
There
for years.
keepers
dance-house
to go elsewhere.
sways back and forth with a sort of rocking’ the atoning blood of Jesus Christ binds me Wire frequently preached in Junius. A reSo the writer heads the following practi- were four generations of them in their Water
But vival followed their labors, in which some Gable Christian counsel. But we do not see street den at one time—the great grandHe is trying to show them the more firmly still, by love and honory
Bat how, you ask, am I to cross this | motion,
father being eighty years old, and the great
wide, maddy, mirey place?
Two of our folly and sin of worshiping their ancestors,
what assurance have I of my acceptance?” | of my former persecutors were converted to that it is not applicable to older Christians grandchild a little girl of five.
auensuing
the
In
gospel.
the
of
My dear friend, you have
the promises the faith
trio will make a chair with their hands, as and exhorts them to consider and obey the
The blind girl, whose instincts were natas well:
1. Consecrate yourself to Christ com- urally refioed, fled from the house on one
we used to do in our school days, and set truths they have heard. But the people of God. Believe them; trust@#fim. If youn tumn, (1819) brother Wire was ordained.
you safely across with only a slight spat- can seldom be held together more than an ask in sincerity, you shall receive. He will He and Elder Dean baptized fifteen ih pletely. Time, talents, opportunities, pow- occasion, to escape the disgusting compantering, if you hold your feet high enough. hour, and you see they are quite restless; not give you a stone, when you cry for Junius, who united with. the church in ers of body and mind, are all to be given ionship to which she was there subjected,
and the repulsive duty of playing the meloHis labors were
gpundant and to him.
We who are mounted must now keep a so with a friendly johar,—goed bye,—we bread. He will surely lead you up to com- Phelps.”
2. The grand daily question of life is to deon for the girls to dance; but her mother
successful
in
Western
N.
Y.
§nd
Northern
chary lookout, and dodgs in time to escape leave for camp, returning as’ we came.
munion and fellowship with himself, if you
be,*¢ Lord, what wilt Thou have me to do ?” becoming dangerously itl, she returned,
the thorns and over hanging branches that
You see that Charlie and Joe go to their will only follow him in his gommandm ents. Penngylvania, till 1833, whe he removed The smallest as well as the greatest mat- from a sense of firial duty, to her bedside.
I
While she was hiding, she was accidentally
in the pri- ters are to be settled by it.
barricade this dense jungle path. This respective trees to be tied, as naturally as It is true, sometimes a sudden revulsion of to Northeastern Ohio, and shardd
8. Never pick and choose among the found by the missiopary of the Water Street
the O. & Pa.
clear
running stream, though shallow, ever your horse went to the stable. It is thought and feeling marks the changed pur- vations and labors of raising up
Mission, at whose request the matron visitcommandments of God..
with its fresh green border, looks degidedly
past eight, and we will hdve family wor- pose of a man's life, but oftener we must Y.M. It was the writer's prigilege to first
4. To learn duty, read the precepts of ed her. The dance-house being near the
hear
him,
in
the
spring
of
183%
at
the
time
refreshing, does itnot? where -every thing ship; and spend an hour in reading Oriya wait for many days, while we correct the
Mission, soon after her return home, she
the Bible in the light of an earnest piety.
5. Never let mere want of feeling hin- one day attended the noon prayer-meeting,
around is so ‘dry and parched. This we poetry for our natural improvement, while old habits of thought and life. Hereto- of the organization of the'Chester church,
cross as we did the mud, and just beyond the boys are ptéparing our breakfast under fore we have been looking only earthward, and his youthful mind was profoundly im- der you from following out a plain path of and became deeply interested. Having a
thas low jungle and narrow strip of paddy a tree close by. Here comes little Guiha, —buying and selling, coming and going, pressed with the glowing fervor with which dug. If duty calls, follow, and let feeling good verbal and musical memory, she re-;
one.
on
.
membered ths hymns and tunes she heard
hut
fields, you see what looks like about twenty says it is very near ten, and wishes to lay and God's creations have been good or the preacher delivered his discourse.
and, on returning home, began to sing and
No.”
‘‘
say
to
afraid
be
Never
6.
,
Subsequently
he
returned
to
the
state
of
westher beaten straw stacks, but is really a the table, so our books, papers, &c., must beautiful to us, only as they have brought
7. Hold up your light bravely, thoughit | play them in the dance-house. The inmates
Santal village.
:
gathered around her, and listened to sach
|
:
be laid back on the bed, or put into a box, us gain or pleasure. But new, God help- N. Y., where his companion, with whom he be a rushlight.
as ‘‘More like Je:us I would b,”
wd
of
reading
had
been
united
in
marriage
thirty-eight
daily
hinder
nothing
Let
8.
countthe
break
will
we
one
by
Well, here we are, and do you often .see to make room for those tin dishes you seat ing us, one
am without one plea,” ‘Nearer,
as
“Just
years,
was
removed
by
death,
Jan.
26th,
prayer.
with
the Bible
such a crowd of ebony?
There are fwo
us gome time ago, and which we find very less fetters that have held our spirits down,
9. Do not examine your own heart and | my God to Thee,” etc., and some of the list.1843.
He
afterwards
married
widow
Colby
becomes
child
little
cots, brought by the woman of the house nice as well as economical.
and leaf, or flower, or
It is like a child pull- | eners finally joined her in the singing. The
motives too closely.
of Sodus, N. Y., who survives him." The
for our acoemmodation. They are greasy,
ing up a plant by the roots to see whether | effect upon the girls was so marke/, that
Well, our bread, rice, and the never ab- eloquent to us, in speech of Him.
dirty, and almostas black as their owners, gent chicken, in some shape or other, are
Poor little beggar child over the way, last years of his life were spent in Mich., it is growing. Rather place your soul |the keeper of the house forbade “such goings on,” but the blind girl wou'd not obey
and you can not rid yoursell of the idea on the table, and though we have but little with the pure, frank look all gone out of in such ministerial labors as his worn body, where the beams of the Sun of Righteouscommand. From that time forth she
the
|
may
Spirit
Holy
thes
of
dews
the
and
ness
bowing
under
the
weight
of
years,
could
that they are thickly inhabited. But we else, this health inspiring weather and the the eyes, still so young—how I pity you—
fal? upon it daily, and you will grow in| was a constant attendant upon the prayerendure.
:
to hunt for what we do not morning exercise give this frugal fare a not for your poverty, buat because you do
vill not stop
meeting, and the hymns she heard there she
:
inevitably.
He possessed extraordinary energy of grace
10.2Speak to the impenitent of Christ and | constantly sang at home; and from singing
wish to find, but seat ourselves on this good relish. We will now have a chapter not know how poor you sre without the character, which made his lifean exceedA feeling of awe setto praying.
Remember the care, and | ghe went
his salvation.
strong one, while our brethren take the in * Ecce Deus,” and is it not splendid? keeping of a good mother's love, or guardthe
prayers,
and
thé
effort
bestowed
upon
|
tled
upon
the
household,
and she was peringly
active
one,
and
which
flayed
outin
Infinother. Now let us look about a little, This is my third reading, and stillit is new ing care of a pure hearted brother.
you. But remember, too, that the life is | mitted to sing and pray as much as she
a
surprising
degree,
after
he
had
passed
death
if
than
goare,
is
you
pitied
be
to
conversation
and inspiring.
itely more
while the introductory
more powerful than mere words. ‘‘This | pleased.
:
!
]
up
Our native brethren have had their rice, had taken theffi from you, but left their ho- fourscore,
ing on,
:
onght ye to have done, and not to leavé the | = The result was that she utterly broke
With
cyes
brimming
with
tears,
has
ti
first bethen,
them;
grandfather
Her
neverknew
dew.
You
and
are
now
ready
to
assist
my
husband
in
infernal
the
influence.
|
ly
and
catthe
all
two—words
the
and
Let
buffaloes,
undone.”
other
‘Those hideous
God. pities‘his writer seen the old man climb up on to his life—agree; so shall your influence - he | gan to attend the Preyer Hselipse; then
stle that you saw skedaddle en our arrival, translating Matthew, while I sew, read, quick as thought, know hew
‘ber sister and brothers; then some of the
horse,
and
start
off
to
an
evening
appointeat.
‘have now faced about, and, with heads and write, or teach the boys who are with us to own children who know him not, and will
dance-house girls, and the sick mother be|
makes
religion
your
that
it
to
See
11.
ment, His love of preaching was intense,
.
:
tails erect, are taking a survey of the stran- sew, so that they may be able to make not lift their eyes.
And
she died.
efore
intereste
son or daughter, a better | came
better
a
you
aban oned, nnd eight
Sometimes, in deep affliction, God's hand and in the days of his strength, his soul clerk, a better student, a better friend, JT finally, the oa
gers. The hogs, that do not suggest the their own clothes.
¢¢ By their fruits. ye | of the girls are now in good homes, and liv-‘We seem to have only really got to work, will touch us gently, and such a calm will burning with the love of Jesus, there was better workman.
old saying, ** fat as a pig,” with the sheep,
sometimes
a
power
in.
his
sermons
which
know
we
that
shall
know
them.”
ing Christian lives.
grief,
stormy
goats and hens,are doing their best to make and our dinner hour, 4 P. M., isalready come upon our
rl's afflichus, this poor Water street
forth the ‘‘ beauty of
was
well
nigh
irresistible.
show
to
Strive
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how
Oh,
and
talking,
us,
to
great,
his
with
speaking
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ig
and
here,
God
that
rovidence,
themselves scarce, These three long houses,
under
a
by
,
courtesy,
means
made the
tion;
His closing days were peaceful, and his holiness,” by sympathy, by
has
hopeless
plishing a geemingly
soarranged as to form this open court, laughing eyes is here again to demand the often, when some long-sought blessing
delicate appreciation of other’s feelings, by of accom
death
triumphant,
‘The
funeral
discourse
been
joy
t dens
oldes
this
unexpected
the
béen granted, some
forgetfulness of self.
gome twenty feet equare,and bearing an table. What troublesome business
k, in breaking up up one of
ing city.
was preached by his tried friend and coms
in break
joy
work,
and
ard.
stand
sympathy
asa
elf
up
presence,
yours
Christ's
the
set
something
ours,
in
not
do
Do
to
13.
iniquity
wishes
one
f
to this large, eating is, when
"air of Santal comfort, belongs
iy moves in y a mysterious Way
0! lniqu“@od
that it is as if a dear friend's | panion in lator, Rev. SamuelA, Currier,
riousness, especially towards
censo
stout man with a broad face, low forehead else; but we could not work long without are so real,
all
Shun
“fis wonders to Perform,”
:
H.E.W._
name, and we
look at things
and large, dreamy eyes, which tell very it. Our fish and bigon, ‘egg, plant, curry voice suddenly spoke our
older Christians who may not

The Blind Girl.»
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in her

with the good news, and made many very
pertinent inquiries, showing that a ray of
light had reached her dark heart and
awakened a desire to know how she might

away

by coldness, by unbelieving Y ons,

ee

of the

Never be tem pted to stay

et

walls

house occupied by the family,are ornamepted quite tastefully by a variety of devices

An Illustrative Parable. :

ud

ing my courage up to the

time,

Vy

Pd

The

fresh manure and clay.

Zenana work, and earlyin Dec. we comseem to vie with each otherin the display of
menced our camp life. The first month I
:
their skill in the fine arts.
was carried as before, in a dule, but this
You see, we have a fine opportunity to
is both a disagreeable and expensive way ‘study natural history, for the women are
feel like a piece of baggage.

attemtively for some

;

14. Let nothing keep you from the Saviour.

ON

and assist Julia

of getting about the world, and

very

and not to you.

BP ol

listened

though

: verandas,

just as you do, remembering that eaeh one ™
‘* to his own Master standeth or falleth,*

PDT
ed bd

high

built of earth, look very neat aftera coat of and then expressed herself highly gratified

* You have heard all about our grand
Sabha. Soon after this, dear Ida went to
Midnapore to study

These

child.

even in a season of depression,
brings some incident or experiopens a shining way, on which
feet run to God.
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turned and saw. him smilingto us, with |.
plainly that he does not belong to the tee: and bit of chicken are disposed of, and we |
In that transcendent
outstretched hands.
|
we
where
village
a
for
start
once
at
must
total army. He is the Manghi, or head
try to pray, but
even
not
can
Wé
moment,
|
the
man of the village, and he is expected to shall go through the same routine as in
Lord.”
Hear,
say,—**
enly
:
morning.
,
show hospitality in the same way as I used
So when our, thoughts are much with |
One poor old widow sat in the crowd and
to see it done in New England, when a
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The Promises.
-

chance interview with the
tor, a dozen years ago.

—

casion to call upon Dr. Stowe, then residing in the cl stone mansion at Andover.

It was mid-alternoon of a warm summer's
day, and as I approached the house, I’saw
Doctor Beecher standing in the open

The sound, for I surely heard it,
Seemed right above my head ;
It was louder far than the Walling,
And it thrilled me, Tating and failing,

it said.

’

Had sounded it, silver sweet,
|
With a breath he had drawn in Heavén—
‘“ Forward! To
you ’tis given
That you shall not. know defeat.

‘“ Forward! Forever forward!
‘Though the strife be long and sore,
Thou shalt go on forever
. Inbrave and strong endeavor,
And conquer evermore,”
to the trumpet,
:
strength filled my breast;
my scars no longer,
wounds fre stronger,
in my strife a rest.

And now, through each day’s battle,
Wherever my steps are led,
Whenever my heart is weary,
I pause and hark for the cheery

of the room, with his hands upon his

rumpet-voice overhead.
—Exz. & Chron.

passed

story of an
for in his

Quick as thought, the old gentleman
opened his eyes,straightened up in his chair,

and replied, with all the animation of youth :

“ Yes, I'll tell you about that.”
He then went on and gave me

connected,

by his own

she added, as if to showof her request,

you,

Lord,

mamma.”

but

it

the

While on a tour

any
were

is

a

for

deal

for

great

“Oh,”

detailed

wonderful

parish

state-

:

dis-

visiting,

said

she,

*“ there

to ask

is

matter

story of ber husband’s intemperance.
He
was even then in another room, in a condi-

tion which prevented his seeing the minister.

The Doctor replied, *¢ Is it possible!”
and after giving her such words of counsel
and sympathy as the cuse required, he returned to the parsonage with a sad heart,

reflecting as he went—** What can I do to
save this young man from the ruin that
threatens him?
I will preach a sermon on

the subject.”
Its delivery awakened a deep interest in
his parish. The subject was not exhaust-

¢ Prove
of hosts,

if I will not open you the windows of heay-

ed.
He continued to present
quent discourses, until the

en, and pour you out a blessing.”

it in subsesix sermons

Children often show in their prayers a were written and delivered.
All this, with
knowledge of their own hearts, and an ac- much more of detail, he narrated with the
quaintance with their easily besetting sins, vivacity and ardor of his younger years.
that cannot fail of sympathy from him who
** Did you succeed in saving the young
is “ touched with the feeling of our infirmi- “man?” I asked.
ties.”

Two

little girls

but

recently

had

¢¢ Oh, no,” he replied, with a tone of dis-

been out of an evening, havinga very pleas-

ant time

with

friends.

As they

knelt

then the older one added,

‘*

Please,

in

by

consciousness

danger of such occasions,
Lord, not to wake up cross
because I sat up so late tothe younger of those two,
a next day's picnic, prayed,

God, make it a pleasant

morrow, so we can goon

if itisn’t

day

our picnic.

the track of his
The Interior.

to-

But

pleasant, help us to feel that

naughty boys tempt

‘“ Help

me,

‘ Get away;

|

No,

Children are also quick to catch the lesobjects

of prayer.

A Sunday-school missionary, in Indiana,
tell
of seeing
s a little boy and a little girl
helping

their

father

plant

young

‘I tell

you,

ma,

you

Charles Lamb,
ter, “The

in that remarkable chap-

Confession of

a Drunkard,” tells

ness of exhortation against the use of intox-

icating drinks to one who has the habit upon
him. The only remedy for drunkenness,
he

says, is in that one word

‘‘abstain,” and

one bit afraid of this ear smashing up,

my

experience,

with

pain I must utter

the dreadful truth, there is none, none that
I can find.” And then he adds those most
plaintive words of contession and warning
—+*Could the youth to whom the flavor of
his first wine is delicious as the opening
scenes of life, or the entering upon some
newly discovered paradise, look into my
desolation, and be made to nojerstand
what a%lreary thing itis when a fon shall
feel himself going down a precipite with

forget

I think God hears when we scrape the bot-

tom of the barrel I”
:
** And it shall come to pass,” says God,

The Kingdom of Heaven.

answer; and while they are yet speaking,
I will hear.” Down on the coast of Floti
a sweet

—+ ——

little

The first message we have recorded from
Christ's lips is thus written: ‘From that
time Jesus Deg to preach, and to say,
+‘Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at
hand.”’ Thus he proclaims in the beginning, that the great object of his teaching

Christian gil said cemfortingly to “one
" whom she loved, after he had talked with
her of his far Northern home, and of the
dear ones there whom he might not see
again, “You will get home safely now, I
am sure, Chaplain, for I ask Jesus every
night to take care of you, and to keep you
safely, and to bring you home to your wife
and children again, and I know he'll do it.”
And those words gave cheer and hope in
pter days of darkness and danger, and the
7 Chaplain's heart was stronger becausg
‘of
2

is the kingdom of God.
the

church

teacher,

of his day

He comés forth in
as a

prophet and

with a message from

God to man,

with some burden of the word of the Lord
upon him which he must utter. There is
one subject which is uppermost in his mind,
the faith-filled prayer of that little girl on in his office, .of which he must speak first
the Florida coast. © Who realize, as do
the and often, and even make the burden of all
. children, the blessed truth that ¢* All
things, his words; and that one subject is this
whatsoever Je shall ask in prayer,
believ- ancient article of the faith of God's people,
. Jog, ye shall receive
which we have found in their creed from
p»
“Let us learn the lessons in prayer
the beginning, which they have ‘chanted
which
children teach us. Let us, in the
through centuries: ‘We believe in the
the family, and the Sabbath-school, closet, Kindo of God which is to come on earth,
seek
to
pray in the spirit their prayers evince,
even when his law shall be put in the inward
though we do not accept their mere
parts, and shall be written on the heart.”
forms
of expression as “suited to “those
Jesus takes up this holy desire, this heavenwho
are
older in years—ye
ly hope, and announces, as the subject of’
i
mie. 5, Tonetiers, t hardly Yastron
nga a uu Mis teachings, the burden of his prophecy,
So prominent is
this kingdom of God.
8, his first words were
this in his teachi
Dr. Beecher’s “Six Sermons,” concerning it.
A) when he opened his
:
-

The allusion by Rev.

Hoan roent address

Eo

/

T. L. Cayler

before

cian woman, a few at the grave of Lazarus.
He seems tospeak more from mere incitement of suggestive circumstances than from
the impulse of one who has a single, allengaging subject to unfold.
But if we
study faithfully his words we fiad they are
not

the Core

Bb

: Unione-to Doctor
Ting is Six Sermong on Lyman Beecher
ntem

pera
Pts me to give you'a brief account nce,”
of a
1

so

devoid of unity.

We find one sub-

ject uniting them all. His illustrations would
fit in one sermon. His reasonings seldom
‘diverge from one theme. His testimonies
unite for one conviction, and the one subject giving unity to his thoughts was—The
Kingdom of Heaven.— Bibliotheca Sacra.

mouth

for

kingdom

of

the

I "his words

‘Whenhe

ermon

on the Mount, this

heaven is his subject, his text;

are

in exposition of this,

sends forth his disciples to speak
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space of seven years he prayed for her

version, without an answer. Greatly
heartened by the long delay, he one
language

of

The Saviour

’

to my
my in-

movable.—J.uth.

Observer.

imagined

.

God’s Wisdom.
The

church

is in its preparation only for

its future glory.
The temple is only
building, the lively stones are only gathering, polishing, and finishing for their
respective places. As soon asan individual
Christian is mature, he is removed; the
harvests of each season, as soon as
they ripen, are gathered in, and fresh
rowth succeeds.
We see, therefore, but

indistinctly and partially the fullness of
God's wisdom and love in all that He ‘is
doing. What will be the coming maturity? If the present truth be so precious,
what will be the fullness of truth and
glory

in

the

day

of Christ,

when

all the

saints are gathered together in the glori:
fied bodies of the resurrection, in the pres
ence of Christ;

TUITION.

when

we shall see Him as

he is, and know as we are known?
O happy day, the Lord hasten it, and bring each
one to partake of it!—Rev. BE. Bickersteth.
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to ¢ Tae MYRTLE,” Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME,
ver, N. H.
:

Do-

: TERMS. —Single copy, 380 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
ents each,—payable in all cases in advance.

:

PostAaGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle,

under

the

new

law,

is 24

livery.

REMEMBER
L. HARMON

still supplies MusicgfTn
vantage of pureh
T8.

ments greatly to the ad.
>

Among the bestAerms offered is a NEW SIX OCTAVE PORTABLE
MELODEON of grand tone for
$65; same rents for $5 per quarter,and rents pay for it.
Address REV, L. L.
HARMON, Portsmouth, N. H,

Residence, 14 School Street.

te

THE
‘We have

REPORTS.

sent to the

volume

begins

with

the

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
At

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for*25 cents for each copy
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 eents each for two or more copies. Orders are solicited.

:

The

first number in April.
Orders are solicit-ed.
.
No percentage is allowed on money sent"
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sent free on application.

Treatise.

Wholesale

Prices,

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools at as low rates as they

bought

elsewhere

in New

can be

England.

In addition to the publications of oth‘ers, we offer our own prize books which

Q. M.

Clerks

the Blanks necessary to secure full statistical Reports of all the churches,
Quarterly and Yearly meetings for the

aré not excelled by any
of their class.

other books:

In another column, see

Kst, and retail prices.

Register for the year 1871.
ces we make
~ Clerks having this matter in charge,
A LIBERAL
will greatly facilitate the early issue of to Sunday schools.
his office.
Let there be special care
Post Office addresses of
Meeting Clerks, as well as
Quarterly Meeting Clerks

From these priDISCOUNT

2

To ADVERTISERS:
‘Lhe rates of °
advertising in the Morning Star will
to give the be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
the Yearly
on application to Mr. Gro. B. Coss,
those of the
and Pastors. at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make con-

tracts for advertising, and transact any
business belonging to the advertising
department.

TROY BELLS.

\NO!AN

Agenrnt,

Boston.

who order the books.

tf16

.

Street,

is twelve cents,—must be paid by those

Erie, Pa.; James Calder, Harrisburg,

Pa.; C. 0. Lihby, Dover, N, H,

80626

ROGERS,

Water

cents a year; and no more on 10 copies,
or any number between one and 10,"when
sent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of de-

1st National Bank, Richmond, Ind.; Perry & Co.
Albany, N.Y.; D. 8, Heffron, Utica, N. Y.; Keystone

National Bank,

B55

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

scription in advance from a new subscriber, we will send a copy of Mr.
Kennedy’s volume,—“Close Communion, or open Communion ? An experience and an Argument,”-<and will also
send a copy of the same work to the
new subscriber.

EK.

the Register, by prowptness in collectihg and transmitting their statistics to

BLOCK,

Corner LaSalle and Madizon Streets,

BY

at greatly reduced

own paper, together with a year’s sub-

L.

WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
TERM

Lamps

To any person who will send us a
year’s subscription in advance for his

C. A. MOOERS, A. B., Prin.

Hon,J. Y. Scammon, Chicago; 2d National

ces in society.
2, It would lessen the force of the temptations which often lead men to barter honor
and honesty for display.

comFor
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FALL

Bronze

A Large

Waterbury Center, Vt., July 23, ’70,

Chicago; Nash, Spaulding
Grey & Dewey, Boston;

It would lessen the burdens of many
now find it hard to maintain their pla-

Sec,

of this Institution will
continue eleven weeks,

REFER

Dressing Plainly.

H. SHAPLEIGH,

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
pEyraLL
TERM
ce Sept. 1, and
m

TIE

When Jesus washed my sins away.”
better

will

,

JOHN

* Happy day, happy day,
be

Academy

tention given to those fitting for College.

terview with the husband, she was rejoicing in the assurance of acceptance with
Christ,and was singing: —

length answered, can

Hayes, teacher of Wax Work.

appear.

Lord directed the steps of the lady
church,—and, within ten days after

ACADEMY.

of Lebanon

Higher English, $5,
Languages, $6,00.
Primary, $4,00.
Common Eaglish, $450.
Ins, Music, $10,00
Penmanship, (12 lessons) $1,50.
Good boarding places can be obtained.
Special at-

Devoutly and reverently, we agreed to
‘prove ” God. We prayed and agonized |
together. To our unspeakable joy, the

.

TERM

another,

uf

will

LEBANON

FALL

commence on Tuesday, Aug. 3), and
continue
con- eleven weeks under the following instructors: G. H.
M.
H.
Fernald,
PrePearson, A. B., Principal; Mi-s
1
'dis- ceptrese,
and teacher of Instrumental Music; Mrs.
da Y | E.J. Cowell, teacher of Drawing; T. A. Stacy, teachhad er of Penmanship and Vocal Music; Miss A, V.

said to me,
he would gladly give all he
in the world if his wife would become a

Christian. In the
my reply was:

WEST
paE

manufacture

EJ

FACES.

Address orders to

JOHN

are Sole Agents for the Pocket-Folding Lantern, and are
Agents for Hartshorn’s Folding, and
Johnson’s Dome
Paper Shades.
IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold By dealers generally | ;
but to introduce them where the merc hants have not got
hem, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE,
Enclose 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue of 3 cts. for
9zt12

Wednesday, the 31st day of August next.
The new
building is unsurpassed for its purposes. The course
of study has been carefully revised, and is comprehensive, embracing both the solid and ornamental
branches.
Able teachers are employed and are aided

NEWSPAPER

away with movable lamps, which have proved so dangerous and objectionable,
:
We import Bohemian and French Lamps and Shades.
We

AND JOB TYPE,
And lately for its unrivalled

in its proper place, thus doing

|“descriptive Circular:

BRADFORD ACADEMY
FOR YOUNG LADIES.
The next year of this institution will commence on

A deacon of a sister congregation was
wedded to a lady, who, unhappily, was devoid of all interest in religion. By the

priate lamp, safely secured

open

ANDERSON,
L. L. D., Boston, Mass.
Bradtord, July 20.
JOHN D. KINGSBURY,

And its large varieties of

GLOBE; SHADEORCHIMNEY

Also, Chandeliers and Brackets for Churches Halls
Stores, and private Dwellings.
Believing that a house in the country should be as thoroughly provided with light as a house in the city, we are
prepared to furnish every room complete with its appro-

|

TERM of this Institution will

EX-

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITH

BOOK

Aug. 30, continuing 12 weeks,
Tuition from $5,50 to $7,50.

Christ is the only true basis of the commun-

Answer to Prayer.

FALL

makers, at

Letter Foundry in New England.
OOMMENOED IN 1817,

|- -

3

EVANSVILLE
Toe

first-class

|BOSTON TIPE FOUNDRY

|

Rev. S.N., HOWELIy PRINCIPAL.
Advantages :(—Retired location, yet easy of access:
No Saloons, or places of idle resort; Full corps of
teachers; Thorough instruction, &c.
Pupils received at any time.
Send for Circular.

It holds up Christ as all .in all, whose
Word is all-sufficient to teach, whose grace

York,

52t8—pd

First

REED’S FERRY, N. H., on Nashua & Concord R. R.

faith.

of six

offer,

For particulars, send for circulars.
Address
H.M. WILLARD, A. M., President,
or N. T. GREENWOOD, Sec., New London, N. H.

grace

by a living

Broadway, New

TREMELY LOW PRICES, FOR CASH, DURING THIS
MONTH, or will take from $5 to $25 monthly until
paid; the same to let, and rent money a] Plied if pur.
chased. Chickering pianos are include:
the above

»

$129

OFFER!!

Waters, 481

will dispose of ONE HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODE-

of man on the basis of the authority of
RANITE
STATE
God. Itproclaims the Bible to be the only
MILITARY
&
OOLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE,
infallible rule of Christian faith and pracalone, as apprehended

GREAT

Horace

school.

Pro-

on

All others are base imitations.

Sold by Druggists throughout the world.
6m23
’
:

With the addition to their excellent corps of teach-

tyranny

$

the outside wrapper,

ers; their new buildings, which have just been dedicated, and are furnished with every convenience of
a first-class residence; their extremelylow rates of
board and tuition; they anticipate an overflowing

and

each bot

“ Mrs, Winslow's Soothing Syrup,”

The New London, N. H., Institution

to the

particular ; Protestantism from within,

We

Having the fac simile.of ‘* CURTIS & PERKINS”

Begins its FALL TERM, WEDNESDAY, Aug. 17, ’70.

works

other

its magical effects and medical virtues.

‘Be sure to call for

40 Cornhill,

Protestantism says: Where the Bible is, Latina and Greek languages. Send for Circular or for.
there is the true tradition and the infallible any additional information to the Principal, or to the
Mr. Jordan’s P. O. address until the time
rule
of faith.
Romanism says: Where Secretary.
of the opening of the school will be New Gloucester,
‘good works are, there is faith and justifica- | a CN
A. M. JONES, Sec.
Lewiston, Me., July 6, ’70,
tion.
Protestantism says: Where faith is,

there
is justification and good . works.
Romanism throws Mary and tae saints between Christ and the believer. Protestantism goes directly to the Saviour.
Romanism ‘proceeds from the visible church (the
Papacy)
to the invisible. Protestantism
from the idvisible church (the true body

tkirt

TRUTH of %

of any

€.

pared to eater the regular classes. Instruction will
ve given in Reading, Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Ancient History, the Classigal Manual, and the

1m29

AND

say

administered.
Full directions for using will accompany

and Lowest

of this Institution will

to all

able-to

DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant
is suffering
from pain and exhaustion, relief will be
found in itteen or twenty minutes after the syrup. is

with three assistants. Mr, Jordan is a graduate,of
Bates College an'l is an experienced teacher.
Th
special object of the schoolis to fit students for Col.
lege, though it is open

your-

speak in this matter * WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after
years of experience, AND PLEDGE
OUR
REPUTATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WE HERE

n on Fruréday, Aug. 25, under the instrucMr, Lyman
.G, Jordan, A. B., as Principal,

tion of

to

one who used it. On the contrary, all are delighted:
with its opgrationg, and speak in terms of commen.

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL,
[J

CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE

dation of

And Religious Publications,

Advantages for Music, Painting,

German, unsurpassed.

rest

medicine—NEVER® HAS IT FAILED. IN A SINGLE IN
STANCE TO EFFECT A CURE, when timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRATES

thorough,

BOWELS.

put up and sold this article nearly

vears, and

what we have never been

52 Barclay St., New York,

IN-BOSTON.,

~

LASELL FEMALE SEMINARY.
tion paid to common

:

FREE BAPTIST BOOK

Sec. of Trus.

AT AUBURNDALE, MASS.
len miles west of Boston. Instruction

We have

$1; 101bs. $1.75;-20 1bs, $3.75; 50 1bs., $8.00.

3m17

THE

it, mothers, it will give

RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.

Powder,
In boxes of 5 1bs,,

those

REGULATE

npon

selves and

For Poultry Houses, Stables, &c.

& BLEWETT,

TO

Depend

200 1b. barrels, $35.

- One barrel will dip about 2,000 sheep.

of In

paid

ALL PAIN and spasmodic action, and is
SURE

5 1b. cans, $1.25: 10 1b. .cans, $2.25; 50 1b. kegs, $10;

English

propose to teach,

attention

greatly facilitates the process of teething, by soften
ing the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
so

disagreeable, much less trouble, and more permanent ;

Books furnished by the Principal at Portland prices.
A Teacher’s Class will be formed for the purpose.
the

DIP.

to. tobacco,
not

cures SCAB, destroys Lice, Cads, Ticks, &c.

$2,00; Drawing, &c., $3,00 to $5,00; Pen,
i
Board, $3,00 per week. Wood and lights extra.
Rooms for those’ desiring to board themselves.

of thoroughly drilling those

SHEEP

This preparation is far superior

Miss

Use

-

ried.
;
11b. cans, 60 ¢.; 3 1b. cans, $1; 5 1b. cans, $1.25,

monship, $1,50.

order. RE

Romanism says: . Where the Church is
(meaning thereby the Papal organization),

- reliable remedy is offered in the
CRESYLIC OINTNN
Not a eingle instance of ifs failure has been

Pike,

Dopariment,

Common

81,00; Languages,

of

'SUOTHING SYRUP,

For this disease now so prevalent. a clieap,safe and

per-

Teacher of Modern Languages, Painting and Drawing; Miss J. B. Stanley,
Teacher of Instrumental
Music, Piano and Organ ;. Mr. J + W. Titcomb, Teach-

gelical freedom in Christ, ifs aim to bring
every soul into direct relation to Christ.
Romanism puts the Church first and Christ
next.

the

MRS. WINSLOW'S

FOOT ROT.

SEMINARY.

MADISON K, MABRY, Principal,
assisted by J. Marshall Hawkes, Teacher of Classics,

and cemforts of a school

The principle of Protestantism

Carbolic Disenfecting Soap
will positively destroy all insect life on cattle and cure
4)
Mange, Scratches, and Sores of all kinds.
Boxes of 10 1bs., $4; boxes of 3 dozen tablets, $3.60,

TERM of this Institution will

commence on Tuesday, Aug. 23, under
sonal supervision of

French and

the following
|

CARBOLIC SOAPS.

INSTITUTE.

PARSONSFIELD

TEE

careful, complete.

Ee

BUCKHAN’S

&c.

HE FALL TERM will commence on MowDAY, Aug. 22, 1870. Complete courses of study
for both sexes.
i
G. H. RICKER, Principal.
North Scituate, R. I.,July 12, 1870.

:

Protestantism and Romanism.

the time when it was otherwise,—to

:
“And not undo ’em,
To suffer wet damnation to run through ’em.”

of the days when a ** child shall die an hundred years old,” *¢ that before they call I will
of 1863,

Martha, a few in Simon’s house, a few with
the publicans, a few with the Syro-Pheni-

than described. Like Zaccariah and Elizabeth, they are now walking blamelessly in
the ordinances of the Lord. God grant
that they may be kept steadfast and un-

to stop it,
emanating
goodness
be able to

bear about himsolf the piteous spectacle of
his own self in ruins; could he see my
Was not that fevered eye, feverish with last night's drinksaid; ‘ What ing and feverishly looking for this night's
in thee!” So repetition of the folly; could he feel the
1
of whom we ibody
of the death out of which I cry hourly
whose poor with feebler and feebler outery to be-delivmother's flour barrel, in the dark days of
ered—it were enough to make him dash the
war, was often diminished, and as often re- sparkling
beverage to the earth in all the
Plenished by means that seemed almost pride of its mantling temptation ; to make
miraculous, who said gratefully, ‘* Mamma,
im clasp his teeth,
:

winter

to us more connected discourses. Why did
he not leave us some systematic statements
of the doctrines he would teach? We have,
instead, a few words he spake at the marriage feast, a few in the home of Mary aud

The joy of the husband on finding his intercessions for the partner of his years, at

destruction and bave no power
and yet to feel it all the way
frem himself; to perceive all
emptied out of him and yet not

for I

We wonder he did not bequeath

will—to geethis

open eyes sand a passive

and I am sure he won't.”
such faith as David's, when he
time I am afraid I will trust
of the 1ttle Southern boy,
were told in the Advance,

in the

mentary.

*¢ Christians should never be dismayed,
Nor sink in groundless fear,
For when they least expect his aid,

Just asked Jesus to not let it be smashed up,

da,

in the meal;” ‘‘Itisliketo a treasure hid in

of

us most pathetically of the utter worthless-

to

needn't be

And what

a field;” “ft is like unto a merchantman
seeking goodly pearls;” “It is like unto a
net that was cast into the sea.” The teachings of Christ are sometimes called frag- |

apple-

trees in their home garden. The missionary improved the occasion to impress on
them the lesson of their dependence on God
for the growth and fruitfulness of those
trees, however they might care for them.
After dinner, that same day, he found those
childrenin the corner of the garden, on
their knees, sweetly praying, ‘“O Lord,
please make our apple-trees grow, for pappie can’t!" He found they had first watered
the trees they had planted, and were now
praying for the increase.
And children 1>0k confidently for answers
to the prayes they offer. E. D. Jones tells
of the ckeer which filled the sleeping car on
a Western road, when a little boy spoke out
trustingly to his mother, as théy lay down
at night,

thought.—Cor.
:

i

I wont!”
When Jesus was * tempted of
the devil,” ‘‘ He answered and said unto
him, Get thee behind me, Satan.”
sons taught them, as to

earthly

The Place of Safety.

me to say, wken

is ‘at hand.”

the kingdom of heaven ? 1t is like the mustard seed;” It is like to the leaven hid

\

thou

knowest
best.” A dear boy, who had been
led away by older ones, and then reproved
by his guardians for yielding to evil, prayed
earnestly at night,

of God

proportion of his parables are but efforts in
this one thought, “To what shall I liken

appointment,‘ it was too late. But I hope ion of saints; while Romanism makes visithose sermons were the means of saving ble church union the basis- of union with
many other young men.”
Christ. We say, The nearer we approach
The conversation ended.
Dr.
Stowe to Christ,
the
nearer
we
approach
came in. Dr. 3eecher relapsed into his ‘to each other. The unity we seek is a free
doze.
The
ashes dropped
again upon
unity, that includes every variety of types
those fires, for a moment rekindled, and and forms of piety in their fullest developthe memory of that touching incident of his ment; not a compulsory uniformity, shat
parish labors may never again have crossed restrains or destroys individual freedom.

their bed-side, they gave expression in
thanks for their evening's enjoyment, and

of an incidental
‘‘ And help me,
in the morning,
" night,” Again
1a blagain for

kingdom

he
Where the Catholic tradition is, there
of a lately ‘bays:
is the Bible and the infalliblerule of faith.

enough.” Then choking with her emotions,
she went on to reveal to her pastor the sad

The sick child rested that night,

and the mother slept undisturbed.
me now herewith, saith the Lord

a clear,

sorrowful that he was compelled
her what was the matter.

children

much

of

:

married couple, in whom he took a more
than usual interest.
Oa entering the house
he was met by the young wife, in whose
greeting there was something so peculiarly

reasonable-

‘‘It isn't

somewhat

‘came one day to the residence

that satisfied the pleading little one. So
again at one of our mission stations on a
foreign shore, when a good missionary’s
wife had watched over a sick and restless scholar until her own strength was
failing, and her very life was in danger,
her little daughter prayed, in the evening,
‘‘ Please, Lord, let little Maggie sleep tonight so that mamma can sleep.” And
ness

and

ment of the origin of those
courses,

hearty, if not intelligent, and God sent in
answer

to

Sermons,” in an incidental way, at a recent
temperance meeting.

home for me

playthings, ‘cause he didn't take
with him to heaven.”
Those prayers

1 ventured

mention to the Doctor’ my use of his * Six

with your children here, hadn't you better
take me to your own home in heaven, with
my dear mamma?”
A little girl who had
lost her baby brother was
grieved that he
had left all
his playthings
bebind, on his
heavenward journey;so- at night she
prayed, ‘‘ Please, God, give Harry some

each case an

cane,

an unconscious

with so remarkable a man,

time. At night the little fellow’s prayer
was, * Dear Jesus, can’t you send some of
your childrento give me a home, so.that
my father can go and look after the solOr, if youhaven't any

into

With a strong desiré to elicit some word
by which to remember this chance meeting

own home, but whom he must now leave
for his Christian Commission service,in war

diers?

apparently

doze.

Children’s Prayers.
K. A. Burnell tells a touching
orphan boy whom he had in

door,

apparently unconscious of any one's approach, and gazing vacantly out upon the
charming scenery of the ‘‘ sacred hill,”
while the summer winds played gently with
the long white locks that fell gracefully
upon his shoulders. © On reaching the door,
I inquired if Doctor Stowe were at home..
Doctor Beecher made scarcely a reply,
.| still looking out upon the scene before him,
with the blank unconscious gaze of one
who saw, and saw not. It was at once
evident that the old fires of that intellectual farnace were burning low. But they
were not extinguished.
A lady, hearing my
question, stepped
quickly to the door and
invited me in.
** Dr. Stowe had gone out for a few min{ utes; would return soon ; would I" be seateq
ic.»
While I was sitting, Dr. Beecher came
in, and seating himself on the opposite side

It was as if some angel

1 listened well
And anew
I thought of
But out of my
And found

Doc:

In the summer of 1859 the writer had oc-

‘Wounded in many a combat,
Cam
And searred-from head to heel,
‘War-worn and weak and weary,
Through the smokeof battle dreary,
I heard a trumpet peal.

With the voice of what

venerable
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COOK'S
PATENT
Griant

" ‘Homey,’ ‘Glycerine,’ ‘ Brown Windsor, * Elder Flower,’ ‘Spring Violet,’ ‘ Oitron,’ and over Two HUNDRED
DIFFERENT VARIETIES, For purity of materials, fra.
ghance of perfume, cleansing and softening effects upon
the skin, these Toilet Soaps have no equal in this country, and are warranted superior to any imported. For
sale at all first-class Drug Stores inghe United States.

* We
©
"

SmI?

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES
To Affe to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
MACHINES, The Dod machine in the world. Stitch
alike on both sides. ONBE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY,
For further: Jastioulars address YL WILSON 8EW.
ING MACHINE CO., No, 656
hington street,

Bosfon Mass,

@

:

1y48

Nw

Belmont N. H.,

Fast

Turbine:
wheel,

ater

are Jropared to furnish

‘We receive testimonials from
those Asing this, wheel, recom.
as superior to any"
mendin
other kind used. References;
Ranlett Car Co., Laconia, N.H,
Hosier
ills,
Gilmanton
Tilton, Excelsior Mills 0

Parks and Dickey, East Haverhill, 1 % Bn.
Bowels and A. L. & W. G, Bro wn
Aes & Clough, 4rhiaud, X, H, a

Gilmanton

size.

wheel of any

. the above

Iron Works,

vey &

eld, N. H.
Emerson, »

N. H, or Ipswich Hosery

Mills, Ipswich, Mass, Please send for Circular.
@
Lake Hage, June 10, 1870,
B.J.CoLe & Co,
mo!
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@he Worning Star:

history and
kings.

GEORGE T. DAY,

°

GEORGE H. BALL,

The

hy 788

t EDITORS.

Publisher.

Struggle in Europe.

we trust that we are not

Skirmishes are of frequent
other.
each
anthe telegraph may
« occurrence, ‘and

nounce at almost any hour a terrible if not
a decisive shock of arms. The two combatants are the strongestin Europe. » Their
military strength, on the land, is supposed

are

im
:
pretext

for ordinary

comprehension, and insignificant enough to
be ludicrous. Spain asks a Prussian prince
and the prince

takes the matter under advisement. Whereupon Louis Napoleon, the French Emperor,

“tetls the Prussian King, very peremptorily,
he must not allow the prince to do it. The
King disavows all responsibility for the
proceeding. Napoleon replies that he only
half believes the statement, and adds that,
at any rate, he must interfere by his authority and stop proceedings. The prince,
having considered the matter,

declines

the

offer, and it is supposed that the difficulty is
over. But Napoleon then demands that

the King shall give a solemn
thad no Prussian prince
candidate for the Spanish

guarantee

shall ever be a
throne. The de-

over

trinmph

years since; to unite all

Germany

swept away ; he will only

go

down

if he succeeds, he

four

under

to be
if he

has

built

-a monument for hiniself in the hearts of
Frenchmen beside that of his great uncle,
and fashioned a crown for his son. These
are the things that really explain the present attitude of these great powers;—these
are the seething furces that have been
heaving in the depths for years, and that
‘suddenly come
to view in this volcanic
eruption under the name of war. The
mighty passion of France for glory is pitted against the deep-seated ambition of
Prussia for power; and when the contest
opens the world will feel the shock.
It is the seeming policy of the other Enropean nations, at present, to keep clear of
the strife. But the peace of the continent
once broken by two leading peoples, that
old question of the balance of power is in
danger of being fully re-opened, and 'neutrality becomes more and more difficult. Old
antagonisms may be at any moment revived.
The relations of these European powers are
delicate and complex. Spain has at once

a reason for siding with Prussia according

to her sympathies,and of conciliating France

« in obedience to her fears.

French bayonets

have helped Italy to freedom, but they have
also been an impassible barrier.in her way
to the coveted occupation of Rome.
Ausaria has been lately humiliated by Prussia,
-and has by no means outgrown her grief or
sher re-entment; but to join France now is
to strike hands with the power that tore
from

her

the

best

of her

provinces,

and

-. that is intent upon taking away forever the
. prestige of the German name.
1lolland and-

"Belgium and Denmark can hardly take a
step toward the battlefield, in the interest
of either party, without bringing England
into the contest. And there is no proba-

bility that Russia would stand by, after such
a general engagement had been entered

* into, without finding ample pretexts for un-

- sheathing her sword, and sending the bat-

© tle cry along to the very mines of Sibetia.
by
‘The spark that has thus been emitted

all.

We

represent

man will, and the possibility of salvation to
all.
We hold to the ¢‘ communion of
saints ;" the uzity of the family of Christ;
the word of God our only rule of faith and
practice; and we deny that tradition, human opinions or inferences are adequate
grounds for Christian faith. It has been
our good fortune to preceive how the great

his eyes wide open to the perils of his ack,

thought

that “the

dist Church is needed to keep the

other

churches right. The distinctive doctrines
should be preached.
:
Rev. J. W. F. Barnes justified the existence of Methodism as entrusted with the
mission of presenting the highest type of
piety in doctrine and life. The doctrine ‘of
the witness of the Spirit was one of the
prime reasons for the raising up of Methodism.
fro
/
Rev. E: W. Parker gave great prominence to the aggressive duty of Methodism.
‘Churches ought not to

be satisfied

they are accelerating the
world.

5

——THE CENTENARY MEETING. The various reports #ad documents that reach us,
springing from the late centenary meeting
of our General Baptist brethren in England,
indicate very clearly that it was an occasion of great and peculiar interest in itself,

unless

salvation

sort, and add to its power

Current Topics.

of the

ere

long

we

shall be all ‘* ene fold and one .shepherd.”
But what are we doing to promote this
great reform? Is it enough for us to consult our own local interests, live

within ourselves,

those around

us?

ignore

our

Have

and

work

relations

we nothing

to

to

impart,—nothing that will do other denomall

come

into

the

unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of
pitious ; the work is glorious; the field is
all ready for the sickle; we shall bring
shame upon our very nameif we fail to
take our proper positionas feaders in re-

form,

representatives

of real

Christian

and gratefully hailed as the father of his

country.

and that the fruits of it are likely to be of
nro little practical importance. The papers

The Reason

Why.

| nished evidence that the apostles practiced
it, there would be no such trouble.
A recent discussion of

this question

the Methodist Protestant conference,
have occurred in any other Pedobaptist
ering, if entire liberty of expression
allowed. We give a few extracts

in

might
gathwere
from

1b;
Dr. S. B. Southerland said that no subject of equal importance had come before
the body.
:
At this late day, from the force of facts,
to examine

——HEeaT

views in the great Baptist family to which
, have been almost bidden from
we

»

TE Pi

:

It has been terribly

But interior towns

the

founda-

A representatfve tells

demands and makejthe most of the special
opportunitiesof the hour, We have..re-

hotter still.

How

viction of forty years he questions ‘whether
the Chureh, in its Jaw,

gnizes

and

or-

dains infant baptism; andYet the Church,
in clear language, says, ‘* The practice of
infant baptism shall be continued.”

Dr. Bachelor said he hoped he would
notbe considered a talker. Why put in
the: Discipline a doubtful decision
The
law says nothing shall exclude a person
advocating

contrary to the laWw of God.

doetrines

There is a

difference of opinion on this subject; and
when did we get infallible, that we should
undertake its decision; are we going to declare that we are infallible in passing a law
determining a mode of baptism ?
"Rev.G. W. Weaver said

that

the

state-

ment made yesterday, that there is no denemination” of Christians which practices
rebaptism, is not correct. The case of Dr.
who,

he

said,

was

baptized ir infancy; then again when ordained to the ministry by an Episcopal minister ; and afterwards immersed by the Baptists. He mentioned this to show that
those of our ministers who rebaptized were
not alone heterodox.
:
Rev. Thomas Aaron said he practices immersion on those who have been baptized

gained against Calvinism. Our doctrine
should
be preached
more. Sermo 8 to the attention of young men contemplatshould not
be short moral essays, and read ing the ministry. The entering class
at that.
‘
promises to be large.

a

mistake?

What will become of us if these

they

have

made

infallible

critics of ‘theology fail us? "The sun must
be refractory.

He is the only one toblame,

not our philosophers. They know everyceived, besides the flocuments already re- ‘thing !
:
ferred to, a,pamphlpt of 32 pages, the first
But what shall we do for ice? It is

icf

Rev. Thomas Goadby

iglory of the denomination, under the tyle,—¢‘ The Story of a
Hundred Years ;" and the paper of Rev. J.

thirty dollars a ton.

It costs five times

more than coal. Ships bring it from Maine,
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and boats

come loaded with it from Lake Erie. Five
millions of dollars are invested in machinspreads out the field and suggests how it
ery to get ice, to keep New Yorkers cool.
should be occupied and dealt with here- Bat we are roasting still. The buildings
C.

Pike,

after.

entitled

¢ Oar

Future,”

The authorship of these two

which

docu-

ments sufficiently guarantees interest and
value, sndwe have looked them over with
no little satisfaction. It was a grateful
thing that, after it became apparent that
neither of the original appointees of the
General Conference could attend the meet-

ing, two of our

brethren,—Herrick

and

“oyr salutations in person. We did not
need their statement to be sure that they
met
a hearty welcome, and were quick-

ened by their contact with our English
brethren. We regret our seemingly unavoidable failure to send contributions to
their bazar, and shall regard ourselves as
having incurred a debt of love,

hope may
charged.

not.

always

which

remain

we

undis-

are like furnaces, the pavement blisters our

feet, the air is stifling, except as fresh
breezes come in from the ocean, laden with
gracious relief. Thank the Lord for the
ocean ; thank the Lord that general health
prevails, notwithstanding the heat.
——PRI1sON REFORM.
usually made worse

Why

life makes as well as punishes crim- /

Must this be so?

the law?
all may be
Here is a
and effort.

best and wisest men in the churches

should study it thoroughly, and present to
legislators some system which shall save
and not destroy, reform and not make men
worse.
The case is urgent. A great army
of men are hurled to destruction by the
present system. It is time to interpose a

better one. The selfish aim to make prisons
in

cash, must be made to yield to the

Christian aim, to make them schools of reform, where ignorant and fallen men shall
gain light, hope, inspiration, to enter upon
higher and better lives. A worthy graduation from State prison may yet become a
recommendation to confidence and position in good. society.
——Wno 13 AT Faurr? The Independent
last week, had a good thing on ‘‘Modern
Preaching,” and hits the nail exactly on the

head, when it charges that the true reason
why many scholarly men are not interested
in preaching, is that they dislike thg theme
much more than the style, being destitute
of love for Christianity itself. The fact is,
that these fastidious literati -are usually
overstocked with conceit and vanity, and

disdain

to

be instructed.

Because

they

have learned a fow things more about literature or science than their neighbors, they
are greatly puffed up, and never dream
that they are grossly ignorant of the nature
and aims of Christianity. The greatest of
them would do well to sit at the feet of any
man who has been taught of God, and learn

lessons which science can never teach. If
they should exchange their pride and conceit for humility and faith, they would gain
great wisdom, and just begin to appreciate
the beauty and sweetness of gospel truth.
——FA1TH,

OR

MODESTY?

The

following

statement copied from the Index, and penned by Mr. Abbot, needs no comment from
us. We can not but regret the statement,
and still more regret that any student of the

New

Testament

should find in his heart a

disposition to
up his own word above
‘that of the Messiah:
‘The modern world is rapidly
drifting
away from its old moorings ; and for many
an earnest, troubled heart, no peace 6F rest
is to be found in the Christian church. To
such I believe I have a word of faith higher
than that in any Christ—a gospelof tree
thought, free principles, free humanity—
which
is to me worth infinitely more
than the gospel of the Christian church.
—

——Camp

MEETINGS.

.

The Methodists are

greatly changed. They neither preach,
nor pray, nor sing, nor dress, as formerly.

Their

They are a very different people.

Camp Meetings are altogether different.
They used to be characterized by an almost frenzy of earnestness.

They

went in

for a * powerful time,” and always

had it.

But they are very quiet and orderly

now.

Indeed, they have come to be pleasant, fes-

tal occasions; excursions for pleasure and
health. The people flock to them from

heated cities and villages, quaff the fresh
air, enjoy the charming grove, the novelty

of rustic life, good company and exhilara-

ating religious services, and really make
about the most agreeable, healthful and enoccasions, that can

joyéible

desired.

be

This making excursions, reunions, enter
taifiments, rest, and a week at ‘‘ watering
places,” religious, and also making religcamp

meeting.

of the

use

a bad

jona diversion, is not

Our Methodist

brethren-

are just now taking their fill of them.
——EDUCATION

MEETING.

S0¢.—SPECIAL

The members of the Education Society

will not forget the meeting calledat

market, on the 9thof August,
10,A. M.

time is of great importance.
bers

are

New

at half past

to be taken at that
The action

promptly

present,

If the mem-

the

business

may be disposed of without much Belay,
and the question of our policy in Tespec
to Theological Education be really sod
decisively settled. That is a consummastate
tion to be devoutly desired. The
‘

EN

Is it impossible

to reform the offender against
We firmly believe that nearly
reformed, if properly treated.
problem for Christinn wisdom

pay

“

Since Ho

inals.

posed him to be.

ens, 80 that they’ may improve the
uildings and grounds, and thus render
Mount Vernon an attractive place of re:

is reform a rare event?

prison

The

The ability to use an im-

Why are convicts
by imp ison ou! 5

ard explored the dungeons of the civilized
world, and published the horrid barbarisms
which charactérized them, there has been
great improvement, but it is still true that

——A THREAT oF Friction. It is not
probably a matter of much surprise, though
it is really to be regretted, that the Presi:
dent and some leading members of Congress fail to harmonize in their views of
public policy, and that antagonism takes
the place of sympathy.
Gen. Grant is not
a broad-minded statesman. Nobody sup-

h

[}

AND Ice.

ia

presented, the sermons preached, the plans | ‘hot. . For seventeen days, the thernfometer
inaagurated, the indications that a formal has averaged,more than ninety. When was
union-between themselves and the other
such heat known
New York before ?
branch of the great Baptist family may not

Conference, that from a_con-| Cumeron,—were able to attend and express

Fuller was instanced,

plea at

once eloquent and urgent.

would make the summer cool? Is it pos-

rite, and that, in some of them, a minority
merely hold to it. This is significant. If
the Scriptures really enjoined it, and fur-

from the church, but

labor-

until now, is such as to make their

sible ‘that

tism. Statistics show that a large minority
in all of them have lost confidence in the

us, in General

have

ed for its attainment, from the beginning

Baptism.

Pedobaptist churches generally
complain of the rapid decline of infant bap-

we are compelled

Their object is a worthy one,

and the spirit in which they

can they live? Whereare the ‘* wise men,”
who
assured us that spots. on the sun =

« Pecline of Infant

tions of the Church.

as a bond of

union among the people who revere the
memory of him who hasbeen so generally

mense army does not necessarily imply an
Much, but not too much, is said about
abilityto manage the complex affairs of
Some propose to attain it
Christian union.
such a government as ours with equal
by ignoring all doctrines upon which men
skill and success. He is a man of intense
differ; others by insisting upon ‘absolute in infancy, when it is desired of him. As though quiet individuality, of positive opinBoth of these parties are at we allow different modes, he thinks one
agreement.
ions, of persistent will and resolute endeavfault. Union.on the first mentioned basis who was baptized in infancy, when he had
truths of the Bible modify ard harmonize
or. Straight-forward, meaning to be right,
would be treachery tg Christ, and is fatal to nothing to do with the act, ought to ‘have
with one another, so as to avoid extrcmes,
somewhat impatient of divided counsels
the
choice
of
mode
when
he
is
capable
of
impart a wholesome value to all doctrines all true religion ; union on the second is judging for himself.
and used to the military method of bring;
and ordinances of the gospel, and enjoy absolutely impossible. The true basisis:
Rev. J. Clark said he had not stated as ing them to an end, he can not be a mere1. The cordial acceptance
of Christ as his individual opinion that infant baptism ly nominal head while actually subject to
them, be blessed by them, and commend
them to the good sense of thoughtful men. Lord and Master, and his word as our is not tiught in the Scriptures, but does the dictation or opinions of others. While
in matters of faith and now so declare, and if it is not taught there,
We may well be grateful for the light infallible guide
be General; and
it should not be put in the Discipline.: He in the army he would
as
which the Lord has shed into our hearts; practice.
holds that sprinkling and pouring are not while in the White House he will be Pres2. Abundant charity towards all who. do baptism ; and John Wesley held that even
for the views of Christ and his gospel which
ident. Inthe one case, his subordinates
our fathers held ; but we have reason to re- thus accept him, however weak and mis- infants should be immersed.
He did not had nothing to do but to submit and obey
gret that we have done so little to give taken in matters not essentially involvedin deserve the severity of the crivicism upon orders. In the other, his counselors have
his remarks. He did not mean to pour
them to the world.
We have long possess- this act.
the privilege
of argument, protest and
contempt upon the ceremony of sprinkling.
It
does
not
follow
that,
if
one
has
thus
aced light, moral impulse and types of life
He alluded to the remark that one holding appeal, even after his decision is ‘taken;
which the world needed. The churches cepted Christ and his truth, he understands his views was not a Methodist Protestant, and their sense of duty forbids quiet acquieshave suffered from lack of them. But we all that is revealed in Scripture. All that and said he had stood by the Church against cence. They believe that they understand
is implied is, that he heartily receives the all opponents, and means to remain true to
have lacked boldness, and venture, and
civil affairs even better than he does, and
general. proposition, that he will believe it, whatever may be done, and ’if all others
skill, and enterprise, to impart, as we have
should forsake it he would remain to preach they are very likely inthe right; he beand do all that Jesus teaches, and not add its funeral.
received.
We have been timid, retiring,
lieves it is his privilege to try and make
thereto,
nor subtract therefrom.
He is
self-depreciating, and, hence, have avoidS. W. Williamson, layman, read various his opinions practical,
and nobody can
ed the centers of influence, the *‘ places of loyal to all that he understands, and to all portions of the Discipline bearing upon the
well deny his claim. He is plucky; they
subject,
and
made
some
remarks
by
way
of
.
that
he
may
in
future
understand.
Such
a
chief concourse,” where we could reach the
are in earnest. He wants San Domingo,
moving, controlling forces in society. We person, though still afflicted with many er- application.
Dr. J. J. Murray observed that there and he does not like the diplomacy of Mr.
have not set our ¢¢ light on a candlestick,” rors, is sure to receive the light asit breaks were ministers. teaching doctrines contrary
Motley ; Mr. Sumner protests against takhave not been as a ‘‘city set on a hill,” upon him, and may be safely welcomed to to the faith of the Church, and
pouring ing San Domingo, and becomes Mr. Mothave not followed the Saviour’s plan of be- the fellowship of the saints.
contempt upon the practice of the ny
ley’s advocate before the nation.—Result:
The chief fault of Christians is lack of The Church says infant baptism shall be reginning at Jerusalem, the center of reliThe
President goes right on along his
tained,
and
brethren
say
it
has
no
warrant
gious power, and working out tothe bor- earnest loyalty to the gospel. They do nog
chosen
line; the Senator frowns and proin
the
Scriptures;
they
say
this
to
congretest their faith by the infallible word as gations and to families they visit, and the
ders.
tests ; ‘others take sides for one or another
‘they
should.
They
are
not
carefal
to
put
| We began on the outskirts, retired to
minds of the people become unsettled.
away every usage or doctrine, which the The Church should make a solemn declara- reasons; unity is sacrificed, and uneasiness
obscure corners, pursued a ‘school house
springs up. Still, we hope for patience
policy,” while others, with no more culture gospel does not enjoin,—give up those tion of what it approves, as its laws have and charity. Gen. Grant has seemed to
been lightly spoken of. While brethren
which
do
not
agree
with
the
gospel,
and
or talent, struck for” centers of life, and
may say they are Methodist Protestants, keep himself singularly free from personal
grew strong. We might have been as add such as have been neglected. The yet their teachings and practices are in op- resentments,and Mr. Sumner has tried hard,
powerful as the Methodists ; our timid pol- loose way which some have of justifying position to the laws of the Church. Their for his country's sake, to keep his egotism
icy has made the difference. Their bold- themselves in their doctrine and practice, sympathies in this particular are with the and his domineering tendencies under conAppeal should al- Baptists, and the tendency of their teach- trol. We trust they are not now going to
ness, foresight, enterprise, enlarged their should be corrected.
ing is to make Baptists of the entire body of
own powers, attracted active forces to ways be made to the law and. the testimo- Methodist Protestants.
subordinate’ public interests to private feelRev. J.. G. Whitfield thought the effeet ing, and that none of their associates and
them ; our timidity, putting our light un- ny. A discussion, reported in the Proviunder or behind a bushel, has dwarfed our dence Journal, at a Methodist ministers’ of the proposed ‘measure was to blind the co-laborers will consent to any step that
-conscience of
man. The Discipline allows
own energies and repeled strong men meeting, illustrates what we mean:
liberty of condcience in all doctrines. He reproduces the antagonism which kept the
The President of the Association, Rev. believed in individual responsibility, and White House and the Capitol like two hos‘from our ranks. Had we planted churchM. J. Talbot, addressed the body upon this involves the exercise of conscience; tile camps, during the last two years
es, located our Printing
Establishment,
of
* The Necessity of Methodism as a disfixed the centers of our operations at the tinet Organization.” Every denomination destroy this, and you destroy all religion. Andrew Johnson.
We have confidence
centers of population and business, every has.a rallying point, some principle which To be morally ‘responsible, our consciene thatthe President is not beyond the docilmust decide what is right. In the Scrip
man of us would have been stronger; the is regarded by them as of divine institu- tures we find a variety of practice in re- ity of a learner, and that Congressmen
larger responsibility, the heavier load, the tion. The Baptists hold to the necessity of gard to baptism ; it is therefore unwise to will not condition their friendship for the
higher aim would have drawn us out, and immersion ; the Episcopalians to the three attemptto fix any thing definite upon this President upon
his submission to their
orders in the ministry; and the Congregasome
scriptural demands. ‘‘ Let us have peace.”
given power todo the work in hand. Nar- tionalists, though less strenously, and with subject. He review
row plans and obscure fields make narrow greater liberality, to the congregational points, and then said it is natural that there
\
should be a diversity of opinion on this sub—
»
men and unfi¢ them for larger fields. Thus order of church government. The Metho- ject; and as the Master has not made it
——MouNt
VERNON.
The
ladies
comdists
have
religious
life
and
power,
entire
we have educated ourselves; prevented
plainer, who shall make a definite rule to
sanctification, and other peculiarities, but
which all must submit? He held that the posing the Mount Vernon Association have
strength, discouraged enterprise, rendered they
exist, to some degree, in other churchcapacity to do great things impossible ; and es. There is nothing in Methodism of passaggof this item would be ustifuiog a lately held a meetingto consider the connew test of membership, which the Conferdition and wants of the estate which they
repelled, or hid away from, that very class which we can say, The Bible requires it, ence has no right to do.
are managing in the interest of patriotism
and
it
is
found
nowhere
else.”
Hence
the
strength,
us
brought
have
would
who
of men
and the sentiment of nationality. The
Methodist
Church
suffers
loss,
The
itinero
means and influence.
ancy,
though
regarded
as
valuable,
has
not
statement which they make to the public is
Just before his death, President Way- scriptural
HoNorARY. In the account of the Comsanction
and
requirement
land carefully examined our doctrines and claimed for it. The speaker thought we mencement exercises of Bates College, we an interesting one. The only regular and
reliable source of revenue for keeping in
polity, and expressed his admiration of needed more denominational feeling. Is it
unintentionally failed to state that the de- a good
condition and improving the
them, and his surprise that we had done so the mission of Methodism to effect revivals
gree of Doctor of Divinity was conferred
little to make ourselves known and felt. of religion, and then send them to other upon Rev. John Buckley, Cuttack, India; grounds ant buildings of the old Washington
If so, how can the machinery
Estate, is found in the steamer which carIs it not high time to correct this mistake ? churches?
and the degree of Master of Arts, upon ries visitors to and from the place. The
be kept in motion?
‘Have we a right to shirk the responsibiliRev. C. H. Titus thought that the mission Rev. Oren Bartlett, of Harrison, Me.
ties and dangers of such a policy as shall of Methodism was to preach a full and free There may however have been a little gen- income from this source is by no means
adequateto the wants of the Association,
46
bring us squarely.into the ranks of the salvation to all men.
erosity in withholding this announcement though, along" with individual donations
Rev.
J.
E.
C.
Sawyer
thought’
the
disa forges which are molding and fixing tinctive peculiarity of Methodism was the while the terribly hot weather would have
and a grant from Congress, it has" sufficed"
the
y of the Christian world? We divine principle of expediency:
rendered even a slight burden reslly op- to diminish the appearance of neglect and
have something to give, views that will
Rev. V. A.
t thought one of the pressive.
dilapidation which has been somewhat
:
bless men,.and we owe it to ourselves, to purposes of the Methodist Church was - to
|
painfully prominent, and to add not a few
3
:
:
our Master and the world, to do our share break down denominationalism.
Rev. J. T. Benton was of the opinion
EDUCATIONAL. Special attention is in- postively attractive features. The ladies
in the field of spiritual battle. We have that the loss of the church was
overesti- vited
to the notice of our
various are managing the property with evident
forward
churches
the
lead
to
done but little
mated. He thought that in small communito their present advanced position. Our ties it was better Tor the members of our Educational. Institutions, whose -arrange- economy and skill, and their work is great.
Christian church
sometimes to unite with other ments for the coming year are set ‘forth in ly aiding to unite the sympathies ' of the
union,
views of Christian
the proper column. The information fur- whole country around the home and tomb
churches.
the
doctrine,
of
communion, the harmony
- Rev. W. Case said that we were ‘nishéd respecting the Theological School of Washington, They ask for active coin
quite
though
gospel,
the
of
generosity
needed to hold the ground which we had at Lewiston is particularly commended operation from their patriotic fellow citi-

generally,
at the feet of the Prussian King, knowing advanceof the Christian world
average
the
o
f
advance
tthe temper of his antagonist, and having and peculiarlyin

He must answer for hisdeed at the of bar

they are coming to us, ‘and

union and liberty.
5
There
is a mortifying ignorance and in"differtNce among many in regard to the
eclectic and’ reformatory.
Three centuries
_opportupities: before us. Some were asago there were Baptists who held the same
tonishedlfhat Bates college elected a nyan
views and gave the same testimony, but the
outside of cur narrow enclosure to a proworld was full of darkness and bigotry, and
fessorship. Some are annoyed by every
few gave heed to the truth. But now those
suggestion which looks towards giving aid
same doctrines of ** soul liberty,” and gento open. communion among our Baptist
erous provisions of the gospel for the lost,
brethren. They are blind to ‘our opportu:
are in repute among saints.
nity and duty. Our ¢¢ school house” policy
Weare neither Calvinistic nor strictly
They can not
has narrowed their vision.
Arminian. We reject the severe and shockbelieve it possible that we can do anything
bing dogmas of the former, and the illogical to correct long standing errors. They timabsurdities of the latter system ;and are hap- idly recoil from extending a hand of fellowpy to believe that all Chtigiin sects are ship to those who are breaking the fetters
coming nearer and neareg
this common
of bondage, just a short step from our
ground, where all truth
monizes. We doors. More intelligence,. .gjops-syisdom
believe in salvation by grao# ;the sovereign. and foresight, more enterprise
4nd common
ty of God; ability and responsibility of sense, will improve our position and inman; general atonement; spiritual influ- | crease our usefulness.
ences; universal call ; freedom of the hu-

that his dynasty would end with his own
life, outwitted in the game of diplomacy,
and seeing no hope except in a triumph
of France over her strongest rival, is eager
to accomplish by a desperate blow of the
sword what he can not achieve by expedients cf the brain. If he yields to the po-

ails in battle;

ance of close communion is yielding to
thelaw of love; the glorious doctrine of
‘ soul liberty” is gaining pre-eminence;

the advanced ideas in the churches of
Christ ; our doctrines, spirit and usages are

abroad, fearing

Jitical drift, he is almost certain

Mission.

in some we differ from

ambitious, jealous, mortified at his steady
loss 'of prestige, forced to make concessions
likeral sentiments, losing popurespect

RS

“ Free Baptists are pecaliar.
In many
things we agree with all other Christians;

one rule, and thus render it the supreme
power
in European politics.
Napoleon,

larity at home.and

fruit is righteousness.

Rev. J. W. Willet

machinery of Methodism was its strength.
No lifeless Christian can bear it. Itis a
power against Catholicism. The Metho-

=

ing to their Wncient positions; the intoler-

the Son of God?” _ The opportunity is pro-

thorough

Austria,

whose

Our

surface.

speedy

be

have lately

r

But the real causes lie farther back and
deeper down. Bismark, the.great Prussian statesman,
has been eagerly, though
and

in the

is love and

nantly refused. Napoleon
‘at once declares war upon Prussia, and the vexed
King defiantly answers, ‘ Strike, if you
dare !” And so a million of soldiers are at
once set in motion on each side to fight out
the royal quarrel alobg the banks’ of the
Rhine. That is the simple story, as it lies

since his

it; we

on the work, *“ till we

mand is declared to be insolent in form
‘and tyrannical in substance, and so is indig-

quietly, seeking, ever

done

inations good, nothing to say or do to help

and desperate. ib
if it continues for
any considerable
Period, it is very likely to
draw into it most of the European powers,

to accept her vacant throne,

We ought to bave

umph of that kingdom whose chief element

the

an

We

But

way.to

wrath of man to praise him, will overrule
this conflict so that it shall hasten the tri-

general spirit animating the rulers and the
people of both nations is such as assures us
that the conflict will be both determined

for, the war, is simple enough

reform.

seen and felt’ too much of the horrors of
war torush into iton any ordinary pretext.
We pray for continued peace at home, for
the speedy end of strife beyond the sea, and
trust that, somehow, He who makes the

fur

and

country.

in any

drawn icto this contest.

* nished with the Jatest appliances of war;
they have proved themselves to be made

so that the continent will bécome
mense field of battle.
The immediate occasion of, or

have increasedin liberty. with great rapidity, we have done very little to promote this

;

tle sympathy for him in this

any momenton the field of battle.” While
“we write, the hostile armies are approaching

up of soldiers of the first quality,

i

His utter overthrow, in the war which he
has provoked, would probably purchase lit-

France and Prussia may méet at almost

both armies

is the King of |isight; and through'those Christian brethten

Napoleon has not pursued a course such as
work. It belonged to us by birthright, but
to render him a hero in our eyes. Though
not lackingkin astuteness, and having ruled -we have almost ‘‘ hid our talent in the
France witlf much sagacity when she need- earth;” we have retreated to obscure cored areal ruler, yet he represents, both in ners, and spoken, with bated breath, with
his character and policy, a selfish imperi- weak voices, as if we lived by sufferance,
alism that opposes true liberty and pro- and were inferior to men of less wisdom,
gress among the people. We remember ‘but more daring and enterprise.
his despotic and hypocritical coup d' eta,
Great movements are in progress; old,
and do not yet forget his effort to grasp "harsh dogmas are assuming more amiable
Mexico when our great struggle and peril shapes ; the ** liberty of the sons ot Gud” is
emboldened him to insult the United States.
better understood ; the Baptists are r.turn-

Ln
lpi

to be nearly equal:

who

ought to have been the chief leaders

Ar All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
an business, remittances of money, &c., shoyld be
addressed to the

of Him

Doubtless the sympathies of the American
people are largely with Prussia. Louis
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he

what; one church has been organized and present

ment of facts and plans to be submitted by
terest, and merits, as it is likely to receive,
lular

speoial attention.

nowhere

" nouncement contains.

W. Gay, were present from thé Pa. Y. M.,
and Rev. S. Manning and Sister Craig were

hid

with us from Cairo Mission. Their presence
largely increased the interest of the meet-

Denominational News ai Toi

ing.
:
:
Rev. A. H. Chase, for many years the
clerk of the Y. M., tendered his resignation
° Susquehanna WW, M.
which was accepted, and a vote of thanks
passed for his promptness and untiring
The present condition of the Susquehanna faithfulnessin the discharge of his official
Yearly Meeting is indicated by the follow- duties.
80 voted to raise a tax of five
ing ‘summary of Q. M. reports, ‘presented cents per member, to pay him for his serv‘at the last session of the Y. M. :
ices and to pay future expenses of the Y.

The Gibson Q. M. is in a flourishing condition. Its sessions are well attended by

becoming seasons of much more than com-

a deep interest taken in- the Sabbath school
work in all the churchess There isa generally good interest in the Mission cause,
and the Temperance Reform has many

warm supporters.

The Greenfield church

cently ordained.

The Owego Q. M.is holding on its even
way, possibly progressing in some respects.
called

and trying scenes to

to enable

them

will

yet

becomes

interests.

The

important

‘Q.

and

M. letter

bors

Samuel .Wire, &o.

sion amounted to nearly $200,00.

to

W.
Theological

As soon

WHITACRE,

Clerk.

School—-Notice.

as may be,

we

intend to

make

public certain statements and explanations
that may

trust

possibly throw light on the past

history, present .situation and

useful

future

pros-

pects of Theological Education among us.
But at te present writing it will suffice us

want of young men for the ministry to take
thé place of the fathers who are being laid
aside by reason of the infirmities of age.
General union and steadfastness prevail in

to give, in general terms, some items of in-

formation for the benefit of young men
ing the minisiry in view, who have
time to time made inquiries, or have
contemplation to attend the school the
ing year.

the Q. M.

In the Spafford Q. M. they are trying to
maintain the cause of God. It is a low
time in religion in some of the churches,
while others are prospering. Inthe Dryden
church there has been a good revival during
the past winter, under the labors of Rev. A.

hayfrom
it in
com-

:

Q.M.—Held its June

church,

of Rev.

H. G.

term

The names

Woodworth,

BROWN’S

three

received

Next session with the Darlington
commencing-the first Friday in Sept.

church,

-

C. R.

BRIDGMAN,

The members

its June
A good

At the close of the session, Rev. D. A. Pope

Nex Session With
ng

pi

Sept.
5, M.

the iret

2nd,

Delmar

raig} both day

church,

Conference
iday
at
.
y
Spd
2
J. W. INGERICK, Clerk.

of the

session,

the

and attention of that man in the proper
work of pastoral labor and preaching? Two
churches at a distance of from two to ten

priated dellars to

mission

Sept. session with the

work

2nd New

in the Q. M.

Sharon Church.

G. W. GouLp. Clerk.

For the Ex, Com.,

they do without pastoral labor and die.
Conservatism may object. Some men of the

tism, in the presence of a large congregaMon.
Bro. Peter Gorden was licensed to preach
thé

JGospel for one year.

may pine for two sermons,

JESSE

and starve for the very need of Sabbath
school labor, and the work of the prayer

ROBINSON,

Experience shows that one sermon, one
Sabbath school, and one prayer-meeting is
as much as any congregation can or will
attend, and be profited by them all. Why
multiply services which yield no profit?
Why weary a coagregation with two or
three sermons to the exclusion of one important Sabbath work?
There can be
found excellent but mistaken people -in

was enjoyed.

Clerk, Pro tem.

North

Next session with the church

Vassalboro, Sept.

16-18.
E. Prescot,

West

ning Friday, the day before.
Let there be a large
gathering.
+
(Signed,)
I
D. H. A lams,E. B. Fuller, O. I. Daniels,S. 8. Nick:
ergon, S. W. Cowell, R. M. Minard, C.J. Mott and

“

:

LAND

"

GRANT

BONDS

THE

SALE

No.29 WALL
£30

»

others.

AT

- (0.

NINETY,

ST.,

of the Company,

NEW YORK.

7A

Now

.

CHAS. W, CRAIN,

Dover, N. H.

Bankers and Financial Agent:

4. M., that begin-

ReoT
RIVER Q. M. will hold its next
session
with the Beaver church,commencing Friday,Sept. 16,

as

WHITE, MORRIS& CO.,

3,at 1

o'clock, P. M. Matters of vital importance will come
before the meeting.
Said meeting will also come in

at 2 o’clock, P. M.

S.,

runnin,

Wisconsin - B. 1

Notice.

Waterbury Center, Vt., July 23.

U.

&
CO.
New York.

sd

FUND

FOR

Sept.

OR

Cash,

OF

on Saturday,

price

about 9 per

FIRST MORTCACGE

Sec.

The friends of education interested in the success
of the Green Mountain Seminary are requested to

meet in the Chavel Hall,

a market

meanwhile,

PER CBN, GOLD INTEREST
SINKING

church in Ellsworth, Aug. 16—18.

:

the first volume, while the notes upon ‘ Acts”

* Ro-

almost, if not quite every church, who go

mans”

great

home

extant of the countries mentioned in the Testament

to rest, and get a cup of tea, or some

}

Notice.

Clerk.

are prepared with the

the

Ready.

The Commentary on the Gospels by
‘| Rev. John J. Butler, D. D., is now
ready for delivery to our customers.

Clerk.

Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume, have already been sold.
Clerk,
| This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed.” This simple anto attend

at | , SANDWICH Q. M. will hold its next session With

The manu:cript for the second volume of Dr. Buter’s Commentary is now in the hands of the printer.
and w.1l deubtless be issued during the early au
tumn.
It will embrace all the valuable features of
and * Hebrews”

in

CLEWS
32 ‘Wall Street,

CALVIN HALE,
. HURD,
ASA A. TUFTS,
1130
+

I expect to be at the next session of the Penobscot Y. M., with a full supply of Butler's Commentary.
JOHN STEVENS.

A. SARGENT,

Penobsgot

est care and clearness.

HENRY

:

HARPER’S FERRY Q. M. will hold its next session
with the Martinsburg church.
:
J. ROBINSON,
Clerk pro ter.

MoNTVILLE
Q. M.—Held its June session
with the church in Rockland, June 17-19. Most
of the churches were represented.
The devo.
tional exercises were spiritual; preaching interesting and practical, and much of God’s spirit

meeting.

Dover, N. H,, July 22,

connection with the Huntington

Persons coming
the Penobscot

to afford time for the contemplated change,

Y.M.

over the Me.Cen. Railroad
Y. M. at Pittsfield, Aug.16—18, will be

furnished with free return tickets.
favor to

the

friends

at

nouncement is

It willbe a grea$

P., if those

intending

to be

Pittsfield, Me.

sufficient to

show that

others think the work a good one and

present will inform the subscriber of their intention,
previous to the 25th of Aug.
A. L. GERRISH.

Tt will contain the best'map

TIME OF OPENING.
refreshments, while others stop to work in also elaborate cuts from actual photographs. Price
of inquiry should be addressed to
It will be seen by the official notice in | the Sabbath school. This ought not to be. $2,00. All letters
;
J. E. BUTLER, PUBLISHER,
another “column, that the fall term opens | But their excuse is that they can not stand |
Biddeford, Maine:
later than usual. This was found necessary | such a strain of work. They say that Sun-

The Rich-

meet na the Freewill

N. H., Aug. 9, at 10 1-2

removalof the Theological 8 chaolto Lewiston, Me.
~8, To hear and act onthe report of the Education

dele-

d the letters from. the

miles apart can thus unite, and each h&ve | HARPER'S FERRY Q. M.~—Held its )agt seswith the Charlestown church, July\23-24.
preaching every Sabbath. In not doing it, sion
Bro. Burrell administered the ordinance of bap-

past goneration

to

Board on the general subject of Theological Education in the denomination.
:
4
4. To transact any other business that may come
before the Society.

church fewer tha
usual! The request of the
new cpurch that
ro. Thomas W. Thomson be
exam
for Ordination was granted, and’ Bro.
Thomson
was set apart for the work of the
Christian Ministry, during the session. Twentyfive dollars from th : Q, M. treasury were appro-,
to the Home Mission Society, and about thirty

about the same, and secure the labors of
some man, and then demand all the time

interest

it does through the
of the most thickly
settled
and richest Dortion of the- great State of Iowa, together with its present advanced condition and large
earnings warrant us in unhesitatingly recommending these bonds to investors, #s, in every respect, an
undoubted security.
i

of the Freewill, Baptist Education.

D. W, C.DURGIN,

gation was “thal

no distant day to. command

currency,

Five-twenties at present priees only return 4 per
cent., and we regard the security
equally
good.
The greater part of the Sib a
Feoanieted,
and the balance of
work is Fupidily rogressing.

o'clock,A. M., to act on the following-articles, viz, :
1. To hear and act on the report of the committe
chosen to adjust the claims growing out of the removal of the Theological school from New Hampn.
f
2. To hear and act on the report of the Committee
chosen te decidg whether the Corporation of Bates
Col.ege has fulfilled the conditions of the plan adopted by the Education Society at Great Falls for
the

FARMINGTON Q. M.—Hel
its June
session
with the 1st Mount Ve
m church,
It being

very

them at

considerably above par, besides paying
cent.,

© Notice.

Society are hereby notified

baptized four persons, a part of the fruits of
a revival held in that place by I. J, Hoag, of
Chemung Q. M. Three of these, with one otier,
joined the church and received the right hand of
fellowship at the wuter.
-

a vigorous and prosperous life, if they
would only combine two or three together.

6mdd

Notes ant Appuntments,
Baptist church in Newmarket,

i

AT 90 AND INTEREST.
Interest payable May and November.
J. EDGAR son:
?
CHARLES L. FRoST, | Trustees,
These bonds have 80 years te run,are convertible
at the option of the hol: er into the stock of the Company at par, and the payment of the principal is provided Jor bY a sinking fund. The convertibility privilege attached to these bonds cannot fail to cause

BRONCHIAL TROCHES.
=

RAPIDS,

R. RCO.

‘We are still offering a limited quantity for sale

.

=

CEDAR

& MINNESOTA

The gstablished caracter of th

was enjoyed by all present. Some important steps were taken by the Q. M. conference,
toward raising mission Funds.

of our denomination, a large part of them

* ISSUED BY THE
‘BURLINGTON,

use them to

:

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

Clerk.

BRADFORD AND T10GA Q. M.—Held
Seasion with: the Brookfield church.

FREE OF U. 8. TAX,

Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are
offered, which are good for nothing. Be sure to
OBTAIN the true
i
:

with

of

was

into the Q. M.

,
iA

Do what? Whythe only thing that can |

;

Monticello

COUPON OR REGISTERED,

Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

Prescli the gospel. A church organized at Dar-’
ington Suriog the past winter under the la-

1%,

Why Don’t They Do Xt!

tendered the church with which the session
was held. Collection for Freedmen’s Mis-

deplores the

J. Wood, their present pastor.

NUTTER,

July 21st, 1870.

Com. on correspondence reported

Bradford Co.,

are engaged in what we

A. 8. Kiwpaws, { Fo: Com .
A.J.

A vote of thanks for its hospitality, was

was raised up during the past winter under
the labors of Bro. Swank.
This interest
promises well at the present time. Others
in the Q. M.

, LAFAYETTE

SPEAKERS

clear and strengthen the veice.

is

Young men were presented for license, and after
due examination they were granted license to

D.W. DURGIN,

:

SINGERS and PUBLIC

a

the

the fos-

death of Rev.

Requires immediate attention,as neg

Quarterly Meetings.

J. Y. STANTON,

Cleveland mission be taken under

perance,

7 PER CENT. GOLD
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS,

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

7

may be. greatly increased.

that the especially, and more or lessin other parts

- carry this undertaking to a successful issue.
A good church in Litchfield,

a much larger fund. Since so small an
amount of money has been so well used, we
can not but express the wish that the fund

bula Q. M.- Appropriate resolutions were
also passed on the state of the country,
Sabbath schools, state of the Y. M., tem-

some extent, promises well for the future.
They have purchased a site in a pleasant
part of the village, and taken other steps
towards the erection of a mew church edifice. The community is wealthy and generally interested in this enterprise, and the
church has only to be united, and co-optheir pastor,

direct their steps and call them to labor,

in the Pa. Y. M.; Rev. R. E. Anderson in ideas of supporting preaching, can not
They can
the Central Ohio Y. M.; and Rev. W. H. | easily maintain a minister.
Catler in the Ohio and Pa. Wesleyan Con- raise about one half enough to do it,
ference. The Com. on location placed the or from three to five hundred dollars. Why
‘next session within the bounds of the Ashta- not unite with asister church that can do

Sept. session of their Y. M.

to experience adverse

school anywhere that

that Rev. W. Whitacre would represent this Union is strength, One small church, of
Y. M. in the Mich. Y. M. ; Rev. D. Winston, from ten to forty members, with present

‘now being erected, is to be dedicated at the

although

know of no

the raising funds to that énd;

The

Their new church edifice,

‘The Apalachine interest,

We

save those small and feeble churches to the

in the bounds of the Y. M.

the

with affection, and pray for their prosperity and
happiness, wherever God in his providence may

tering care of the Y. M.; and that a mis- just: nominally alive, and certain to lose
sionary should he employed to labor with- their existence alone, which might go onto

is doing well unddy the labors of Rev.
Claurey, a young man of promise but re-

has resigned

good Judement, patience, great kindness and un-

It was recommended to prosecute the
Mission work, both in Foreign and Home ‘world and to the cause of God. There are
fields, and that due diligence be givento many of them, scattered over New England

.
and thére is

mon interest and power.
Q. M. is well united,
The

heard better recitations in the

has furnished so good instruction without

Resolutions were passed, only a synopsis

the membership of the Q. M., and they are of which will be given:

Whereas, Rev. C. E. Blake

pastorate of this church, we unanimously and
with sincere affection, certify to his industry,

We have

ONCE

Prof. Whipple was received as a delegate
from Mich. Y. M., Rev. A. H, Chase and

at half past 9 o'clock. The members need
expect no notice beyond what this an-

are critically taught.

SOWA AT) lect often results in an incurable Lung
devotion to the interesl of the church
classics, except in one or two of the best selfish
whilehe has been our pastor. He came to us
YELL
@iscase.
:
:
preparatory -schools -in Mass. . We under- while we were divided, Siscouraged and per- |
plexed, and has done us great go d as a church
ae)
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
stand that there are excellent teachers in Judas
individuals, in eur Christian work,—comdM
“will most variably give instant relie
both Drawing and Music. We had not so orting us in our sorrows, encouragingus in ou | ROC
and helping us to bear the burdens which For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH; CONSUMPTIVE
good: an opportunity for judging of these trials,
have often pressed heavily upon us. We shall
departments as we could have desired.
cherish him and his excellent family in memory, and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effec

The Executive Board of the society will They have been ii 4d ell for missions.

meet at the same place, on the same day,

instructor, the Latin and Greek

languages

added to the Washington Q. M. Churches
are generally supplied with pastors, and
have larg
ing Sabbath schools.

in-

the Board will be sure to awaken great

erate with

8, 1.0.
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that they appreciateit.

Office Addresses.

sale this Whole Edition will joon be off

Poss

- Rev. 8. M. Clark, New Lyme, Ohio.

our
' Letters

Received.

8 Aldrich—G J Abbott—G C Brown—M R Benehley—J
Brown—H Brown—J W Burgin—Anna Burgess—W Cade
—P T Crowell—A H Chase—H
A Chandler -8 Copp—O A
Carpenter—OC Colton—G I Cummings—A B Camp—H
F Dickey—E 8 Dutton—H Dittenhafor—P C Dean—H
A

Price

hands.

extra 24

cents.

At this rate of

$2,00.

Postage,

Special terms given

to agents who sell 100

or

more.

Or-

A New Triumph of Practical Science—
day is the hardest day of the week to them,
Aliment from the Rocks. All objections to Fastman—W F Eaton—W H Edgar—S D Fletcher—E H ders are solicited.
ford church has finished its house of wor- and for completing necessary arrangements. | if they attend all the services.
Fernald—D Furbish—J Gammon-—S8 Giiffith—C B Griffin
the universal use of the alimentary SFA MOSSES as a
M Guptill—J L Glidden—C H Hurd—G W_Howe -G
ship, which was dedicated at the June ses- In future, the terms will probably correOne prominent reason why they do not portion of the dietary of the civilized world, have it —A
W Hayes—C C Hatch—C Heard—J Knox—E Kinsman—
T=
EMPIRE
King—I Kilgare—Mrs E_Laiten—W O Lillile—C B
“sion, and nearly cleared of debt. The Fa- spond with those of the College, with the unite, is selfishness. It appears as though seems, been happily removed by the discovery of a Wm
Mahan—A F Marston—W W Morrell-D MarviaR—W H
new
process
of
preparing
them
for-culinar¥
purposes,
Mereness—C W Willard—I Peaslee—E G Page—W C
bius church is having some important ac- exception of the summer term, which will some of these charches would rather die
Peck—J 8 Parmelee—G Pratt—S 8 Priest—S Peabody—J
There never wag a time when the * Food Question’
Robert-on—J Russell—W Rassell-G 8 Bicker—J C
cessions. The Spafford church is not dis- close with the usual public exercisas, one | than unite their forces in order to live. was a more vital question with the masses than it is NRutan—W
Rouse—A H Staples—D Springer—8 E SanSwett—A Sargent—B A Stow—J Stevens—J
posed to report itself, and it is feared the week before Commencement.
Another reason is, they do not appreciate now, and we therefore regard this discovery as par- born—Lydia
The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company
Smart—dJ Tuttle—J Tibbetts—I Winsor—P C Wadsworth
ticularly
opportune,
not
to
say
Providential.
.
AID FROM THE EDUCATION SOCIETY.
S Wales—N 8 Watson—Louisa
Wood—W
Walker—C
organization is too willing to die.
the value of such a union. Another, they
of New York,
The Irish Moss or Carrageen, and the Iecland and
Wheeler—H Whitcomb.
Such liberal, additional aid, in money or think a minister can live on three or four Norwegean Mosses, have long been known to conAnd Sc1d by Agents everywhere.
The Troy Q. M. is enjoying a good dewr
Books Forwarded.
gree of prosperity. Most of the churches by way of paying traveling expenses, will hundred dollars a year, when it takes to taina larger amount ef nutritive gelatine, in proporThis
mill
is
WROUGHT
IRON—not
CAST
IRON—
tion tg their bulk and weight, than any other vegeta:
BY MAIL.
and is case-hardened 80 as {0 run for years without
are doing well.
There are but few in- be afforded to students that are in circum- support their families, twice or three times ble product of the sea or land; but the seeming imG S Gilmore, Westmore, Vt.
injury. It works with less power than any other,and
Sylvester Taylor, Granville Cen., Pa.
stances of decline.” The Barton church has stances to require it, that it is hoped and that amount. Here is a remark of one of possibility of entirely purifying them from all extraless expense,
It has taken the First Premium at the
Rev F L Wiley, Sutton, Vt.
State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and
* E P Nagus, Oxford, N Y.
not reported any revival the past year, yet believed that all will be able to pursue such these men, made not long since: “We can neous matter, and rendering them agreeable as an
Kentucky—the
only ones at which it has been exA W Greenslet, Ea. Killinnly, Conn.
element of food, has hitherto excluded them, in a
hibited.
there are indications of progress. They a course of study in the school as their cir- hire a minister all the time for four hun- great
Francis Winn, 102 Sudbury
St, Boston, Mass.
“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869.
measure, from our bill of fare. This apparent
Bev E Knowlton, So Montville, Me.
sustain preaching one half of the time, and cumstances, other than pecuniary, may dred dollars;” but when he came to make
J.D. WEsT—Sir: I worked my Ne. 4 Union Grist
impossibility has been overcome—experimental sciEXPRESS.
Mill,
(now
the
Empire
Mill,) with two horses. at 160
Rev B 8 Moody, Wheelock, Vt.
have an excellent Sabbath school.
The allow. To be able to do this, without seri- the effort he found that it was a more diffi- ence overcomes almost every obstacle, now a-days—
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
* Wm Cunuingkam, Richmond, Me.
and
Irish
Moss,
purified,
concentrated,
and
rendered
corn per hour. I then ground corn- and oats mixed,
Myrtle is well patronized. At times, some- ous embarrassment, will give our students cult matter than he imagined. He had to
“ EF W Porter, Bath, Me,
wp
and it ground that somewhat faster.” I am perfectly
an absolute luxury, as SEA MOSS FARINE, will here“ TF C Cook, Brownfield, Me.
satisfied with it. Yours &e.,
R.M. PALMER.”
thing is said about building a new house of of the future a decided advantage over those agree to pay about six hundred.
T N.Huntington, Bath, Me.
after be quoted as a food staple inthe markets of |”
“MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869.
Hereis a programme of services that might the world.
worship, The Granvillerchurch has enjoy- of past time.
© J, D. WEST—Sir: I have used my No.3 Empire
Home Mission.
Mill to my entire satisfaction.
I run it about 100
be profitably adopted by any two churches
ROOMS AND BOARDING ARRANGEMENTS.
ed an interesting revival daring the past
New Hampton Vill.Ch, N H, per ZD Jordan,
5,00
revolutions, and ground handsomely 5 to 6 bushels
The
Prettiest
Woman
in
New
York.
Mrs
A
A
Colburn,
Patten,
Me,
150
not
over
ten
miles
apart:
In
the
first,
of
corn
per
hour.
Yours,
&.,
THOs. H: BATE.”
winter and spring.
Twenty-nine have
The new Seminary building, one bhunBequest of Bro Swain, late of Strafford, N H, per
Miss K—, well known ifiour fashionable society
“The
Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is
hite, Esq.,
179,30
been added by baptism and fifteen by letter. dred feet in length, four stories high, ang preaching at 10, Sabbath school at at 11 1 2 for her distingue appearance and beautiful complex- y
all that you represent it. ' It will
d with ease 6 to
Prospect Q M, Me, per J N Robertson,
5,00
8 bushels of corn per hour.
It
also makes excellent
n
They have a flourishing Sabbath school of suitably divided into recitation rooms, dor- and prayer-meeting in the evening. In the ion, was once a sallow, rough-skinned girl, chagrined Col at a mesting of the Education Board at LewisGraham flour. I consider it a boen to farmers, and
ton,
Me,
.
.
it will be indispensable when once tested. There is
about one hundred scholars. Last autumn mitories,&c.,is to be appropriated to the use second, Sabbath school .at 12 1-2, preaching at her red, freckled face. She pitched into Hagan’s Ch in Bangor, Me, ee S D Church,
5,00
Magnolia Balm, and is now as pretty in complexion
but one opinion—it is a success,
Dea Dennis, Pike, N Y,
per G H Ball,
5,00
they refitted their house of worship. The of the school. It is a fine building, and well at 2 and prayer-meeting in the evening. as she is charmingin manners. This article over- R Loomis, Vermillion, N Y,
JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
44
1,00
Mrs
M
8
Fitch,
Otsego,
Mich,
*
+25
NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869,
plan
not
Why
comes freckles, tan, sallowness, moth-patches, ringEast Troy church has likewise enjoyed a adapted to the purpose. Arrangements for Why not combine and live?
De:
, Ch,
Me,
85
H. C. SANDUSKY & Co.:—The (Empire)
4
A M Simonton, Northville, Mich,"
1,20 bought of you gives perfect satisfaction. I
marks,
etc.,
and
makes
one
look
ten
years
yonnger
7
for
life
in
some
practical
way?
precious revival. Forty have already been furnishing the rooms for occupancy are
Liver pool, Ch, Ohio,
"
3,65
or 8 bushe § Jot hour; in fact, it is just the thing
than
they
are.
Magnolia
Balm
for
a
transparent
!
C. B. PECKHAM,
farmers and feeders. Nose should be without one.
received by baptism, and fifteen are candi- nut yet completed. Due notice will be
complexion, and Lyon’s Kathairon to make the hair
FREEDMEN’S MISSION.
~
18AAC BARKLEY.”
dates for baptism. They sustain a flourish- given when the details are decided upon,
plentiful, luxuriant, soft and delicate, have no rivals.
Aa Send for Circular. i
F Lyford Augusta Me, for W. Va,
2,50
! J
ogy J ID WEST, General
Ag
1,50
The Kathajron prevents the hair from turning gray,
Matilda Carr, Woolwich, Me,
ing Sabbath school of more than one hun- so that students maybe able to provide for
Revivals, &c.
40
Cortlands
8t,
New
York.
Jacob Hodsdon & Wife, Melvin Village N H, Mr H
eradicates dandruff, and is the best and cheapest
. E Fernald
.
1,00
dred scholars.
All the meetings of the themselves accordingly.
dressing in the world.
4131
B——
Stony Fork, Ch, Pa. for J. W, Ingerick,
5,00
church are well attended.
The Canton
Mr B Cheney, 80 Parsonfield Me, for F W Towne,
1,00
The hoarding department will be presidLORD’S
PRAYER
PICTURE.
Haxcock, Wis. While holding meetings
No HuMBUG. We do not wish to inform you, read
church, composed of sixteen members and ed over by a competent matron, probably in this vicinity for the last three months,
218,80
pP
Lp
1 Christ. 2 John. 3 Matthew.
er, that Dr, Wonderful, or any other man, has dis
SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.
L
a2
a
Ps
Jndas.
5
Andrew.
6 Simon.
recently organized, was received at the last with an assessment upon the students
a remedy that cures all diseases of mind
Concord, N. H.
.
7 James, the less. 8 Bartholo> \
the Lord has blessed the labors‘ with a covered
body or estate and is designed to make our sublina mew.
9
Phillip.
10
James,
the
gession of theQ. M. The location is im- boarding in the hall, covering the actual revival spirit. Some have been convert- ¥f sphere a blissful Paradise, to which Heaven itself
1516
3 \ elder. 11 Thaddeus, 12 ThomCol. by H. E. KEYES, FOR MEETING-HOUSE AT SHEP8
be but a side ehow, but we do wish to inform
as.
13
Peter,
14
the
Nativity.
HERDSTOWN,
W.
VA.,
portant, and the elements of success more , 00st.
ed to God, and others reclaimed. I preach- you that Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy has cured thou15 Childhood. 16 Baptism, &c.
95,
than
usually promising. . There is an
All persous wishing information respect- ed to a large congregation last Sabbath, sands of cases of catarrh in its worst forms and N Y Central Y M,
17 Sermon on the
Mount. 18
SILAS CURTIS,
stages, and the proprietor will pay $500 for a case ot
Concord,
N.
H.
|
increasing interest in the Sabbath school ing the terms of admission to the school, July 17, in a grove, and formed a class this loathsome disease that he cau not cure. It may
per. 20
be Rrosured by mail for sixty cents, ny addressin
rection. 22 Ascension. 2324
cause in the Q. M., and special attention is the pecuniary aid to be rendered, &c., are
FOREIGN MISSION.
of ten. After the service, we repaired R. V. Pierce, M. D., 133 Sencca street, Buffalo, N.Y. Col by MrsJ Burnham
Children praying.
Also the
on monthly subscription
A pamphlet free. Sold by druggists. Look out for
given to it.
:
L
34
Pra
Prayer, iy letters of
Parsonsfield, Me,
per F. W, Towne,
especially requested, for the present, to to the banks of a beautiful little lake, men
representing themselves as Dr, Sage; Dr. Pierce,
Blue Earth Valley Q. M.
Minn, per D, 8. Patten,
5
rare
design
an
uty.
at
5,20
private. Government Revenue Stamp is on
The Walton Q. M. is dropped from the address Prof. Batler, or the subscriber,
Liberty Ch Ill per J M Kayser
Pp
a
LP
AGENTS
WANTED.
where four persons obeyed their Saviour whose
Winthrop Mass
per E N Férnald,
4
every package of the Genuine, is the only man living
The original was executed with a pen, and took six
Y. M. records. Its former churches now New Hampton, N. H. Such as wish for in the ordinance of baptism, while a great who can manufacture the Original Dr. Sage’s Ca- 2d Ch Parise N Y, per G C Brown,
years labor. Is the most comprehensive and instrucNew-Hampton village Ch, per Z Gordon
5,
tive work ever issued. »Strongly
by the
help to constitute the Gibson Q. M.
Is like information, and especially such as company of people lined the beach.
The tarrh Remedy:
Mrs Mory 8 Marston, Efingham per B.S
Maloon
b,
press and leading clergy. Liberal commission, exJ15
Board,
Education
of
meeting
a
at
small
for
Contributed
rent
record as a Q. M. should not appear in the desire information respecting
Sor
Price
of
Photo.,
$3,
$2,
Hag?
250.
scene ‘was very impressive.
5,09
Robertson,
We have often wondere'| whetuer there is a person
QM Me, per J H
Prospect
TRUBSHAW
& MILLER,58
ys N.Y
in all New England, who does not know and appre.
families, board or rooms, will address Pres.
W. H. EDGER.
Register. .
:
7,66
87,
ciate the value of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment as a .
Gospel Treasury, $3,75, $9. Harmony 60c. 75¢. Walks
Me.
C. 0. LIBBY. Treas.
family medicine? It is adapted to most all perro
and Words of Jesus $1,50. Steps of Jesus 350. Path
From
th$\aboveit will be seen that ‘as a Cheney; or Prof. Hayes, at Lewiston

CORN
& FEED MILL

little for the Master, It is desirable that
the work of church extension be pushed
forward by the Y. M. with renewed energy,

Why may we not, before another session
‘of the Y. M., have an interest plantedin
strengthen
mendable
have done
up to this
promjnent

and

thus

seek to

our hands by an increase of comeffort? While as a Y. M. we
many worthy deeds, yet we have
time almost wholly neglected the
-places, where our influence

would tell infinitely more
the Redeemer

than

Not

only one, but all are invited to the work.

Is not our Master saying to us, * Go work

to-day in my vineyard?”

Now is the time

to labor; to-morrow it may be too late.
G.
Ohio

and

W.
Pa.

The 87th session was
church, Vonango Co.,

Friday, June 24, 1870.
ganization

was

effected

Rev. Joel Baker

New

Hampton
—

Hvis,

Clerk,

x. MK.

the Canal
Pa., commencing
choice

of

“The examining committee for the present
Rev. J. Mariner has resigned the pastorate of
year wish to submit the following report the church at Haverhill, to take effect in three
months from date.
to the President and Trustees:
pleased
much
very
are
The committee
Dedlostion:
with the progress the Institution is conThe new meeting house of the Freewill Bapstantly making. We had the pleasure of tist church of Canal, Pa., was dedicated to the
listening to the examination of nearly all worship of Ged on the 26th of June. Sermon by
the classes of the summer term, and we saw

couraging.

Rev. David Winton, of Pierpont, O.; reading of
Scriptures and dedicatory prayer by Rev. H. E.
:
Whipple, of Hillsdale, Mich.
W. H. CUTLER.

of great faithfulness on the part
The examinations were
conducted with absolute fairness. In some
Special Offer.
i
of the classes, assignments of portions of
A former pupil of Lebanon Academy who has
.
|
lot.
by
distributed
were
work
term's
the
been in the Foreign Missionary work ten years,
In the others, methods equally impartial desires to aid some ‘one who is struggling to fit
were employed. The recitations in Botany, himself for God’s service, and accordingly hus
Book-keeping, Arithmetic, Geometry, Ho- gent home a small fund to be given to any inding for
mer, Cicero and Analysis, were particular- gent student of this school, who is prepari n ministry.
Christia
the
the
of
Those
.
1y noticeable for excellence
Any such young man should have no delicacy
Committee who were present at the recita- in applying te the Secretary at once, as the donor
thought
tions in Book-keeping and Analysis
is anxious th should be used. Notice of the
evidence

they never heard better. The class in Analto say that there are teachers of Grammar

Rev. J. 8. Manning as Mod. ; W. H. Cutler, N. H., who are not equal to the poorest in
Ass't. ; Rev. W. Whitacre, Standing Clerk ; the class. From. the recitations in Bookand Rev, W. Parker, Ass't.
Reports from the Q. Meetings were

All have been

en-

of

second Sabbath in October.

|.
A permanent or- ysis numbered about thirty, and we venturein
by the

has resigned the pastorate

the Amesbury, Mass., church, to take effect the

Enstitution.
4

for the cause of ‘of the teachers.

at the present.

Ministers and Churches.

New Hampton, July 26.

And yet it is feared that we are doing too

some center of influence,

J. FULLONTON.

:

Yearly Meeting we are doing something in
the great work enjoined upon the church.

keeping and Arithmetic we infer that the
Commercial Department in this Institution

revived some- ; gives a fine business education.
i]

Under the

Academy

will be found in the proper column.
Rosignation.

Bro. Charles

E. Blake

es, and is the best pain killer that can be used.
Farmers and stock raisers have Jrequently told us
that they have seen very
good results
from givin
Sheridan’s

Condi

drop

Powders to

their youDly.

THE

LORD'S

trade,

immense

PRAYER
as

it is; in

PICTURE.
this

The

The

them

cruelty.

picture

to

civflization

and kindliness. Let the walls be adorned with the
one, the rooms made vocrl with the other, and the
yards berutiged
with another, and many a virtue
will follow.
In this view we rejoice in the extensive
sale which Lord’s Prayer Picture continues to have.
It is likely to become the common property of the
country.
The face of the Saviour, gentle, beaming with celestial Jove, adorns the center of ¢he picture; and
along the border are arranged the heads of the twelve
Apestles. These heads are all taken from the cele
brated painting of the Last Supper, by Leonardo,

Mr.

Miss Mary E. Carr, all of M.

In West Stephentown,
July 17, by Rev.

ceuntry, strangeto

but

In Manchester, uty 2, by Rev. N. L. Rowell,

I, B., Cole-

man, Mr. James K.Jones, of East Haddam Conn.
and Miss Emma 8. Marvin, of Nassau, N. Y,
|

In Ashland, May 7, by Rev. A. Sargent, Mr. F=ancis
W. Cawley,of Sanbornton and Miss Jessie Carter, of
New Hampton,

Special

Notices.

. For Moth Patches, Freckles

and

Tan.

SE “PERRY’S MOTH & FRECKLE LOTION.”
U Theonly Reliable and Harmless Remedy known
to Science for removing brown discolorations from
the Face. Prepared only by Dr.B. C. PERRY, 49
Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists everywhere.

PIMPLES ON: THE FACE.
OR Comedones,
Grubs,

Black-Heads,

Pimply Eruptions and

Flesh

Worms

or

BlotcheAd disfigur.

ations on the Face, use
Perry’s Comedone & Pimple
Remedy. Reliable, Harmless, and contains no Lead

poison, - Depot, 49 Bond 8t., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
everywhere,

4mll

Da Vinci, and, we should think, must rival it in fine

cess of expression, Then the Lord’s Prayer, in
beautifulls illustrated letters, is spread out over the
pictnre; and through are distrib ted miniature
groups &nd scenes in the life of our Saviour. These
are taken from the works of the great artists. We
advise all lovers of art to buy the picture. A sbudy
of weeks will not exhaust it. See the advertisement
Published by Trubshaw and
in another column.
Miller, 68 Fulton street, N. Y.

WANTED.

!

ty
girls io make Caps and Cloth Hats,
Twenty gir
PURINGTON & HAM,
11 Central St.

Dover, N. H.

3t81

¥

SK your Sruggist forINOMADS
WASH,

and

you will

PERSIAN

get the best known

Manuals 40c. 80c. Freeby Mail.

BAKERS HARMONY
THOROUCH BASS

Married
Henry J. Junkins and

say, is .argely on theincrease. Unlike furniture and
clothing pictures do not come to destruction, and it
might be supposed our houses would soon be over.
ftocked; but it does not appear to be the case, for
new stores aro constantly opening and pictures of
every style are multiplying. We are gladto see such
evidence of refinement and culture of the better
quuhities of nature. Flowers,|birds and pets do not
belongto barbarism or

of Jesus 20c. $7.

8 an

GLU-ENE mends everything, is always andy, and
for sale by Grocers an Apothecaries, Only 25 cts.

has just closed his la-

bors with the F. Baptist church in New York,
The
after a successful pastorate of three years.
given by & unanimous
following testimony was
society on accepting his
vote of the church and
r
resignation :

Cavalry

swine before and after they

powders put them in good
condition, and give
strength to care and provide for the sucklings,

Dover, N. H.

Every species of concord and discord is treated in
detail, simplified and made plain, with comprehensive and natural explanations in keeping with the
breadth of the subject.
It is the Book for the Student and the Musician—
Yhether for Instrumental, Vocal, Orchestrakor Band
usic.
By B. F. BAKER.
Price in Boards, $1,00, Sent post paid, on receipt of price.
hh
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C.H. DITSON & CO., New York
CARPETINGS AT REDUCED PRICES !—a few lots
Just received will be disposed of at the following low
prices;
:
75 Pieces Extra Superfine, «covevieee. $1,25 per yard.
A small lot Three-Plys very low.
106 Rolls Oil Clothesecsseiieivinians 45 to

bo

00 Pieces INGrain. .cveeeeresnerins 8c to $1,15

“

All wool Stair Carpeting... cesssacansnes 45 to 750"
JOHN J, PEASLEY & CO,
47 Washington St., Boston.

rome-

for REMOVING
MOTH PATCH. TAN and FRECK.
LES.
Mannfactured only
by B.F. Rackley, Druggist, Dover, N. H, Price $1.00 per bottle. 6wb5
5

“Buy MR AND I'LL DO YOU GOOD.”—The best
medicine in the world is DR. LANGLEY’S R 00T
AND HERB MEDICINE,—a long tried and standard remedy for Liver Complaints, Bilipus Diseases,
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Jaundice, Lysbepaia,
seas
Headache, and a
Indigestion, Costiveness,
arising from Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver,*or
Impure Blood. Tey cleanse the system, purify
and
new create the blood, restore the appetite, build up
and strengthen the whole body. GEO, C.GOODWIN & CO. Boston, Sold by all druggists, 4m9

SUMMER CARPETINGS.—Canton, Japan and Calcutta Mattings—the finest qualities and the best
styles. Hotels, Beach houses. &o., furnished with
these goods at a slight advance on cargo auction
prices, Dealers are invited to inspect our stock.
il
JORN J. PrAsLeY & CO.,
47 Washington St., Boston.
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THE MORNING STAR: AUGUST

men and women on boar], who wore rich
ornaments of gold on their .persons; and
what astonished him more, they were dress-

Iam thinking, dearest, thinking
Of a joy that went too soon;

Of some hours that came and vanished
Like a blossom-scented June;
Of a poem never written,
Never set to joyous rhyme, ;
Though twas measured by love’s rythm
In a melody sublime.
Oh! the hours that came and vanished,
Oh! the joy that went too soon,
Oh! the poem never written,
And the blossom-scented June,
‘Were the hopes by love engendered,
When thy presence made the morn
Seem the fairest day that ever

atl

To out mother earth was born.
a

I am thinking, dearest, thinking
How the sunset glories burned,
Where the crimson heart of autumn
O’er the forest foliage yearned ;
And its gold and scarlet splendor

All the woodland leaves caressed,
While the kisses of the Day-god
Flushed the happy, glowing West.
What a
‘What a
What a
Was in
' What a
All the
‘What a
Made a

hush was in the evening!
calm was in the skies!
poem of devotion
thy glorious eyes!
gentle wind was stirring
maple leaves apart!
holy thrill of rapture
prayer within my heart!

Now the autumn eve has vanished,
And the night is chill and dark,

And the shadows on life’s ocean

4

Nearer press to life’s frail barque;
Yet the memory-stars are shining
In the heaven of my heart,
And the clouds have silver lining
When I think how dear thou art.

Little Feet and Little Hands.
lL

Liftle feet and little hands,
Basy all the day,
Never staying in your playing
Long upon the way,
:
Little knowing whither going,
Come to me, I pray!
Bring the sweetness, in its fleetness,
Of the early flowers,
y
All the blessings and earessings
Of your sunny hours!

to

ton.

iards were about to enter,

a few years they

and

conquered,

Span-

which

in

leaving

its

beautiful cities in ruins, and its fertile fields

deserted.
‘ We will now return to our story. The
Spanish commander seized several of the

@The Famalp rele.

defenseless Peruvians, and, detaining them
on his ship, he suffered the rest to depart,

With
BY

V.

G.

—

¢ Now

the Children.

RAMSEY.
—

FOURTH

mamma,”

EVENING.

said

tell us something more abont the discovery
of South America.”
:
¢¢ Do you remember what I have already
told you?” she asked.
‘It is not my object

communicat-

ing facts to you, which I wish you to retain
in-connection with the - geography of this

country.”

.

i

¢ I am quite sure,

mamma,”

us

Laura said,

¢¢ 1 shall not forget that Francisco Pizarro
made the first discoveries, and that between

the storms at sea, and sickness and starvation on the land, they had a hard time.
‘When they were back to Panama they must
have been glad enough to stay there.”

“ Yon are

quite

mistaken,

my

child.

You do not understand how strong were
the purposesof those men. All the sufferings of the past, and allthe perils of the
future were quite forgotten in their golden
dreams.

Pizarro, and his associate

Alma-

gro, lost no time in preparing for a second
voyage. Though one fourth of the men
who embarked in the first cruise had perished, others were found willing to take
their places; and with two

while he held on hi: way south till he
reached Cape Pasado, which you will see on
the map isin one half a degree South latitude, thus securing the glory of first crossing
the equator on the Pacific ocean. From this
point he returned, and, after

Heury, *‘ please

simply to amuse you.” I ‘am

vessels,

larger

and better appointed than the first, they
sailed again in search of the land of gold. .
«“ They did not creep along the coast, but
standing boldly out to sea, in a few - days

an absence of

sixty days, reached the spot where he had
lefu Pizarro and his comrades.
¢¢ Famine, sickness and the hostile, natives were threatening tgy exterminate the
little band. They had tried to explore the
country but nature had bafiled and repelled them, on every side. They could not
pierce the dense and trackless forest, they
could not cross the frightful ravines, nor
climb the steep hills which rose like ‘successive waves, and rolled away to join the
mighty Andes. The animal life which met
them was most unfriendly.
Monkeys,
chattering and grinning, seemed to mock
their misery. Hideous reptiles and gigan;
tic snakes gathered around their feet, and
“darted on them from the trees, and swarms

of poisonous insects sometimes forced them
to bury themselves to their very faces in
the sand. They had sustained life, on the
wild cocoa nuts and wild potatoes, of which
they founda scanty supply.”
«« Wild potatoes, did you say, mamma ?”
cried Henry.
¢¢ Yes, my dear, this is the region where
the potato was found, and from which it
was introduced into other countries.
« A few days after the return of Ruiz,
Almagro appeared with a vessel laden with
provisions, and

a

considerable

reinforce-

ment of volunteers who filled the places
they reached the limit of their first voyage, of those that had miserably perished in this
and entered the mouth of the San Juan riv- inhospitable place. As their stréngth reer. Here they disembarked, and finding. turned, their sufferings were forgotten, and
an Indian village, they commenced the they were eager to press forward to the
work of pillage and murder.
They ob- land of gold.
“ 1 have not time to give you the details.
tained so large a quanity of gold that
Almagro sailed back to Panama to exhibit of their subsequent voyages, which occupied
their booty, and to enlist more men, while about two years. I have told you enough
Ruiz, the pilot, cruised along the coast, and to show you that they were necessarily at-

Pizarro, with the larger part of the men, ret

mained near the mouth of the river.
‘ The old pilot, Ruiz, sailing southward,

>

discovered, to his

I

great astonishment,

a

tended with great dangers and’ difficulties,

and that they

accomplished

At every step as they proceeded south, after

they

crossgd

the equator,

po of yoy * they

still used on this coast, and on

civilization were

the rivers,

The balsa is made

their purpose

only by the most determined perseverance.

craft moving in the opposite direction.
This proved to be an Indian vessel,or rather,
raft, which they called a balsa, and as it is
will deseribeit to you.

hopes confirmed.

and

struck

the

found (TET wildest

Evidences of wealth and
constantly

the aspect of the country

exhibited

and the.

.in

inhabi-

by lashing together a number of large timbers of a light porous wood, on which a
floor of reeds is Jaid. In the middle, two

and the hand of industry was
tants,
visible on every side. The natural features of the coast became more inviting.

square sail. A tude kind of rudder and a
movable keel enable the mariner to give

complicated roots, snarled into formidable
coils under the water, as if to waylay wnd

stout poles

are raised,

which support a Instead of the mangrove trees, with their

direction to the floating craft.

they conquered and plundered this

fair Pe-

ruvian empire which they had discovered.”

A Touching

Sketch.

—

3

:

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.

shall not

starve—Mr.

Audley

promises me

the vacant
situation !”
‘¢ You have dropped something from the
note, Ralph,” said Mrs. Moore, poiating to
a slip of paper that lay on the floor.
Moore stooped to recover the estray. It
was a fifty dollar bill, neatly folded in a
piece of paper on which was written :

the

Now try to remember that it was this

rich and populous empire which the

again to stray!

Evenings

of mahogany, ebony, and

‘‘ Please sir, will you buy my
chest‘ In grateful remembrance of the silver
nuts
?”
quarter that a kind stranger bestowed on a
Cordilleras of the Andes.”
* Chestnuts ? No !"returned Ralph Moore, chestnut girl twenty years ago.”
‘¢ Please mamma, tell us what W mean
Ralph Moore had thrown his morsel of
by the Cordilleras of the Andes,” said Hen- looking carelessly down on the upturned
face whose large brown eyes, shadowed by bread on the waters of life, and alter many
ry; ‘“ I don’t quite understand it.”
“The word Cordillera means a long, tangled curls of flaxen hair, were appeal- years it had returned to-him.
ridge,and if you will examine your map you ing so pitifully to bis own, ‘ what dol
want with chestnuts ?”
will see that the Andes extend in two chains,
‘¢ But please sir, do buy ‘em,” pleaded
or Cordilleras, as they are called, running
Midge and the Pimas.
nearly parallel with the coast, and enclos- the little one, reassured by the rough kindrt
fn
.
ing the great table-land which has a mean ness of his tone. “Nobody seems to care
If
you
want
to
hear
something
more
for ‘em, and—and—"
altitude twice as great as mount Washingcoast, and the great table-land between

And no smiling or beguiling
‘Woo

the scepter

their son, and it descended in the family,
which was called the Ireas, for many generations. Grandually the empire extended
till, at the time of which we are now speak{ ing, it reached from two degrees north of
the equator to the thirty-seventh degree
south, embracing the region along the

Little feet and little hands,
Ye are wondrous fair!
Ye are straying in your playing
From a balmy air,
Gently blowing, never knowing
Any thought of care.
I To its breezes, if it pleases
Him who guides our way,
May you wander over yonder
‘Where they ever play,

On coming alongside, Ruiz found several

1870.

3,

palms; and in- of a tiny enameled watch. Six o'clock, and and drawers, and some with not much of
stead of the tainted and pestilential air he does not make his appearance !”
‘anything on, their heads ornamented with
which they had experienced, the breezes
‘‘ There's a man with him in the study, feathers and their long black hair streamed in a woolen cloth of fine texture,delicate- brought to them the sweet odor of sandal mamma—come on business,” said Robert ing behind.
Loe
:
ly embroidered,
and brilliantly dyed. They wood, and fragrance of flowers. The hill- Audley, a pretty boy of eleven years old,
When they return from the mountains,
were Peruvians from Tumbez,
carrying
sides were covered with fields of ccrn and who was reading by the fire.
if they have been succéssful, they have a.
*
rich and curious articles, such as silver mir- potatoes, checkered with plantations . of
great dance. But the young warriors do,
“I'll
call
him
again,”
said
Mrs.
Audley
rors, gold vases, and delicate fabrics of banana and cocoa. The white cottages of
not join in the dance; they have to do
stepping
to
the
door.
cotton and wool, in which they trafficked the natives glistened among the trees, and
penance if they have not killed an Apache;
But as she opened it, the brilliant gasalong the coast. This was the first con- populous villages studded the shore.
light fell full upon the face of an humble they go off and stay alone fourteen days,
tact of this unfortundte race with the Span‘‘ Gradually, as they sailed along the coast,
and eat and drink so little that they come
looking man in threadbare garments, who
iards, and it would be difficult to tell which
the mighty panorama of the Andes was unwas leaving the house; while her husband back looking very thin and sick. After
was the more astonished.
The former lookfolded before their astonished eyes. Chimthey have killed a certain number of Apaed with something of religious awe on the borazo, lifting its stupendous head into the stood in the doorway of his’ study, appar- ches they do not have to do penance any
mailed and bearded strangers, whose ves- heavens, and Cotopaxi with its dazzling ently relieved to be rid of his visitor.
longer; thus they are ‘big warriors.”
'sel was so superior to their own; and the coneeof silvery white, which knows no’ . “Charles,” said Mrs. Audley, whose
I expect you will think this is a cruel
who is that custom, and so it is. ‘We should put a stop
+ latter were surprised, no less than delightchange except from its ownd voleanic fires, cheek had paled and flushed,
ed, at these sudden proofs of civilization
s/'rose before them. The Spaniards could man—and what does he want?”
to.all such customs.
And the way to do
‘and wealth, 80 much greater than had been
«¢ His name is Moore,I believe, love, and this, is to teach these Indians the Bible, and
not have been entirely insensible to the
seen before in the new world.”
beauty and grandeur of the scenes which he came to see if I would bestow upon him ‘what it tells us about Jesus and the way o
¢ I think they must have been astonished
‘salvation,
:
were spread out, before them, but avarice that vacant messengership in the bank.”
to meet thus on the ~ ocean,” said
Laura,
¢¢ And will you?”
{
and
ambition
left
little
room
in
their
hearts
|
‘‘but did the Peruvians know how to manu“ I don’t know Mary—I[ must think |
forthe love of nature. The mountains
facture nice cloths. mamma?”
Lenny’s Story.
were interesting to them &s mines of gold, about it.”
——
¢ So the history tells us, my dear. You
_‘“
Charles,
and the fruitful fields and beautiful villages
give him the situation.”
must remember they were a very different
“I'm going to have a drink of new cider,
awoke only thoughts of conquest and plun* Why, my love?”
people from the North American Indians,
« Because, I ask it of you as a favor, and boys. Down to Jacobs's they've got some
der. The Peruvians received them with
| and, at the time. of the discovery, possessed
that's tip-top, right out of the press. Come,
you
have said a thousand times you would
hospitality and kindness, supplied all their
a higher degree of civilization and wealth
‘who'll
go with meP”
:
never deny me anything,”
than at the present time. The origin of wants with liberality, and told them in unSo
said
Charlie
Neal
to
John
Crowell and
¢¢ And I will keep my word, Mary,” said
suspecting
confidence of the riches of
their, civilization is enveloped in impeneMark Stanley, as they finished up the last
the lover husband, with an affectionate
‘trable mystery. Their own account of it their country.
game of ball they expected to have for the
«I'l] write the fellow a note this
“These discoveries, which extended to kiss.
was, that in ancient time, the race was
season. Lenny Jones, the smallest of them
evening. I believe I've got his address
plunged in the most deplorable degrada- the ninth degree of south latitude along the
all, had gone to put away the bats, and bewestern coast, occupied Pizarro and his as- somewhere about me.”
tion and poverty, and the Sun, the great
fore anybody answered, came back, puffAn hour or two later, when Robby and ing away like a small-sized steam-engine.
luminary and parent of mankind, took com- sociates from 1524 to 1528, and their hisFrank and little Minnie were tucked snugpassion on them, and sent two of his chil- tory fills a volume.”
‘“ What say, Lenny? Shall we go?”
‘Four years ” said Henry, thoughtfully, ly up in bed in the spacious nursery above
dren to teach them the arts of civilizad life.
“Go where? I guess so; onlyI dont
stairs, Mrs. Audiey told her husband why
Manco Capac, and his sister, who was also moving his finger slowly down the coast,
know where. Yes, if it isa good place.
she was interested in the fate of a man
his wife, took up their abode in the valley on the map of South America. ,¢ Four
Where ?”
.
EN
whose face she had not seen for twenty
of Cuzco. They proclaimed their divine years, and so much suffering and death to
“Down to Jacobs's, to geta drink of
years.
!
origin, and denfainded of the people the explore this coast.”
new cider.” There was a twinkle in John‘“
The
story
seems
short,
as
you
have
*¢ That's right, my little wife !” said her ny’s eye, for Lenny was a stanch little teemost, implicit obedience.
They
were
received with joy and treated with the ut- told it, mamma,” said Laura, ¢ but these husband, folding her fondly to his breast, totaler, and the boys all knew it.
=
most veneration; and under their instruc- ‘ must have been long, weary year® to Pizar- ‘‘ never forget one who has been kind to
“New cider? No! guess I wouldn't.”
you in days when you needed kindness | “Just from the press, sweet asa nut,
tion, the docile people learned the arts of ro and his companions.”
‘ They were years full of dfficulties and" most.”
agriculture, and the mysteries of spinning
and the best flavor they say that: old
Ralph Hoon was sitting that self-same Jacobs ever made. Come, let's go and take
and weaving. They also taught them to perils, and, if their courage and .perseverinspired by high and holy night in INs poor lodgings by his ailing a swig.” And the boy smacked bis lips in
build houses, and to work precious the met- ance had'been
als, of which there was a great abundance motives, we should regard them among the wife's. sick bed, when a liveried servant anticipation.
‘See here, boys; I heard old dyunken
among the mountains ; and they established greatest of men; but when we remember brought a note from the rich and prospertheir gvarice and cruelty, we can not feel ous bank director, Charles Audley.
a system of government, at once the most
Ben Jones say those very words, oe 1
either sympathy or admiration for them,
‘ Good news, Bertha!" he exclaimed came across the field from home. I
despotic and the most beneficent.
¢ read the brief words; « we wouldnt ever say it again.
‘“ When
Manco
Capac, and his wife,
I want to tell
‘In our next talk I will tell you how joyously;
Mama Oello, died, they left

Little feet and little hands,
‘Wlat awaits for you?
Sad to-morrows with their sorrows?
Clouds, or skies of blue?
Will the pleasures come, with treasures,
Ever glad and new?
Never tarry, feet that carry
Little ones along;
May they bear the darlings where the
Air is full of song!

2

entangle the adventurer, the low margin of
-he sea was covered wi h a stately growth

She fairly burst into

tears,

and

Moore,

who had been on the point of brushing
carelessly past her, stopped instinctively.
‘“ Are you very much in want of the
money ?”
:
¢¢ Indeed sir, we are,” sobbed the child,
‘“ mother sent me out,

and—"

‘“ Nay, little one, do not cry in such a
broken-hearted way,” said Ralph, smoothing her hair down with careless gentleness, ‘“ I don’t want your

chestnuts,

here is a quarter for you, if that will do
any good.”
:
He did not stay to hear the delighted,
coherent thanks the child poured
through a rainbow of smiles and tears,
strode on his way, muttering between

:

Es

you
inout
but
his

what

happened when Midge was just three

days old. She was lying on the bed with
her blue eyes wide open, and looking just
like a big doll-baby, when all of a sudden
she heard a great noise, and saw a number
of Indians rushing through the hall past the
open door. The house had caught fire!
Midge’s

papa

person that
named

was

saw

Antonio,

was coming

not

the fire was

an Indian

a chiet of the Pimas.

up

from

]

He

the river, and when

.| he saw it, he gave a yell to the other Indians to come on, and ran ahead, followed by

about forty of them. They sprang upon
the roof and began beating the fire with

their

blankets,

apd

Hang it, I wish I was rich enough

to. help

every poor creature out of the Slough of
Despond !”
While Ralph Moore was indulging i
these very reflections, the dark-orbed little damsel whom he had confronted, was
dashing down the street with quick, elastig
step, utterly regardless of the basket of unsold nuts
that dangled upon her arm.
Down an obscure lane she darted;

between

1papa

came

back

such a yelling and

and

found

out what had

happened, he gave Antonio his red silk sash,
which pleased him very much.

The Pimas are tall, and have thick black
huir. They let it grow very long and braid
it together and tie it up with strips of red
flannel,

back

and

these

almost to their knees.

funny kind ef pomatum, too.

They

use a

Down on the

Gila River, where they live, they findja kind

and up a of mud which they say makes the hair grow
So they take this mud and plaster
narrow wooden stair-case to a rooth where thick.
a pale, neat looking woman, with large their hair all up with it, till their heads look
brown eyes like her own, was sewing as like ‘mud turtles. After they have kept it
‘busily as if the breath of life depended on on two or three days,they wiil go down to the
every stitch, and two little ones were play- river and wash their long hair and wring it,
ing in the sunshine that temporarily sup- just as you see a washerwoman wringing
clothes. Then they braid it up with beads
plied the place of the absent fire.
and red flannel, for they are fond of any“Mary ! back already? Surely you have
thing red. Sometimes fifty or a hundred
not sold your chestnuts so soon!”
¢¢ No, mother; . mother, see !” ejaculated of them will go hunting,—not deer or bears,
the breathless child. * A gentleman gave but Apaches Indians. These Apaches live
me a whole qurater! Only think, mother, a up in the mountains and eat wild fruit and

*

=

*

*

*

sometimes deer and bears, and sometimes
rats,
I have one of their rat-sticks—it
looks like a long cane with a Bent end, and

this they run into the holes and hook out the

ER

as he went on with his story.

and then

the

after

the cobbler

out.

Now,

boys,

we

shall

dial

they

Harper

can, some dressed inred flannel shirts

TH

designed.

North-

Teachers have

This volume will

and Brothers publish an.

Miss

VAN

intermis

novels, which novel readers
We are glad to obsérve one

these publications are quite
‘We have received,—

character

above the

KORTLAND, by the

of « My

BAFFLED, or Michael Brand's wrong.
Goddard,
.

KiLMaNY.

By Julia
a

By William Black.

BENEATH THE WHEELS,
ive Varcce.”
:

Ee

By/the author of ¥ Ol:

GWENDOLINE’S HARVEST.
*‘ Found Dead

STERN NECESSITY.

of

average.

author

Daughter Elinor.”

By

the

author of

By F. W. Robinson,

Parfphlets, Magazines, &o.

1

SMITH'S

XXVIII

DICTIONARY

& XXIX,, are

OF

THE

at hand.

BIBLE,

The

Parts

number

of important articles contained -in these installments is quite large.
Among them are those de-

voted to Sin-offering, Sinai, Sodom, Solomon,

Son

of God and Son of Man, Spirit, Synagogue, Syria,
Tabernacle, Temple, Thebes, Thessalonians, &e.
The 3256th page has been reached,so that two or

three additional parts are likely to complete

2

the

most valuable and comprehensive Bible Diction.
ary that has appeared in any land or language.
The additions made by the American editors are
numerous, important and of very great value.
New York: Hurd & Houghton.
The Monthly Magazines come promptly forward, and generally maintain their standing. .
THE ATLANTIC (Fields, Osgood & Co., Boston)
spreads out a promising bill of fare, and theve is
no disappointment as one goes through the courses. The serials go on; Mrs. Stowe’s Oldtown en
"stories promise to bring out what is most charac

teristic in her skillful portraitures of New

En-

gland character and lifeas they appeared in the
bygone time; James Russell Lowell gives us the
first paper on a Virginian in New England thirtyfive years ago; Mr. Derby discusses the French
claims; an interesting paper, partly scientific, appears in Color-blindness ; Sidney Hyde tells an ex-

put-

citing story of a Kentuckian’s share in the coup
d’etat of Louis Napoleon;
appreciative paper entitled,
Dickens, will be sure of a
the lighter contributions

I'm

a very pleasant and
Memories of Charles
careful reading, and
in the form of Tales,

&e., are not likely to be passed by.——FuTNAM’S
MAGAZINE, (New York: G. P. Putnam & Son)
open

th the second paper on Love in Fiji,
owing with sentiment and exciting narra-

ve; it hasa fine piece of burlesque,

under

the

head of Yaghting, that is thoroughly seasonable ;

a pleasant contribution entitled Music in Nature;
Mrs.

Ames

keeps her serial up to the level of its

early promise; a pleasant piece of biography is
given us under the title, Madame La Fayette and
her Mother; avery thoughtful discussion of the

Constitutional Crisis in England will interest read-

Literary Review,

ers who study politics, and the Notes

by the Edi-

tor are thoroughly exgpllent.——THE GALAXY
(New York: Sheldon & Co.) Is Tanusually good,
inall those respects wherein It aims at eminence.
In oy
vigor, animation, indepefidence, and

METHOD

its aple. and effective dealing with living and
practical questions, it has risen to a position of
rare eminence, and it maintains it with thorough

FOR

THE GUITAR.
Containing a Progressive and
complete system of imparting the Elementary
Principles of Music with Recreative Lessons.
To which is added a large selecfion of the
most popular
Songs, Ballads, Instrumental
Pieces, &c¢. By W. L. Hayden, Boston: Oliver
Ditson& Co. quarto. pp. 120
The publishers:of music are especially busy
during these sultry days, in supplying the means
of recreation and enjoyment
to those who are
seeking a respite from the cares and pressure of
business. Hayden’s method seems to us a. very
comprehensive and admirable course of instruce
tion, keeping clear alike of prolixity in details -

credit.——HARPER'S
MAGAZINE
Harper & Brothers) is a marvel

richness in illustrations, almost a -library in the

equal.——BLACKWOOD'S

vigor with the most unqualified Toryism in poli-

and of generalities in the aim at brevity. The ex-

tics. Its eight articles inthe number tor July are falrly illustrative of its general style and
methods. —=ARTHUR'S HOME
MAGAZINE, (T.
S. Arthur & Sons, Phila.) is gaining in interest
and value.
Fine and tasteful in its mechanical
appearance, beautiful in its illustrations, choice
and wholesome every way in its reading matter,

up with

a fitting regard both to substantial merit and
ready popularity,
Itis one of the many good
things which these enterprising publishers are
constantly sending out to the musical public,

it deserves
homes

ing.

SONGS OF SALVATION.
By Theodore E. Perkins
and Rev. Alfred Taylor.
New York : Theo-

most

We are gladto commend this little work,
It
is every way excellent in both hymns and music,
satisfactory in typography
and
reasonable in

of this book are chaste, elevated and Inspsiricg,
and the hymns ure less, objectionable on the
ground of deficiency in poetic excellence, than
in the case of many singing books which are in
use in Sunday schools,
HAPPY HOURS. A collection of songs for Schools
Academies and the home circle. By Howard
Kingsley, assisted By Rev. Alfred A, Grecley.
New York: Taintor and Brothers,
The compilers have done their work with evi-

dent care and good taste, and the publishers have

us a clear,

and all voluptuous imaginations,and entails folly,
and in many cases, extreme misery. This book

beautiful

to many

more

it is steadily

visit-

HOUR,

been

from the same

from:

and admirable

the

first,~the

Magazine

of its

All the little folks ought to

have it.—OUR YOUNG P6LKS (Fields, Osgood
& Co., Boston) was never so abundant in

-

attrac-

tions as now, and it really seems to -be growing
better,——THE
RIVERSIDE
MAGAZINE, (New
York: Hurd &
Houghton) is glowing, wideawake, appealing to every side of the ardent

that is liable to adverse criticism, and that exhibits so largely the fruits of a true musical taste
and a ripe judgment.
For use in the Sabbath
school, the social meeting and the family circle,
it will be found excellent and attractive, Both
the new music and the old possess pleasantness and character, and there is equal care exhibted in deciding what should be admitted and

SONGS OF PRAISES, for Sabbath schbls, Prayer Meeiipgs and the Choir.
By J. E. Gould.
Published by J. C. Garrigues & Co,, Phila.
This House is careful to provide the best only for
children to read and to sing, The hymns and tunes

welcome

THE CHILDREN’S

class in the country.

price, We have seen no other work of its size
that has such a variety and excellence, so little
music that is unavailable for use, so little poetry

It deserves a hearty

a cordial

than the large number

House, is what it has

dore E. Perkins. 1870, pp. 192

welcome, and can hardly. fail'to secure it.

MAGAZINE (New York:

L. Scott & Co.) keeps up its reputation as a work
that combines the highest literary culture and

ercises interspersed among the instructions are
both pleasing and helpful, and the list of vocal

and instrumental compositions is made

(New
York:
of beauty and

variety “and abundance of its literary matter,
and in the quantity and quality of the special editorial work performed on it, especially since it
beganto give us a Scientific Reeord.
It has no

and healthful nature of the boys and girls of the
country, and deserves the epithet which is often

applied to it:—**splendid,””=—~THE CATHOLIC
WORLD, (New York Catholic Publication House)
is as skillful, as able, as captivating, as resolute,
as self-complacent, and as illogical as ever.
°

We have received from the author, Rev, Dr.
Burns, of London, a copy of his sermon preached at the Centenary meeting of the General Baptist Association. His theme is the supremacy and

all-sufficiency of Christ, and he treats it in his
“usual fervid and earnest style, showing that both

his head and heart are fully enlisted in the effort
to exalt’ the Lord Jesus as the all in all to his
people, and the sole hope of mankind. While it
is both instructive and impressive in the reading,

101s easy for one who has listened to the preacher
to perceive

that he would render it doubly effeo-

tive by his animated and impressive delivery.

.

It

was a fitting theme to present on that important

occasion, and ne man could have been selected
from the whole circle of General Baptist clergy-

men, who

would urge this great central truth

than he. Dr.
with more unction and power
Burns is one of:those men whe grow mellower

and more juicy with the ripening years.
pamphléts

Two

have been

received from Ad-

véntist sources, one'of which deals with the
“ Mystery of Iniquity,” in which an attempt is
made to show that papacy is singled out by the
inspired apostle as the subject of his condemna-~
tion and prophecy ; the other is a restatement of
the old argument against the idea that man has
an immortal soul, and taking the ground that annihilation is the appointed punishment of the
wicked, and that immortality, i. e., continped existence; is the gift of Christ to his believing diss
Neither of the arguments has ‘mach
ciples.
that seems to us new or important.

~
4

educa-

by Charles

thing,—that the literary and moral

¢¢ Three cheers for Lenny’s story!” said
John, and so say we.&- Temperance Visitor.

credit by giving

to the use

nable number of
pronounce good.

best to drink cider, new or old.”

themselves

by

afford relief from this perplexity and give excellent satisfaction,

the camel will come in, the whole of him,
and turn us out. So, boys, I think it isn’t

done

of progressive read-

pronounced

either in style or sentiment.

something stronger, and

what should be excluded,

been

found great diflicully in - selecting pieces for
childrento speak, which were not objectionable

waht some, and

HAYDEN'S NEW AND IMPROVED

have

CHILD'S SPEAKER,

adapted

the cider will be old, and that will have
some fuddle to it. Then, after a while
we'll learn to take

which

rop, A. M.,—Same Publishers,—seems to be well

going to keep out the camels nose, if I can.
I don't mean to begin to do wrong. If we
go down to Jacobs's and ef little new
cider, by and by

INDEPENDENT FIRST READER. By J.
Watson.
A. 8. Barpes and Co. New

THE

ting in his nose, pushed inhis head, and
then his foot, and finally he walked in and
turned

inexperi-

;

confidence of instructors.

it

camel,

the

tors to be excellent. The theory of combining object lessons with the reading and spelling, which
characterizes this series, commends them to the

“Once upon a time a camel asked a cobbler to let him put his nese into his stall.
The cobbler objected, but the camel coaxed
round him, till at last the cobbler gave his
consent,

guiding

This is one of a series
ers,

let's sit down under

They have never been told that our Lord handsome page, good type, and tasteful arrange.
The crimson window-eurtains were close- Jesus Christ says we must love our enemies, ment, A few pages of elementary instruction at
ly drawn to shut out the storm and tem- but a Pima boy ig taught that as €0on as he the beginning of the book, will be of service to
pest of the bleak December night,—the fire is big enough, he must go with his father the young singers, in giving some leading ideas
was glowing cheerfully in the well filed and the other Indians fo the mountains to of the science of musie.
grate, and the dinner table, all in a glitter hunt Apaches, and that when he has killed
A popular Treatise fom youn
with cut glass, rare china, and polished one, then he will be a warrior.
They are MATERNITY,
wives and mothers. BX 8. Verdi,A. M.,
M.,
silver, only Waitedyior
presence of Mr. not very particular whether it is a man or a
D. J.B. ¥ord & Co.,
New York. $2,00.
If men and women knew more of physiology,
Audley.
!
woman’ or a child that they kill, either one
* What can it be’ that\ detains papaP” will do. They come riding past the post they would be more virtuous, more healthy and
said Mrs. Audley, a fair, ions matron on their ponies, running them ag fast as happy. Ignorance opens the door to prudery:

of about thirty, as she glanced atthe

THE

Madison
York.

this tree.” And the boys sat down around
little Len, who looked as wise as a judge,

roots, and ‘whatever animals they can find ;

rats. Sometimes the. Apaches come down
from the mountains and hide along the
road-side in the bushes, until they see
some train of wagons and mules coming
*
*
*
*
"an
*
*
along, when they give a yell and rush out,
Years came and went. The little chest- and before the drivers have time to pull
nut girl. passed as entirely ,out of Ralph out their pistols, they fall down dead, piercMoore's memory as if her pleading eyes ed through with arrows! Then the Indians
had never touched the soft spot in his heart ; carry off the mules to the mountains and
but Mary Lee never forgot the stranger kill them and have a great feast! The
who had given her the silver piece.
Pimas and Apaches are mortal enemies.
*

Come,

sin, and

through ignorance.

|,

braids hang down their

tall, ruinous rows of old houses,

whole quarter !”
If Ralph Moore could only have seen the
rapture which his tiny silver gift diffused
around it, in the poor widow's povertystricken home, he would have grudged
still less the temporary privations of cigars
to which
his generosity had subjected
him.

story.

rors, preventing

enced and perplexed through trials which are difficult to endure, and often made dangerous

there, and the first

laughing you never heard. Midge blinked
‘“ That cuts off my supply of cigars for her eyes and wondered what kind of a
country she had come into. In a few minthe next twenty-four hours.
I dom’t care
though, for the brown-eyed object did ery utes the Indians had put out the fire and
as if she hadn’t a friend in the world. jumped down from the roof. When Midge’s

teeth:

8

(

but

about Midge and the Indians, I will tell you

youa

will prove of essential service in correcting er-

-—

°
®
{

IR

BE

RO ARAL

—

©

|

cuts ite

A

correspondent of the Interior writes

i% g
from Greece :
We were watching, with great interest,

the dances of the peasant girls out on the

level green, and commenting upon the pie-

turesque dresses of the maidens and men,
when ‘suddenly we perceived they were all
* edging their way quietly off to a particular
dwelling that stood nearer the sea. On
inquiring, we learned that there.was a bethat, ac-

trothal that afternoon, a ceremony

cording to customs here, takes place a few
days before marriage. And we were very
pleasantly informed
that it would not be

considered at all an intrusion if we, strang-

ers as we were, should seek to be present.
Of course, we hurried on with the rest.
~ As we came out through the ruins, standing upon the high slopeof the hill, the
* spectacle that suddenly flashed upon us was
_.

singularly beautiful.

I never saw the wa-

ter so exquisitel

blue asit was looking

toward

of Salamis.

the

Strait

And

right

between our outlook and the beach lay a
half mile of rich greensward, variegated at
Solus with ‘brown rocks jutting
ugh.
he yellow sunlight lay almost palpitating
aud palpable among the grass. More than
sixty or a hundred men

and women,

most-

ly maidens of the village, in holiday dresses, were thronging the path leading to the

white dwelling,

or already wandering in

Sompact little groups on the spaces around
it,
elost no time in joing
them, and
soon reached the spot. And
before long
a most courteous invitation was brought
us, that we should one and all enter it.
We found ourselves. rising a stairway in
the

presence of

fifty or more

and female, in a long,
were politely furnished
others, we observed,
low tables ranged in
length of the

guests, male

narrow room.
We
with chairs, but the
sat on mats around
tworows along the

apartment, the

men

on one

side, the women on the other. They
were at the moment partaking of the feast.
They brought us several plates of bread
and meat, and afterward a resinous sort of
wine. It was not only palatable, but very
ood. And while we continued eating;
the elatter of Albanian tongues filling the
intervals of the course, two indefatigable
musicians, perched high on a sort of
divan,

played lively

music, a violin accom-

panied by a kind of lyre, thrummed ingeniously with a quill or reed.
Before long the bride came in, and was
sedately conducted to a place at the head
of the company, where she remained standing. Itis ungracious to say she was not
handsome; but then, they seem .to have a
most absurd custom of keeping the young

-

woman,

who

is

in

her

most

interesting

situation, entirely silent.’ She is actually
not allowed to speak a word for several
days, and it is not modest even to lift her
eyes. Hence the attitude in which she was
retained was not advantageous, and I am
bound to say she looked a little demoraliz.¢d among so many unchecked
maidens
gracing her presence. After a little while
one of the young men arose from his place
to bestow his bridal gift. He had two or
three silver coins strung on a ribbon; he
came up bashfully
and tied them around
‘her neck. Then
he offered his hand, the
back of which she bentto touch with her
forehead, kissed it without looking up,
and

he

retired.

So

they

all

came,

behalf, and

and

the

these

fingers

rious

discovered

tied on; and

remarkable

hand will evermore

Physical

od

been

found

to

be

admirable.,

such stuff as Jones's cook
brain-breeding. It was on
Professor Upset delivered
nary course of lectures
startled all sound-thinking
them

to eating

the

It is

not

palms off for
his dishes that
that extraordilast year, that
men, and set

truer dishes, by which

the absurdities of Upset were exposed and
refuted.”

“Why,

sir,

etherealized.
reducad this

can send

a

philosophy

;

is

only

food

bill

to

my

cook

any

day,

“Send up four philosophers, two musicians, and one’ poet,” and he will at once

set things a-stew, and in his skillet or pan
the hidden elements will begin to hiss and
spatter, that in a day or two will come forth
from some brain as a sonnet or madrigal,
or a grave chapter of philosophy.”
‘What an age will that be! Now a man
eats
promiscuously. Often. when
the

right
two

preacher would be tender, he, in his ignorance, has been feeding combativeness!

He fain would appeal to men’s consciences,
but has been eating food which breeds abstract thought !
;
In the culinary

millennium,

a man

reality.

like a

cry, when,

But the:face is a permanent

William Howitt went to Stratfurd-

SpolAvon to find material for his ‘* Homes
.of the English poets.” He visited Smong
other places a day school, and inquire
whether there were any boys there at all
related to Shakespeare. ¢‘ Yes,” the master said, “I have one boy here who is degcended in a direct line from Shakespeare’s
sister.” Ther he marshaled all his boys
before him, and said to Mr; Howitt, ** Now,
sir, pick him out.”
I cast my eyes along
the line of faces,” Mr. Howitt says, ‘‘ and
selecting one, instantly said, ‘ This is the

‘boy,’ and I was right.”
A gentleman who was born in Nova Scotia, where at the time of his birth his family

had lived for more than a century, went a
few years ago
to Scotland,the original home
of the family. Inthe course of his stay
there, he became very much interested in
searching out the various branches of the
family

stock.

Hearing

of one

household

living out among the Lammer moors, he
started on foot
from ‘the nearest market
town to find them. The house stood on a
knoll, in a bare

country, so

that

the

trav-

eler could be seen a long way
off,—and a
traveler there wasa rare sight, As this
man

drew

his

near to the house, the

own

rich

were

children

in any way

related to
Charles the Second of Emgland.
“Yes,”
the lady answered, ay
Sine andfather

conscientia. © Those

speculations are

valleys, where nature seems

stomach in its head, and

anything

;
as you came up the
gulls y, I noticed “exactly the droop in the
eyell | that had impressed me so much in
@ picture.”

death,
:

without

Rainy

and amiable disposition, her

my

dear

madam,

don’t

Not but that I am willing

should have

any

thing the

house

stomach annually, and discarding
the old,
troublesome organ.
This absurd fellow,
besides, carries his hair inside his breast,

asif in sheer contradiction; and when his
legs are injured, or not working properly,
he kicks them off, and goes to bed till new
ones are grown. What a glorious privilege the victims of gout and rheumatism
would pronounce the possession of such
a faculty. Once a year, too, the lobster
flings off his shell-clothing, finding, like
the growing schoolboy with- his jacket, that
it has become

extract morals from

Meanwhile, Mr.

when

stew-pan,

a

Bonner,

you

touch

into some convenient. hole, till the new
crust is grown.
Other fish carry their flesh

decently wrapped around their frame-work,
but Mr.

and tail,

Lobster

carries his only in his legs

His wife retains her eggs within

her body till they become fruitful, and then
partly hatches them outwardly, under her
tail, and finally commits them to the lind
or water.
To crown all, this ridiculous

creature
man’s
horns.

hasa pair

eyes

likea police-

* bull's-eye,” placed
Surely it must have

in moveable
been created

of

for the special amusement of the waterdwellers, ~whose lite is at times dull and
doubt,

no

jokes,

many

monotonous ; and.

are cracked over this ¢ hard-shell ” custom-

the

from

fancies,

one

any

if

But

er.

ungainly shape of the lobster, that he is
slow and awkward in his movements, it is
a great mistake. With a few stroKes of his
tail-plates he can dart back thirty feet with
the -fleetness of a bird on the wing. He
carries a ** propeller,” which,in delicacy and
exeeeds

of construction, far

completeness

that of the finest Cunarder, and from which
our ablest engineers might learn something.
—A8t. John's Cor, Eve. 2ost.

affords,

we

and
and

can

and twn

and

I shall

The
/

——

the sea and the coast are needed

by a great inland country like ours. No,
nor
yet for that other marvelous influence
which only the sea imparts from its rocks
and beaches, that strange, healt. giving
force which comes from salt sir and sali
water alone, above the purest inspiration
of the mountain, and thé deepest rest of
the plains, There is a nobler power yet.
which the sea, and nothing but the sea,
breathes into the heart of a nation. The
mountaineer learns the austerer virtues,
which are apt to wither at the first touch

of civilization, and the selfish iadependence which bids every other nation stand
off ;—the inhabitants of the plain learn to
accumulate wealth, with that sort of fairweather enterprise which tends only to
foster prosperity, and ends in sluggish content.
But it is the sea-kings and their
descendants alone, who enjoy the freest
liberty in a genial intercourse with every

Beaver.
—

W—

A stroll along the banks of the small
river revealed many fresh heaver tracks.

The beaver, when forced to leave his house
by the spring freshets, which fill it with
water, seeks his living along the

of

banks

the small river, uatil the waters subside.
He is a gregarious and playful animal, fond

‘of gymnastics for their own sake. When he
finds a steep, smooth mud bank he usually
amuses himself by crawling up and then
sliding off-into the water, repeating the

process

Sea.

And it is not only as a medium of commerce, not only to carry out its native
wealth and bring back its acquired luxuries, that

In his first year,

that you

have to eat on in the old way, only looking over into this promised land of science.
—H, W.Beecher.

The

too tight.

so rapid is his growth that he requires a
new suite every six weeks. When thus unclothed, he modestly retires from society

but it is provoking to the temper. It is
wonderful what spirit it breeds. It is for
timid-persons entirely.”

blaming, will be over with,

it ever,

1iresido.

many

the fun as much as
is nocturnal in his
Taking the small
patiently up and

enjoying

apparently

times,

boys
habits,
canoe,
down,

noise as possible, and

do coasting. He
and very timid.
Kurilla paddled
making as little

scanning

the

water

near the banks for the:-beaver’s nose. This
is the only part visible, the rest being below the surface. A crack, followed
a
shout, told

that my

old

Scotch

rifle

fad

done its work, and Kurilla soon appeared
in triumph, bearing a small beaver.” The
flesh of this animal is to most persons disagreeable. A slight odor and flavor which
accompany

it

frequently

produce

with those unaccustomed to it.

nausea

I never ate

the meat, but the paws and tail I found ve

ood.

The former are covered with a blac

the arm or leg ; when thoroughly boiled they
resemble pigs’s feet. The tail is composed
of muscular fiber containing a large amount
of a peculiarly sweet fat in the interstices.
The skin which covers the tail
has the appear-

ance of scales, bul there are no real scales.
The skin readily peels off if scorched in
the fire, and thé tail, when well boiled, is a

marched

with

Sherman

to

the sea,

that

some of the Western men,on arriving at the
shore,

stooped

down

and drank the water,

awhile at the seasnore, for he had never
geen the sea in his life, except hastily from
As he said
the window of a ralcoad ear.
t, that wild, sweet, unearthly lock of mel-’

ncholy

that

hd

too often

wore,

played

desvoring to break it; as it is very short
and
strong, this requires considerable

strength.

After skinning

the beaver, and

stretching the skin on a hoop of green
low, we pushed off.— Dall's Alaska.

¢ Why,

said

she,

‘if I had

him but nineteen times I should
all my labor?"

have

lost

|

HOME ieee ieraseannnnnns

She

had

been

" and interesting character are introduced, to which no

explained, and many matters of the most

Jamie and Jeannie,.ceece.eccersssscscess

78
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such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should be withot
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any
others ever published.
J
J

|
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died

of Sebago,

22,

CYNTHA ., wife of Rev. S. W.. Cowell, died
of fever and heart disease, at East Orange, Vt.,
July 17th, aged 87 years and 2 months.
Bro.
Cowell, in this dispensation of providence, Is
very deeply afflicted; he is bereft of one of the
best of companions, a truly devoted woman, and
one that filled her place well, whether in the
home circle or elsewhere, in the prayer and so-

private

sphere.

Bhe

was ever at her poSt. She is a woman that will
be roatly missed, for she was one .that was
ready for avery good word or work.
Suffice it to

say, ‘“ that being

dead she yet speaketh.”

In

her death the church of which she was a member
sustains a great loss ;the community,a true friend ;
the husband a dear wife, and an only son and
child, an affectionate mother.
Her remains were
carried to Underhill, Vt., for interment, thereto
wait the general resugrection of the just.
E. SMITH.
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GOD
HISTORY.
book of modern

All History analyzed from a new stand

God rules among
every land. No
over 100 Divines
The best terms
once,

87 Park

FJ. W,

point.

the nations, An OPEN BIBLE in
other book like it. Approved by
and all the leading papers.
to Agents ever before given. Our

new plan insures a sale in every family.
GOODSPEED
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‘
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Address, at
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and
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CURE FOR YOU!
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The “Universal” has its iron parts either wrought
or malleable, and is built so strongly and substantially that for years it cannot be broken in wringing
garments by the strongest person.

Our readers may be quite

is

sure they

“Universal” wringer a good and

Xt

is more

Durable,

will

find the

serviceable article.

Wrings

Drier,

Works
Easier
than
other
Wringer

and

any

Sold by Dealers everywhere.
Wringers of all kinds repaired.

GEO. H. HOOD,

Gen. Ag’t.

97 Water St., Boston.

THE

not

:

CELEBRATED

DOTY'S
Sold on the most liberal terms.

on application.

GEO.
15

a

sent free

Circulars

Gen,

HOOD,

H_

iN

WASHER.

CLOTHES

DEMERITT’S

if here

i

1t also has the peeuliar advantage of two pressure
ews, 50 arranged that each screw presses on both
entls of the rolls alike, the same as if it was in the
center, while the two tog-ther give deable the ca-

BE:'CURED

yourselves

Wringer

.

sides of the shaft. .

North American Catarrh Remedy!

97 Water St, Boston.

’

Ag’t.
=

13teow

“It has proved itself a cure.”—[Boston Traveller.
«One of our well known citizens,a sufferer for years,

has been cured by using this Remedy.”—( Cambridge
Press.’

Gents,—I have used

many Remedies, but obtained

no help until I tried yours.
I would say to all who
are troubled with this disease, try it and you will be-

satisfied.
N. 8. LiLLig,
Employed for 16 years by the American Express Co.

BOSTON, May

Gentlemen,—I

hope

every

sufferer

will

12, 1869.

tiy your

Remedy, as it. costs but a trifle, and will prove a
blessing, as it did in my case, haying been subject to
that dread disease, the Catarrh, for upwards of

Mild, Certain,

seven

PACK AGE
(two bottles) Price $1.25,
will satisfy
the most skeptical.
CARRUTHERS & DEMERRITT, Proprietors,
Street, Boston,

dren, and in many difficulties

13teow
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Work

Box, $0 25

!

15 Boxes, 1.00
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NEW

Pictorial Family Bible,
ONTAININO

is

far

the

bes

peculiar

to women,

it

drings prompt relief and certain cure. The best phy.
person
beians recommend and prescribe it; and no:
siho oncesuses this, will voluntarily return to
the use
Ww any other cathartic.
ofSent by mail, on receipt of price and postage.

Sold by all Druggists.

Field!

It

tion that it can never fail to accomplish all that is
claimed for it. It produces little or no pain; leaves
the organs free from irritation, and never over taxes
or excites the nervous system. In all diseases of the
skin, blood, stomgeh, bowels, liver, kidneys,—of chil-

ONE

120 Hanover

Efficient.

has long attended its use in many localities; apd it
is now offered to the general public with the convie-

Catarrh, for nine yedrs,
One package has entirely
cured me.
DANIEL STONE,
Proprietor of Union House, Cambridgepert, Mass

15

Safe,

Cathartic remedy yet discovered, and at oncerelieves
and invigorates all the vital functions without causing injury to any of them. The most complete success

lt effectually cured me. A.F. NETTLETON,
Buperintendent City Prison, Court’‘Square.
¢] have been afflicted with that loathsome disease,

A Rich

aged 66 years and 6 months.
She was baptized
nearly 40 years ago, and has been a worthy member of the church ever since.
An excellent
woman.
’
CoM.

cial meeting, or in § more

St., N

26t4

YES! ‘IT IS A FACT!
BY

Clothes

gear,) with very long and strong alternating teeth,
which, together with the “patent stop” (which is on
no other wringer), allows the rubber rollers to separate sufficiently to run through the largest article easily, yet cannot separate so far that the cogs will ‘disconnect and lose their power, as is the case with other wringers, whether the cogs are on one or both

former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

CAN

is the best

“After caveful examination, we recommend the
“Universal” as the best and strongest machine,
It has “patent cog wheels,” (Rowell’s patent double

tirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearanee.
It should be in:
every Baptist family.
Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of
this newly revised and useful book.—
Price; in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper
covers, 15 cts.
Postage extra; on the

CATARRH

f=

(From the Boston Traveller of July 2d.)

This little book has been revised by
the Author, has been clothed in an en-

but not

A. L. GERRISH,
June

Bond

;

Husband and

diedin Hiram, at the house of her son,

at 16

Which

its integri

years,

in Pittsfield, Me., July 11, aged 29 years,
Sister
B. found the S.viour about five
years ago. Her
life since that time haseshown the fruits of the
Spirit.
Circumstances were such that she did
not connect herself with the visible church until
the first of May the present year, when she was
baptized and joined the East Pittsfield F. W. B.
church.
In this dispensation of Providence, our
church has lost one of its best members, and hu-

Esq.,

Applied

G

3

IMPROVED.
They Strongest and Best Wringer in the Market.
"(DOUBLE COGS AND DOUBLE PRESSURE.)

SUFFERERS FROM CATARRH, read the following ex-

C. W. SHEPHERD.

Young,

f
=

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM,

We trust that he is now viewing
weary pilgrim.
the beauties of a better country, that is, a heavenly. Funeral services by the writer,

as those without hope.

Sold by Druggists.

xX.

daughter

child and a lavge circle of friends mourn,

at our risk.

Dye has thirty years’ reputation to uphold

here ; he was taken sick, and after sulfering unthe
told pain for seven weeks, death released

manity one of its warmest friends.

will be

BATCHELOR’S
HAIR
DYE.
, The best in the world—does not contain lead—no vit
rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death
It is perfect'y harmless—reliable—instantaneous.~
Avoid the vaunted and delusive preparations boast.
ing virtues they do not possess, if you would escape
the danger. The genuine W. A. Batchelor’s Hai

from

ANNIE M., wife of Bro. M: C. Blackwell,

sent

sending them.

BENJAMIN GROVER died at the residence of
his son-in-law, Jumes Maxwell, on S8age Creek,
near the western line of Munroe Co., Iowa, June
97,
aged 70 years. Father Grover was converted
and joined the Freewill Baptist church at about
the age of 20, and continued a member of the
same until death. Sometime in May,in company
Illinois, stopping a short time with his

thus

CEO.H.HOOD
, ACT.
TER ST. BOSTON

Otherwise they will be st the risk of those

Com.

for Nebraska

“UNIVERSAL”

L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
Money Order, or in Registered letter.

HANNAH, widow of Dea. Cotton W. Drake,
died in New Market, at the residence of her son,
W. B. Drake, June 26, aged 76. She was baptized by Rev. John Pinkham and united with the
F. Baptist church in Pittsfield, Nov. 24, 1830.
This relation she sustained worthily until death.
Daring her final illness, she clung to the divine
promises as her chief dependénce.
Her trust
was in Him that promised.
Sleeping in Jesus,
we are assured that her future is an 1mmortality,

started

N.B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confi
dence on all diseases requiring skill and experience,
!
eowly48

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the

Dea. WM. HURD died duddenly of apoplexy
in Shelby, Mich.,April it agedd) years,
He w
born in Rensselaerville, N. Y., in 1805; baptiz
in Wolcott, N. Y., in 1838, and united with
the F. B. church in that town.
In April,
1863,
he removed with
his family into the
town where he died. He became one of the
members
-of a small F. B. church which was organized by the writer in his town in 1865.
He
was elected Deacon of the church, which office
he faithfully filled till the Master said, ‘ Come
up higher.”
He left an aged and infirm companion, five children and fourteen grandchildren to
mourn their loss. Funeral services by the writS. HITCHKOK.
re

he

:

Dr. HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch stre®t, Boston.

our own publications, or will be filled with the

3

with his wife,

H., Sept. T, 1869.

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. In Turkey morocco, full gilt, $5.00. Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address “THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE of

* . Any of which will be sent by mail, free of post=
age, on receipt of the price.

Address, .
-

Lancaster, N,

DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and popular
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the
gratitude
of our race for these invaluable odin
it seem s
to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the
cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and
he tells them just how and when to do it.—Farmington Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.
_.
These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr*
Hayes,one of the most learned and popular physicians
of: e day.— The Medical and Sur
Journal, July

Perfect Man....oee.
Willie Maitland......
‘Who is my Neigh
When we were
Sybil’s Way eeeeeass
Triumph over Midian
Rescued from Egypt..
Claudiaeees iivien, .
Child Lifeceeesese

MARY L., wife of David Ricker, of Manchester,
died of consumption, June 15, aged 56 years.
Sister Ricker was one of the thirteen who composed thé old Freewill Baptist church, formed in
this city thirty years ago. She began the service
of her Maker in the vigor of life; was baptized
by Rev. D. P. Cilley; has lived a well ordered
life, and died a triumphant death.
Her last
days were full of pain, but she submissively bore
it, and, conscious to the last, passed away without a struggle.
So dies the Christian.
Services
by the writer, assisted by Rev. N. Brooks.
HANNAH J., wife of J. B. Jenness, of Suncook,
died of consumption, July 14th, aged 36 years,
2 months.
She ‘was baptized in early life by
Rev. Mr. Blaisdell of the Christian order, and
united with the: Freewill Baptist church in
Manchester, from which she never removed her
standing.
The triumphs of grace were -beautifully illustrated in her last hours.
She was impatient,to go, and lvaged to grapple wi h death.
She dwelt with great delight upon the theme
of the resurrection. and died expecting to live
again.
Services by the writer.
N. L. Rowe¢LL.

of blessedness.

VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have received the valuable
medical works of Dr. Albert H, Hayes. These books
are of actual merit, and should find a place in Syers
| intelligent family. They are not the chea
order of
abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties
and purchased to
gratify coarse tastes, but are writ.
ten by a responsible
professional gentleman of eminence, a8 a source of instruction on vital matters, coni
which lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy,
i! ability and care, and, as an appendix, many useful
Presetibtions for prevailing complaints are added.—

Starlight ‘Series.
Starlight Stories.-«ceeiessssenssessseeses 75
Brother and Sister..csecsseeceseseesscess 05

"Anecdotes of AnimalS.ceceeivicesianses

important

allusion even can be found in any other Works in our
anguage. All the NEw DISCOVERIES of the author
whose experienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—

Pompeii and Herculaneum, sesseesiseeess1,25
Archibald Hamilton,..eessesssvssseeensadl,25

sufferer at times for the past two years, yet she
bore up patiently, believ log it was God’s will,
and that he in his own good
time would relieve
her. She was ready and willing to go at his bidding, and passed away quietly as one going to
sleep.
e trust she is now resting in heaven.
She leaves a husband and three children to mourn
ther loss.
;
CoM.

PHYSIO-

The Christ Child, eecesescsecsssossacscees ,75
Good Little Mittie,.eeeeereccssrseccessce ,78-

Bright Days;seessscasscsancssccssssnnces

a great

TREATED OF

These are, beyond all comparison, the most extra

books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.

knew her nature best.

or WOMAN

EITHER SEX ¢ar require to know, but what is tully

‘Sunny i

who

DISEASES;

ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF

Bright Day Series.

.

:

.

NGS.

210
210

sates ssesisssiosses

;

Woman

LOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY
TO OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAV-

tion, which was best appreciated by

IN

told

cece

Author.

for Every

Mrs. Child's Series.

b.

vancement of her family, and of a kind :disposi-

A grand theme, and the grandest

over?

HER

Series.

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old Ones, can. send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with

wil-

«I remember,” says the celebrated Wesle¥, ¢ hearing my father say to my mother,
« How could you have the patience to tell
that blockhead the same thing twenty times

Day

DR. A. H. HAYES,

A Book

* Making Something,
sees veces cassrensesvons ,8

|.

the

Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND

Litchfield, Me., and always tried to live a Christian life. She was subjected to many trials and
troubles, but she bore them all with Christian
fortitade.
She was a kind and loving mother,
caring and working hard for the interest and ad-

ANN, wife of Daniel

skin with a little hair near the jancion with

ANZel

RainyDay at

praise is on the lips

those

cloth,

A Rainy Day at 8choolycececeassiesssans 270
BirthDay Present, see ees sasessessscsces »10
NeW Year avesssroscssnnnsensesses
veneie +10

a moment’s
P.C.

HYPO-

all other diseases arising from

ES of mature years. ‘This is indeed a book for every
man, Price only One Dollar. 285 pages, bound in

cs cose csesrsasiivowarsesl, bl
seco rensessossanis saonnel, HO

: Light fom the Cross.sseeeeeressesovesssl.b0
‘Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

B. church at Gonie, of which she remained a
very worthy member until death.
Gifted by
nature with a gdod intellect and a most sweet

ear for a new one, which new stomac
egins its life by devouring the old. I
think I have known some ‘* humans” who
resembled the lobster in having their
stomachs in their heads, their existence
being mainly digestive; but many of us
poor dyspepties would be very glad if we
could imitate the lobster by growing a new

trying, and you need strength in the right

that!

changes

CHONDRIA,
aad

May Bell.ssuss'ecasaesneronarsassssnnnssl,Bl

Rev.Geo.W. Whitoey and uaited with the F. Ww,

to have outdone all her exploits of fertility,
that after all there were no hearts and
hands like the coastmen’s in New England.
~Everett's Oration.

very

Was a grandson of Charles,” and then said, of which the taste ratherstaggered them.
Sir, T am curious to know why you I fear physical geography was neglected in
should ask me.” ‘‘ Because, madam,” the their school. But another Western man,
Juiniet oblied, “Iam, em loyed' here as worth all Sherman's army put together—
PYyist, and copying
lately a
rtrait of I mean President Lincoln—told me with
Charles, I observed 3 it a re ar droo
his own lips, in 1863, that he longed to stay

inoverthepcb
eyelid, ibyaiffTeront { rom

in

and was, within a few months after, baptized

ran out to look at him. ' They had a favordelicious morsel. The muscles and inner
ite “Uncle George” who came sometimes
to see them.
Ina few minutes they
run { 18nd, who tear their golden treasures from skin are reduced by boiling to a kind of
back” shouting
that it was Uncle
George the caves and floods of the barren main, jelly, and the whole is so rich that one can
who make a sport of dangers, and a mock not eat much of it. The castoreum, which
who was coming; and they would not
comforted when they
found the man was of difficulty, whose messengersare winds, is used in medicine, is contained in two
a perfect stranger.
The stranger entered and the flames of fire their minigters. We
lands which open near the tail. Their use
found they were indeed of children of the tide-water, who dkaw in the i8 not clearly understood, but it is probably
the house, an
ocean with every breath, can hardly
appre- simila
r of the musk glands in the
the same kith and kin.
to that
we enjoy above
those muskrat and muskdeer. A favorite amuseA few years ago, a lady walking ihrongh ciate what a blessing.
a French” picture gallery was respectfully who live far removed from it Lwas told ment among the Kuthin Indians consists in
accosted by an artist at work there," who by one of our own lamented dead who
taking the
humerus in the hands and eninquired if she

in

MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY,

sessed issnssense

ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXCESS*

ra

Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt
Mattieyeees

Rochester, July 1, aged 37 years. Sister H. gave
her heart to Christ when in her fifteenth year,

with one whiff of an incoming tide! How
we would have sent him back again to tell

spot.”

crossing the gulf of afew years, we look
into each other's faces. Faces are a pass-

ing shadow.

of

MARTHA T., wife of James M. Hayes, and
daughter of Stephen and Mercy Jenness, died in

cares and miseries of four wretched years

The comfits and custards and bon-bons will
give way to higher names indicative of
mental powers.
We shall’ hear men say,
“Do let me give you another spoonful of

out problems from the kitchen like omelets.

is the

Burrows,

L., early in Dec, 1869, aged 70. Connected with
the people of God for many
years, our sister
stood up for Jesus to the last. In other days
her home was a divinely favored spot. Holy

health, she fell
warning.

TION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
EX#AUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE IN

persis ses-ssssusnsui tel 8

IE

Bs

Lebanon, Me., died very suddenly at her home

before him all the treasures of the beach
and rock, the wonders of fortress and beacon ;—how he ‘would have blown away the

« gteaks a la” this, that and the other thing.

«1

you,”

8

Love, widow of the late Dea. J.

YEAR.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVA-

Series.

Luttrell,seseeeeaee

:

(Opposite Revere House, )

Master and Pupil,eeeececcescesaressrenss
1,50

Lincolns in Hingham would have fought
to be the first to get him and the last to
part with him! Ilow we should have men and wemen spoke with feeling and power,
waked hig child-like mirth to tenfold peals and sometimes, it would seem, so moved
were
laughter at the sports and stories of the they, that their vpices, strong and full, rang out
Moved
to improve her
ea-shore! How the old fishermen and no little distance.
sailors would have crowded around to wel- gift SOME more publicly than many,and firm
in the
Christian faith, sister B. could
come. the rugged Westerner that was so fail of usefulness in Zion. While in herscarcely’
usual

and

Ah, me!
Whata world of teaching,
training, and trouble, and mistake,

knew

summer more, that we might show him the

sea? How all our coast would have risen
like one ran to greet him! How all the

his cook will be like twin brothers. The
lawyer will say,. ‘‘Give me a jury breakfast,
Tom—an average jury;” and looking into
his new psychological receipt book, his
dear Tom will find just the articles required. The man will gain his case; unless his
opponent has a better cook, and was fed up
to a higher pleading power.
In that day intaitions will be subject to
order. The right part being fed, it will be
automatically active. We shall no mors
hear about ‘‘ragout” and chops,” and

“Don’t,

is

Prize
Andy

AND WOMANHOOD,

PUBLISHED BY THE

100,000 COPIES SOLD THE LAST

lishment. These Books are now ready for sale
nd delivery.
ibn
j

Ob, why ‘was he not spared to us one

To such a nicety have we
science of cooking, that I

passing shadow. Ten times, physiology
assures me, every atom of this tabernacle
will pass away to threescore years and ten.
hardly

My cheek grow cold, and hear the sea

AE—

PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
No. 4 Bulfinch . Street, Boston,

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist¥rinting Estab-

equal to five cents a line,to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single
obituary. Verses are inadniissible.’

Breathe o’er my dying brain its last monotony.”

”

MANHOOD

Superintendents of S. S.

—

ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash

Till death like sleep should steal on me,
And I might feel in the warm air

Pe Lost the game?
Why, you neglected
yourself. Chess is a sure thing on this diet. Let me help you to a little more.”

glance,

"

Particular Notice ! Persens wishing obitua.

like themselves ;—how we would have laid

———

-
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| TG PASTORS OF CHURCHES)

matter properly, when we know just the
of all who knew her. I think I have never Wwitingredients which the various parts of the
nessed a more perfect exhibition of Christian
body need, we shall have scientific bills of:
resignation than that shown by sister Hayes,
when I visited her near the close of life. Alfare, in which dishes will not be obscured
The
Lobster.
though
surrounded by associations which
gave
by absurd foreign names, but will be nammany attractions to life, yet she freely submitted
——
ed from their true uses. Then we shall
all to the will of her heavenly father.
With
have Bone-building, Fat-producing, NerveOf all the ‘denizens of the great deep words of touching pathos, she expressed fo me
replenishing, Muscle-forming dishes. The who live
the deep interest which shé felt for the welfare of
‘the church,
and for her class of young ladies in
host will scorn the days of ignorance when
“A cold, sweet, silver life, wrapped in round
the Sabbath school, of whom she had the charge
men asked their guests to take beef ‘or
waves,
; for several years. Thus a bright light of Chris.
pudding.
Quickened with touches of transporting fear,” tian excellence has been extinguished in our
To a lean and cadaverous guest he the lobster,—and he abounds here,—is cer- midst by death’s cold, icy breath. By this evént
will say, “Let me fill up your tissue!” or, tainly one of the most remarkable. I nev- a devoted husband, a sweet babe of but a few
“My dear sir, your.-bones are brittle; al- er can look it in the face without laughter. weeks old,fond parents, brothers,sisters,together
with other relatives and numerous friends, are
low me to pass this compound. Better It is one of nature's standing jokes,—the called
to mourn their loss. Her funeral, which
bones were never made than this produc- Merry-Andrew of the waters; and if the occurred
on the Sabbath,
was attended by a large
es.
: fishes have any perception of the ludicrous, number of people, and a discourse was delivered
:
G. W. WALLACE.
To some exiguous scholar, thin and the lobster must be a source of inextin- by the writer.
nervous, the jolly host will say, “ My dear guishable, voiceless laughter to them, gen‘Mrs. EL1ZA J. RIDLEY departed this life at
fellow, let me help you to brains. Which eration after generation. So ‘‘otherwise- Augusta, Me., July 2d, aged 56 years and 2
do you affect? This dish runs strongly to minded” is this crustacean that it does months. She experienced Jigen in early life,
poetry—or philosophy, is it? This has nothing like its fellow-fish. It carries its and united with the Freewill
Baptist church at

Traits.

first

him in notliing bat a love of liberty, and the
abuse he got for it,—
:

and

when science shall have opened up the

I find a touch: of divine permanence in
the most transient things of Nature herself.
This invisible thing of God is set forth by
the things that are made. The human face,
the

of years,

appreciation of the relations of food to bone,
muscle, nerve, and so on. The whole motive lay in the mouth. Men.ate because it
wasted good. This was certainly better
than nothing, and seems to have answered
the purpose thus far, But, by-and-by,

—

for instance, at

a half

For thonsands of years, men have eaten
without a scientifio motive, without rational

bear is that of the kiss

an Albanian bride delivered, about
inches below the ring-finger knuckle.

and

Sr

napoleon

‘this

this

Science of Eating.

among the va-

memorials

a convey

.

* 10 bear the benedictions Sue party to her.
doubt

on

things that are seen are temporal, but the
things that are not seen are eternal.—O0ld
and New.
:

aid whenever an awkwardness
became
imminent.
We watched this most interesting ceremony for a while, thinking how
much more sensible it is to give brides
presents in cash; then I was commissioned
ed, he no

out

dwells forever, and now and again shines
through the transient to tell us that the

was of essential

Pwsband receiv-

dimly

peas-

all the hard ortunes of the pioneer life,
and then oes back across the .Lammer
and strongas ever; thé eye
moors fres
flashes from under the same drooping lid
on the canvass of 1660 and the living face
of 1860; because far down among remote,
hidden, first things of life the permanent

each

Among the coins which her

generations of

and» perhaps was there for generations
oes out of # + “I could lie down like a tired child,
before him; Uncle George
And weep away this life of care
:
Scotland, over thousandsof miles of water, |. ‘Which
I have borne, and yet must bear,

in turn, quietly but kindly leaving their
-.coins, tying them on the first which hung
dependent on her breast. She made not
the slightest gesture of help, though one or
two fumbled a good deal. But a. most
vivacious little woman at her side did the
honors in her

ugh

ants to ge

—

1870.

i Sa

And thus in this human face,” which is ‘across. his ragged features, softening them |
so transient, we detect the hint of the un- to more than a woman's tenderness, and he
bene
HL Shakespeare face seemed to say, like a man who resembled
derly permanence.

LITERARY MISCELLANY,
Brides in Greece.
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It is sold 4 all dealers in drugs and medicines.
TURNER

120 Tremont

& C0.,

Proprictors,

Street, Boston,

Mass.
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OVER

1,000 Tlustrations, 50,000 References, a Family Record,
and Family AWum,

'

It is the most
‘tractive edition

superb, valuable, complete, and atof all Family Bibles
for the use of

Ministers, Students, Teachers, Families and Children.

1ts illustrations offer a comprehensive review

of the

Scriptures, representing the most interesting views
characters, symbols, events, antiquities, costumes,
ete. They attract the eye, correct erroneous impresgions, awaken new thoughts, and furnish clear views
of divine truth. It also affords an unusual large range

of statistical, tabular, chronological, and genealogical
matter.

Every one praises this remarkable work in the most
unqualified manner, and no family should be without
it.

.

AGENTS WANTED in every town and county in
the United States to canvass for “The New Pictorial
Family Bible.” Matty are now averaging from $5,000.
to $7,000
annual profit in its sale, It is regarded with
universal favor, and opens up a rich fleld and the
most profitable i all employments to good and reliable persons.

Ministers,

Teachers,

Students,

Young

Men and Women—all who regard the growth of morality—oan select any field not yet occupied, and engage steadily in this work without injury to their
characters as Christians.
For Circulars and Prospectus Sheets, containing a
PICTORIAL FAMILY BIBLE,
full description of THE
and terms to Agents, address Potter's Standard Bible
and Testament House.
:
JOHN E. POTTER & Co, Publishers,
y
*614 & 617 Sansom St., Philadelphia.
6teow16
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QUACKS.—A

tion, causing
&o., having tried

has discovered a simple
he will send freeto

vintim of earl

indisore

nervous debility, premature decay
in vain every advertized remed

means

of self-cure, Ww

his fellow sufferers on receipt

Address
a stampto pay postage.
York,
§7 Nassau St., New

J. H,
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PAIN KILLER,” may
After thirty years trial, the
justly be styled the great medicine of the world, for
there is no region of the globe into which it has no
found its way, and note where it has not been largely used and highly prized. Moreover, there is no
elime to which it has not proved itself to be well
adapted for the cure of a coneiderable variety of diseases; it is a speedy and safe remedy for burns,
sealds, bruises,wounds and various other injuries, as
well as for dysentery, diarrhea,and bowel complaints

generally, it is admirably suited
men on the face of the globe.

for every

race of

1m27

ONSTITUTIONALCATARRBRIH REMEDY, for Catarrh, Weakness of the Kidoeys and
Lungs, and all diseases of the Mucous Membranes.
Result of thirty years’ experience of an old physi.
cian. Only six months before the public, and vel its
cures are numerous and

wonderful,

causing

its sale

where known beyond any other new medi ine ever
bebfore the gublie. Send for circular
giving testimoniaglebacked by well known men
Price one dollar
a bottle. Sold hy the Jending druggists. LITTLE.
FreLn & Hayes, Chemists and
Druggists, ProprieA108
»
tors Manchester, N. I.
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authorities, it is called

unnaturdl

Bees

food,

the
carry
steamers
Atlantic
Twenty-eight
German flag. Of these, twenty-one are now in
the. port of New York, and will not put to sea
"
again for some time.

room cooler. If there are small children, or
invalids, this may be objectionable.
:
8. With the hand: apply cool or tepid water to

quantity of animal food; here it ia not cooked;
the game found in pature’s garden is raw. If

left that

Those

and

region

who are com-

ing his first success on the Hudson, the old sol*
dier would only give him his daughter on condition of his sailing a steamboat past his own
The steamer was soon bnilt, and on its
door.
first trip carried a bridal party.

Territory

Many may not have a fair understanding of
which occurs so constantly just
the word “‘rentes,”
now in our foreign dispatches, and whose rise
and” fall seem'to constitute the financial baromeThey are funded debts of France,
ter of Paris.
not, however, in the form of bonds, but simply
These loans are enterloans from the people.
ed to the credit of the lenders on the overs.
ment ledgers and draw a specified rate of inter
est. The holders of the debt are called “rentierss”
and the flunctuations in its value denole popular distrust or confidence in the Government.
A correspondent of the St. Louis Democrat
has ascended Mount Hood, in Oregon one of the
highest, if not the highest, mountain in North
The ascent of this volcano does not
America.
seem to have been very difficult. The summit of
the mountain is a crater three miles across, filled
Through this
with cinders, rocks and snow.
debris smoke, steam and gases issue, and many
The southern
of the rocks are hot to the tocch.
side of the crater is broken away, but on the

FOREIGN.

fortifi-

Troops are going into garrison
cations of Paris.
A great many English officers of note will go
into the Prussian army.
Advices from Cape Town announce the discov-

other sides they extend up to a hight of 2000 feet.

On the southwestern extremity of this wall is the
main opening of the crater, from which rises a
The boilconstant column of steam and smoke.
ing point of a thermometer at the.summit was
a hight of
180 degrees, which woul! indicate
17,646 feet.
Lilt
.

ery of new diamond fields.

The French residents in London are liberally
subscribing to the fund for the wounded.
The sympathy of Ireland is almost unanimously with France.
The Prussian authorities, at Bismarck’s earnest request, will allow newspaper
correspondents to follow the army.
Minister
Venesla
has assured the Italian
House of Deputies that Italy will not yield to
any pressure from France.

could not be ascertained.

board were lost.
Upon her retarn from Cherbourg

the

The latest snake story is of a reptile killed in
the neighborhood of Fort Scott, Ind., “six feet
long, and as thick as a man’s arm,” with an immense head and long hooked teeth. It is said to
have ‘given a warning similar to that of a rattlesnake, but instead of rattles,to have bad
a tail
like a sharp iron spike.

All on
Empress

will visit the troops of Strasburg and Metz,
The Emperor has proposed to adhere to the
stipulations of the general
conference for the

mitigation of the horrors of war.

Prussia

has

concurred.
Balloons will be used for observations on the
recommendation of American
officers in the
Prussian camp.
residing under the walls of Paris
Persons
have been notifiedto quit their houses as the
space is required for the play of artillery.

The peace party in Paris is numerically

dimin-

ishing every hour, and the small number remaining dare not now make a show in the streets.
Advices from the scene of war indicate that
line trom
the Prussians will adopt a defense
Bismarck and GenerCoblentz along the Rhine.
al Moltke are equally confident and unreserved

in their predictions of success.
The Paris press

eomplains of the extreme rig-

or with which Frenchmen in Germany are -treated, while Germans in France are in no way
molested or restricted.

The

government

of Denmark

hgs

issued

a

proclamation of neutrality in the war between
Sailors and pilots, subjects
Prussia and France.

Despatehes received at the Navy Department
from Yokohama say the country is at peace and
the new government appears to work well, and

is rapidly introducing important improvements
of Western civilization. A line of telegraph is in
operation between the public offices in Yeddo
and the custom housein Yokohama, which is
open to foreigners for a small charge.
‘William 1st, King of Prussia, is 73 years old;
. Napoleon is 62, and Bismarck is 56.
The Congressof the United States of Colombia has before it a resolution ordering Spainto

years, and
and

——

process

nothing is so relished or

——

—Mark

Cp

As much has been said of late about the modes
of preserving eggs, it may not be uninteresting
to say a few words about the Chinese methods,

as related by a French

Chemist, M. Paul Cham-

pion, who has lately visited that country, and
published a very interesting book on the ancient

and modern industries of that curious people.
A very common Imethod is to place the
in a mixtureof clay and water; the clay

eggs
har-

dens around the eggs, and is said to peserve
them good for a considerable time. But another

the

Dr. Lanessan, a French physician, hds just
lost his life in consequence, it is said, of his excessive exertion to resuscitate a young girl who

was

nearly

drowned

in the Seine.

The doctor

breathed his own breath imto her lungs, but as
she began to recover, he fainted away and could
not be restored

to consciousness.

It is mearly
thyanyi, then
ernment, was,
on a vacant lot

twenty-one years since Count
first officer of the Hungarian
by order, of General Haynau,
in the city of Pesth, and only

Bat~
Govshot
now,

after this long

intérval, has his funeral

taken

tralia

are

received

by

those for whom

they

papers, pamphlets, or magazines are, after being
read, returned to the bags, a very large number
are otherwise disposed of,
i
London

came

with

eorrespodnent of a Glasgow paper

his batch of news to the outside door

of the stairway leading up to his elon

ar

ator’s room,

ked.,

To his chagrin he fou

Puzzled for a moment, he ran to another station,
sent a meseage to Scotland, asking the operator
there to wake up the ie in London and tell hi
to come down stairs and open the door.
In

twenty

minutes

all was done.

He got word

are

rolled in a mass of straw

ashes, and then placed in baskets with balls of
rice,~boiled, we presume,—to keep the eggs
from touching each other.
About 100 to 160 eggs are put in one basket. In

about three months the whole kt ecomes hardened
into a crust, and then the eggs are sent to market; the retail price of fuch eggs is generally less
than a penny each. These eggs are highly esteemed in China, and always served in good houses;
but they have undergone a strange transforma-

tion,whiclpcertainly would not rccommend them
to English palates; the yolk has assumed a deCidedly green tinge, and the white is set. When
broken, they emit that unpleasant sulphurous
smell which would certainly cause their instant
banishment from our breakfast tables. However,

the Chinese

are

admitted, even by Frenchmen,

to be great gourmets; and we can’ only say,
therefore, that in question about eating there
is certainly no disputing about tastes.—Scientific American.

Management
;
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The Stock Journal has the following sensible
suggestions on this subject, whieh not a few of
our farmer readers will do well to heed :

A generous
spirit

and

diet is necessary, to keep

ability of cattle,

work to be done.

when

up the

there is hard

Great and permanent injury is

the result of niggardly feeding and severe toil,
exacted from the uncomplaining animal, His

strength declines, his spirit flags, and if this treatment be continued, he rapidly becomes the stu-

pfd, moping brute whichis shown off in degradg contrast

with the

bark

a

The ox

cases of

under this treatment.

—

thological times; yet it is a custom that does not
and

will

never

How things

alter!

The

unfashionable.

grow

salad, once all that the

hermit had to live upon, has become a relish for
the gourmand ; cheese, once ‘the shepherd’s only
food, is mow an entrement after many courses;
fruit, once the only food of the early denizens

of the world, is now the mere crowning pleasure

:
of the dinner.
Fruit requires no cooking; the great stationary fire has cooked it to a turn. It has been basted with dew; the soft balmy sun has been its
sauce. Its flavor has been mixed by the ministering spirits of garden and orchard; its color
and shape are of a lasting fashion; it cintains

essences

discovered, and wines as yet un-

mever

dreamed of; it is older than the cutlet, and:
anterior to the fricandeau! its seed blew to us
amaranthine
from Eden, or fell to us from
Turtle soup is'sublime,and tnere are
gardens.
ragouts which exercise a moral and psychological
influence over the world; but they are earthy.
Their component parts are known; there is not
the mystery about them that appertains to fruit.

Really to enjoy fruit, one should pick one’s.
own and eat it in appropriate scenery under the

tree from which ‘it ¥ gathered, or beside the
The pear reached

grown.

ithas

bush whereon

down from the pliant bough, where it has long
for Mammon’s
like a golden weight
swung
scales, tastes as much better than the same fruit

SHOTES—Wholesale, 00 to 00c; retail00 to (0c.
HipEs—Brighton 7to 70; Country lots, 6% to 7e
The black bear and heron
TALLOW— Tto 7, Country lots 6% to 7c.

wolves,

jackalls, and many

The ants have

regular day labor-

PiLTs—with wool $1,50 to $2,00 each; country

Tne Indian antelopes furnish an example of patriarchal government. . Elephants exhibit an
aristocracy of elders. Wild horses are said to
select their leaders. Sheep, in a wild state. are
under the control of a military chief ram.
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well.
Multitudes of men and women have made their
eyes weak for life by the too free use of the eye-

sight, reading

small

print

and doing

fine sew

ing. In view of these things,it is well to observe
the following rules in the use of the eyes:

Avoid sll sudden

changes

between light and

darkness.
.
;
Never read by twilight, or moonlight, or on a
very cloudy day.
‘
Never sleep so that, on waking, the eyes shall
open on the light of the window.
Biel»

Do not use the eyesight. by light so scant that

.
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Never read or sew directly'in front of the light
of a window or door.
It is best to have the

light

fall

from

above,

obliquely over the left shoulder.
light

creates a glare, and

ble of an effort to
and talk, walk, or
As the sky is
would seem that
tinge, the carpet

The

moment

The

pains and

you are sensi-

distinguish, that moment stop,
ride.
blue and the earth green, it
the ceiling should be a blueish
green, and walls of some mel-

low tint.

:

moment

you

are

J

instinctively prompted

to rub the eyes, that moment cease using them
If the eyelids are glued together on waking
up, do

not

forcibly

open

them, but

@

apply

the

saliva with the finger,—it is the speediest dilutent in the world,—~and then wash your eyes and
face with warm water.
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gestions, which are
“Horses should
pond, or river, and
as the well water
running stream is

sug-

worthy of remembrance :
be watered from a brook,
not from wells or springs,
is hard and cold, while the
soft and rather warm. The

preference of horses is for the soft, even though it

be muddy water, to that which is hard. Horses
should be allowed in summer time at least four
waterings

a day, dnd

half a bucketful

.and in winter a pailful may be

allowed

at a time,

morning
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Milton’s blindness was the result of overwork
One of the most eminent divines,
and dyspepsia.
having for ‘sometime been compelled to forego
the pleasure of reading,spent thousands of dollars
in value, and lost years of time, in consequence
of getting up several hours before sunrise and
studying by artificial light. His eyes never got
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should be as little abused

by threats and whipping, as by stinted feed and
through the door and up a long flight of stairs by over taxed labor.
loud and repeated hallooing,
give up Cubato the Cubans, and it is reported sending it four hundred miles around,
or the severe use of the lash, is as impolitic
that it will be adopted, and that similar action
governas it is cruel and
ful. We never witwill be taken by other South American
The word dollar is derived from the German
ness this barbarity without wishing the brutes
‘ments,
:
thal, meaning vailey. The little town of Joain the heart of could charige places, long enough at least to teach
There is pretty trustworthy intelligence of a chimsthal—~valley of Joachim—
the counts of the biped that humanity, by his own sufferings,
which
in
Saturon
place
the
Bohemia, was
skirmish at Sadrbrucken
sharp
pieces his reason and sensiblility have failed to inspire,
coined
1626,
and
to
Schlick, from the year 1617
the French made the attack
day, in w
and worth about $1.13 Clear and intelligible, yet low and gentle words
twenty
weight,
and
ounce
gun
an
one
about
of
.of
loss
a
with
were
are all that is necessary to guide the well trained
of our money. They were known in use as joamen. There are rumorsof fighting at Forbach
and
spirited ox. The stick or whip is meeded
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word
The
er.
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chimsthal
unconfirmed
andin Baden, bat they are
rather to indicate the precise movement desired,
d
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is
anglicize
became
later
still
°
'and
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to
he
marek has joined the regiment of which
than af & stimulant or means of punishment.
:
of the ob- dolar,
colonel. Benedetti explains the fact
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Dogs,

my-

and the old

al, it smacks of the golden age
wither,

stream.

Tt is patriarch.

Greeks!
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ers, The monkey is a rope dancer. The. asocia- 50a $125.
:
tion of beavers presents us with a model of reCALF SKINs—T6al7e.
publicanism. The bees live under a monarchy.

After the"refined and complicated luxury of a
recherche dinner, we seem to go back, when the
fruit comes on the table, to the: primitive simplicWe consume our entreity of the earliest ages.
ments and fricassees, our soups and our made
dishes; and then our host, as if the repertoire
of delicacies had been exhausted, steps out into
his garden and his orchard, and brings in a simple dish of fruit; a bunch of'golden grapes, some
apples, painted red and yellow by the soft pencil
of the summer sunbeam, a dusty velvet peach,
apricots. He is doing
or some honey-fieshed
what King Alcinous may have done to Ulysses

and the storm-beaten

aCe 1 we rei, 8

a boat, and his tail for a sail, he crosses

are fishermen.

sad in-

Fruit for Dessert. _
—

for

“others, are hunters.

more spirited horse, that

performs, it may be, one-half

his rations.

Sheep Pelts..0 00 @ + 00

* July 27, 1870.

sews the leaves together to make his nest. The
squirrel is 8 ferryman; with a chip or piece of

Lane Express.

confuses the sight.

of Oxen.

painful

No wonder that so many

Too much

are

intended. It is because the mail bags containing newspapers are made a kind of circulating
library to the passengers, and alth
some

A

mixture, they

slow,

cnoked craw are met with

Preserving Eggs.
:

eof assimilation is

complete.

GE

digestion

Unwashed......15 S$: 18

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET,

is a civil engineer; he not only builds houses,

amount of sand, small pebbles, and the like, all
of which, passing into the crop, assist digestion
greatly.
But in the “ hen’s wife ” mode of feed
ing poultry, a great heap is thrown down, and
the birds allowed to *‘ peg away ”’ at such a rate,

and much more elaborate method
is also comAn infusion of three pounds
The census returns throw a blaze of of light on monly practised.
the gigantic proportions of fraudulent voting in of tea is made in ‘boilng water, and to this are
three
pounds of quicklime (or seven
New York.
The usual proportion of veters in a added
operation is performed in
,city is less than one in seven of the whole popu- pounds when the
ation.
But ten election districts in that city ,| winter), nine pounds of sea salt, and seven
of ashes of burnt oak finely powdered. This is all
which now have a population of 22,499, and
therefore should have some 3 000 voters, last well mixed together into a smooth paste by
May polled 47,615 votes!! One district, of 700 means of a wooden spatula, and then each egg
people cast 7,359 ballots. Even as active repeat .| is covered with it by hand, gloves being worn
ing this challenges admiration as a big day’s work to prevent the corrosive action of the lime on
| the hands.
When the eggs are covered with
for 100 voters.

place.
"The remains. were disinterred and placed
of Denmark, are warned against rendering assist- in a cenofaph, the golden key of which was given
ance to the belligerents,
to his widow on her arrival in Pesth, Thousands
The inhabitasts of Nordemey and other islands of strangers came Lhrongiug from all directions
near the month of the Elbe have all removed in | to witness the funeral ceremonies ; and it seemed
order to leave the French fleet in those waters
as if some great man had died only yesterday.
without experienced pilots.
A correspondent of the London Times writes
The existence of a treaty, offensive and defen~' to that paper as follows: —“Having just landed
sive, between Bpain and France, is denied by-l from a return voyage to Melbourne, I have durthe ministerial organs, but reasserted by other ing the voyage made the diseovery why so very
jouraals.
few newspapers and books sent by post to Aus-

If the ‘ Rochambeau’ shall figure in the European war, Americans Will be much interested,
knowing ft to be the original ‘ Dunderburg’
which Mr. Webb sold at France for $2,000,000.

sev

its

strengthens so much as the rich beef tea, or
rather gravy, prepared from the beef jelly sold
by first rate grocers.
A tablespoonful of this
jelly, dissolved by pouring a cup of boiling water
on it, drunk, when cool enough, will give as
much strength as three-fourths of a pound of
beef steak broiled.
For
singers and students,
who need a light but strengthening diet, nothing
is so admirable.
Nervous people, and sanguine
ones, should adopt a diet of eggs, fish, soups,
salads, with fruit. This cools the blood, and
leaves the strength for the nerves instead of
taxing them to digest meats aud heavy preparations. Lymphatic people should especially prefer such lively salads as cress,peppergrass, horse
radish, and mustard.
These are nature’s correctives, ‘and should
appear on the table, from
latch to November, tO be eaten not as relishes
merely, but as stimilating and beneficial food.
They stir the blood, and clear the eye and brain
from the humors of spring.
Nervous
people
should be sparing of these fiery delights, and
eat abundantly of golden lettuce, which contains
opium in its most delicate and least injurious
state. The question of fat meat does not seem
satisfactorily settled.
I should compound by
using rich soups, which contain the essence of
meats, and supply carbon by salad oil and a free
use of nuts or cream.
Plump, fair people may
let oily matters of all kinds carefully alone. Thin
ones should eat vegetables,—if they can find a
cook who knows how to make them endurable.
It is strange in this country, which produces
the finest vegetables, fit for the envy of foreign
cooks, not one out of a hundred knows how to
prepare them properly.
Those who are anxious
to be rid of flesh should choose acids, lemons,
limes, and tamarinds, and eat sparingly of dry
meats, with crackers, instead of bread, and follow strictly the advice now given.

Congress has authorized the construction and
maintainance of a bridge over the Niagara River
The bill requires the bridge to have
at Buffalo.
atleast two draws mot less than 160 feet in width,
and to be parallel to the current of the river;
gives the Secretary of War supervision of the
work, and grants to all railroad companies equal
‘privileges in its use.

The barque Berkshire ran into and sunk, on
the east coast of England,an American vessel

name

-

For weak

lived on the banks of the lake, but, notwithstand-

Phere promisgto be some extraordinary developments soon before a Washington
court.
It appears that” Mr. B. D. Whitney, the private
secretary of General Butler,last January made
a written contract with Horatio Ames, by which,
for a consideration of $5000, he was to secure 8
cessation of- General Dyer’s opposition to the
payment of Mr. Ames’s claims on a gun contract,
when Mr. Ames was to withdraw his charges
Some
before Congress against General Dyer.
hitch in carrying out the programme has caused
Mr. Ames says
the case ) to-get into the courts.
that although Whitney’s name was signed to the
contract be understood that in point of fact General Butler was the other party.
23. 3
The Fenians on trial at Windsor, Vt., were
sentenced on Saturday,—O0’Neil got two years in
the State Prison, Colonel Brown nine months,
and Captain Monahan six months.

whose

lived South

healthy

literally a bone of contention, it is some-

WOOL.
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architect, builder and wood cutter ; he cuts down
trees and erects houses and. dams. The marmot

-

New York¥ B45 @ ]

BrErF—Extra $13,00
to $14,00:
first quality $13,25 to
but constructs aqueduct and drains to keeps
18,50; 2d Tm $11,00 hari 3a quay
8,00 to
them dry. The white ants maintain a regular
10,75,
owt., on total weight of
hide, farrow, and
army of soldiers, The East India ants are horIf you notice their habits; you will perceive that
ticulturists; they make mushroons, upon which
WoRrkING O
150 to
r pair, or aceord.
the process of picking up their food under ordi- they feed their young. Wasps are paper manu- ing hi
of bu
andy Steers’ $50 to $125.
nary, of what we may call the natural condition, | facturers. Caterpillars are silk-spinners.
Mu.cr Cows—$30 to § 60; extra good, $65 to $85;
The
withor without php
may be agreed; farrow
is’a ‘very slow one. Grain by grain does the
bird, plocous teztor, is a weaver; he weaves a and ordinary,
$30 to
get taken, and with the aggregate, no small web to make his nest. The primia is a tailor; he

Digestion.

Morgan, of revolutionary fame, who

ter of Gen.

fruit,

and lowers his sail, casts and Yveighs his anchor,

and performs other nautical evolutions. Whole Tierces.......0000 @ 16
ET
tribes of birds are musictans. The beaver is an EE

that their crops are filled too rapidly, and the

Fulton was in love with the daugh-’,

marriage.

ripe

know whereof I affirm.
6. And above all,—keep cool.

The. little ° steamer, Kate Morgan, built by
Robert Fulton, still plies in Cayuga lake, and
perpetuates the romantic story of its builder’s

influential personages of the convention.

in the

I have

pers could be preserved in case of shipwreck.

gfléfice in State and national administrations. ExCongressman Whittemore was one of the more
A movement is on foot in Wyoming
to elect a female delegate to Congress.

season.

rule, all

so that important books and pa-

sixty pounds,

ing, it is said, will bring in all their stolen stock
and give abundant assurance of their peaceful
intentions.
;
The Republican State Convention in South
Carolina, Thursday, nominated Governor Scott
for re-election, and resolved that it had confi’
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Hod for poultry,
especially in winter, when they can not get the
worms they pick up in summer.
Others again
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